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I. Introduction

The subject of career decision-making among non-professional women
ontering non-traditicnal occupations has received little attention from
r-iarThers, except for a few studies of adalt women, particularly ot

apprenticeships. Until now, what little research that has been done has

concentrated on women in professional non-traditional occupations.

This is a study of women in two-year postsecondary vocational educa-
tion programs who are training to enter non-professional non-traditional
occupations.

Our classification of programF, by traditional and non-traditional
categories is based on the statistics of national enrollment of students
in postsecondary Area Vocational Technical Schools (AVTS) . 1/ All

rogramn in which 0.0 to 25.0% of the students nationally enrolled are
..:onsidered non-traditional training programs, while all programs

which women are 75.1% to 100.0* of the students nationally enrolled
considered traditional vocational training programs. Programs

with per,7:entages of women nationally enrolled that are between these two
tremes were labeled mixed vocational training programs. A detailed

the postsecondary AVTS training programs by percent of women
ohrol:ed in oach course nationally in the non-traditional, traditional

mixed cateqori; is provided in the Appendix. (See Appendix Tables
A-3.)

:-1ost men vocational education students are in non-traditional train-

, .; programs, and most women vocational education students are in tradi-

onal training programs. Seventy-two percent of all postsecondary men
students are enrolled in non-traditional programs compared to only 9%

all postsecondary women students who are. On the other hand, only 4%
of all men students are enrolled in traditional vocational education pro-

while 62% of women students are enrolled in the traditional voca-
ticnal education programs. Twenty-four percent of all men students and

29% of all women students are enrolled in mixed vocational training pro-

grams. The distribution of studonts is shown graphically in Figure 1.

In addition to looking at student characteristics by whether students

are enrolled in non-traditional, traditional, or mixed training programs,
data on students are also analyzed by broad subject areas of vocational

education. They comprise seven occupational areas: healta, home economics,

business and office, distributive education, agriculture, technical, and
trade and industrial education. Most programs in the agriculture, techni-
cal, and trade and industrial education areas are non-traditional; most
programs in distributive education have a mixed enrollment; and most

health, home economics, and business and office programs are traditional.

Each of the broad subject areas includes some mixed occupations, however;

and some of the subject areas have all three types of programs: non-

t.raditinal, traditional, and mIxed. (See Appendix, Tables A-5

1/ Based on an Office of Civil Rights Survey of Area Vocational Training
Schools-1974 (See Methodology in Appendix).

0
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A third schema that is used in analyzing the data looks at the sex

stereotypes of particular occupations. Each occupation carries a mascu-

line, feminine, or neutral image. 1./ For example, home economics occu-

pations are generally seen as feminine occupations, while occupations

in the construction trades are generally seen as masculine occupations.

Based on their actual enrollment and their stereotyped images, home eco-

nomics occupations would be traditional/feminine, and occupations in
the construction trades would be non-traditional/masculine. SDire occupa-

tions, including many of the new and emerging technical occup7-tioLs like

environmental control technology or electronics technology, while they

are non-traditional in terms of the low -ercentage of women enrolled

nationally, are still relatively neutral in image. Although the mascu-

line, feminine, and neutral concepts are by their nature subjective, they

are an important consideration for women considering career alternative
options, since there is less resistance on the part of society, in-
cluding women themselves, to women's participation in neutral occupations

than there is resistance to their participation in masculine occupations.

Our study analyzes the characteristics of women A TS students utili-

zing all three schema. The major thrust of the analysi,, however, utilizes

the'first set of variables and compares and contrasts Non-traditional

women (those enrolled in programs where nationally, 0 to 25% of the

students are women) and Traditional women (those enrolled in programs where

nationally, 75% to 1_00% of Lhe students are women) to determine what factors

are influential in student's selection of non-traditional or traditional

occupational training. Having defined the differences between the Non-
traditional and Traditional women on particular issues in Chapters
we have in our final chapter, Chapter XII, made a preliminary analysis

of the women in mixed training to identify differences between this

group and the Non-traditional and Traditional women.

The third schema was utilized in analyzing the problems and diffi

culties of Non-traditional women. Types and incidences of difficu3ties

of Non-traditional women were examined according to whether their

training programs were masculine or neutral in image.

In addition to studying the characteristics of the postsecondary

students themselves, another component of this study was a survey of edu-

cational personnel whom Non-traditional women in the sample had identified

as being very influential in their selection of a non-traditional voca-

tional education procTram. Information was requested from these educa-

tional personnel about techniques and methods that they perceived to be

successful for identifying or encouraging young women who selected a non-

traditional occupation. (See Student and Educational Personnel Question-

naires in Appendix.)

This study is limited to those postsecondary vocational education

students that are enrolled in Area Vocational Technical Schools which

unlike vocational education s.chools in general, prepare all their students

1/ This concept is adapted from Saul Feldman who developed a similar schema

for professional occupations. See Feldman, Saul D., Escape from the

Doll's House, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1974.
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enrolled in vocational education programs for employment. Using enroll-

ment data from the 1974 Office for Civil Rights, DHEW's survey of Area

Vocational-Technical schools, a sample of the 280 postsecondary schools

that had at least ten women students enrolled in non-traditional programs

was'developed. Officials in each school were contacted and asked if they

woUld like to,participate in the survey; 94 schools in 26 States agreed

.toticipate.

At each school, questionnaires were sent to all non-traditional women

students and to a random sample of the Traditional and Mixed women students.

The Traditional and Mixed samples who served as a control group were selected

by randomizing the mixed and traditional courses at AVTS schools nationally.

Students from two mixed and two traditional programs were surveyed in each

school. In all, 860 questionnaires from Non-traditional students, 650 from

Mixed students, and 1,650 from Traditional students were completed in usable

form. To achieve a more balanced sample for analysis purposes, the respon-

ses from the Mixed and Traditional women were randomly reduced and the data

in this final report reflect the responses of 860 Non-traditional, 452

Mixed and 612 Traditional women students. In all cases, Non-traditional,

Mixed, and Traditional students were-analyzed separately. (See Appe.litx A -

Methodology.)

Statistical data are presented in two forms throughout this report.

Brief summary tables highlighting significant percentage differences betw,e::

groups are found in the body of the text. Comprehensive back-up tables

showing number of responses as well as percert distributions for all vari-

ables are found in Volume II. 1/

All statistics com:-.aring Non-traditional and Traditional groups were

tested for significance. Due to their limited sample size, significance

tests were not appli0.1 against data for Mixed students or for the education-

al personnel.

In comparing the differences between Non-traditional and Traditional

students, each variable with three or more optional responses was tested

for significance of chi square. Differences between two proportions for the

Non-traditional and Traditional samples or by variables within the Non-

tyditional group were also tested. Significance was reported, either for

x-,or for the difference between two proportions--the Non-traditional and

Traditional proportions for the variable, a-a, b-b, or 2/ The level

of significance is indicated by the number of asterisks next to the vari-

able or after the appropriate footnote, with p < .05 = *; p < .01 = **;

and p < .001 = ***. (See Appendix A--Methodology, and Appendix 0--

Statistical Symbols.)

1/ In Chapters III through XI, summary tables compare Non-traditional and

Traditional samples. In Chapter XII, summary tables compare Non-tra-

ditional, Mixed, and Traditional samples and reference is made to back-up

tables in Volume II. All back-up tables compare Non-traditional,

Mixed and Traditional samples.

2/ The symbol v5 compares the difference between the identified category

and the combination of all other categories on the vertical axis.

9
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The following outline describes the chapters in the body of tht!

report:

J:hapter II, Executive Summary: Major Findings and Implications,

summarizes the major findin,js in each Chapter and describes impli,_:ation

for further research and possible actions based on the findings.

Chapter III, Demographic Characteristics of Students, includes

responses of the students concerning their parents occupational and

edue..ational characteristics, the students age, racial/ethnic background

and household income.

Demographic profiles of the sample groups were compared to identify

- differences. The results indicate that demographic characteristics which

have been shown to differentiate the Nan-traditional women from the Tradi-

tional women in professional occupations, do not similarly differentiaie

Non-traditional and Traditional wcwen in non-professional areas. Most. of

the demographic variables are used in other chapters to determine whether

they significantly impa the response to other variables. Nearly all

variables throughout the report ware tested by age, urban/rural location,

income, minority status, and parental characteristics.i/ Only where tae

variable affected the issue is it reported.

Chapter IV, Educational Personnel, gives background information on

those educators who had been cited by the Non-traditional women as being

very influential in their selection of non-traditional training. This is

not a profile of all educational personnel, but only of those who were cited

by Non-traditional women as very influential and who responded to the

questionnaire. The Chapter also includes some data asked of the educational

personnel which were not requested from the students. Where educational

personnel were asked the same questions as the students, such as the use-

fulnss of various counseling techniques or the importance of various school/

non-school personnel in assisting in career decision-making, their responsel;

are given in the text in order to contrast their responses with the

response on the same or similar issues.

7hapter V, Persons Influencing Decision-making, provides inforratioh

about persons who had influenced students choices of vocational training

areas. Students were asked to indicate the relative importance of a lit

of potentially influential persons that inclu(?.ed non-school persons (iden-

tified by relationship to the student and sex) and school personnel (iden-

tified by position, level of school, and sex) . It was expected that

educational personnel, spea-c:cally women school personnel and counselor,

would be the major infl
traditional occupatio7t.
this hypothesis.

,r women students who had enrolled in non-

tng. The findings, however, did not support

1/ Except for Blae- not a sufficient number of responses in

the sample for u, vidual racial/ethnic group even for preliminary

analysis. Generall;, Whites were compared to Blacks and then to all

Minorities together, including Blacks.

10
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Chapter VI, Impact of Counseling Techniques and Methods, provides

information on students evaluation of the effectiveness of eight different

methods and techniques which schools use to assist stue.ents in choosing

careers. Overall, the responses to most methods and techniques indicattd

that students had little confidence in what was being offered by the

schools. Not all techniques were used in all schools, which may have

contributed to the negative responses.1/ Educational personnel were

also asked to indicate if the different methods and techniques were use-

ful for women considering non-traditonal occupations. The educators were

further asked to indicate whether various techniques and methods were use-

ful as mechanisms for providing support to women students already enrolled

in non-traditional training, and which of the techniques and methods were

offered in their own schools.

Chapter VII, Relevance of High School Preparation, provides informa-

tion on students high school curriculum, the number of semesters of math

and/or science they have taken, and their assessment of how well their

nigh school had prepared them for their present training. A major con-

cern in this chapter is whether the so-called math filter 2/ operates

to restrict women from advancing effectively in their chosen area of

vocational education.

Chapter VIII, Motivational Factors, examines why students choose

particular areas of training and seeks to det2rmine if the women choose

traditional and non-traditional occupational training for different reasons.

Educational personnel were also asked to indicate what they felt were

reasons women students enroll in non-traditional training.

Chapter IX, Problems and Difficulties of Women in Non-tradition,ti

Vocational Training, provides information on whether women in non-tradi-

tional training have problems and difficulties and what problems they

perceive themselves as having. Their responses were analyzed not only

by demographic characteristics, but also by such variables as: number of

other women in the class, the masculine/neutral schema, the percent of

women enrolled in that program nationally, and broad classifications of

training.

Chapter X, Employment of Students, describes the employment status

of the Non-traditional and Traditional students. Studer,ts who had jobs

were asked whether those jobs were related to their area o training, an

1/ No data were requested from the student about a) whether or not a

particular method was offerred at her school or b) if it were available,

whether or not she had used the service. The extent to which specific

methods and techniques are available is based on responses of

educational personnel.

2/ The math filter may be defineu as the fact that young women do not

take as many courses in advanced mathematics as young men, which often

precludes them from being able to enter non-traditional occupations,

many of which require a strong math background.

1-6
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important factor in reinforcing what they They

were also asked whether the school had ass hv. obtaining U. ir

jobs. Finally, the responses :.,rmine if schc )1s,

in helping their students find jobs, had heli. ! them find jobs that were

related to-their area of training.

Chapter XI, Alternative Occupations Considered by Women, provides
information on other occupations students had considered before they rride

their choices. Responses were analyzed to determine if any women who

were not in non-traditional training had been interested in non-traditional

)ccupations, and to determine the alternative occupations women wL.:, w-ru
an non-traditional training had considered.

Chapter XII, Women in Mixed Vocational Training, is a self_ t ned

chapter defining for the women in mixed training the issues that had al-
ready been analyzed for Non-traditional and Traditional students in th.

previous chapters. It is an attempt to explore, preliminarily, the
possibility of mixed occupational training as a viable alternative fr
women who are seeking a broader opportunity but are not ready to cho

male-dominated occupations.

The interpretations provided in this section are only preliminar.
The objective of this analysis was to raise questions and establish
hypotheses for further research to define the issues more precisely.

The Appendix includes our Methodology, the questionnaires (green
for students in non-traditional vocational training, yellow for educa-
tional personnel, white for controls) , a Summary of National Data on wo-

men in Non-traditional, Mixed, and Traditional training, a Glossary of

terms used, and an explanation of the statistical symbols used through-

out the report. Volume II includes the back-up tables for each chapter

of Volume I. Back-up tables are designated by chapter by arabic numeral,

e.g., Table 111-6; Table references, such as Table 111-6, would therefore,

indicate a back-up table that can be found in Volume II. The summary

tables that appear in the Volume I text are designated by chapter by
letter, e.g., Table V-d; Table references such as Table V-d would
therefore, indicate a table that can be found in Chapter V of Volume T.

1 2
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Executive Summary: Major Findings and Implications

Although an increasing number of women have entered the labor force
on a permanent basis in the past decades, they are still concentrated
predominantly in relatively low-paying business, hea J ani service

occupations. This situation has become of growing cf;.,.2,.rn to educators,

employment and training experts, and other persons in' .,ted in improving

the employment conditions of women.

There has been some research on the problems involved in preparing
women for professional opportunities in non-traditional areas, i.e. women
who are in colleges and graduate schools, but there has been comparatively
little analysis of the problems involved in preparing women for employment
opportunities in the non-professional, non-tradition occupations.

This study represents an initial effort to fill this information gap
through a survey of women in occupational training in postsecondary Area
Vocational Technical Schools (AV" ). The study has three primary objectives:

to define the characteristics of women in postsecondary
AVTS who are presently preparing to enter employment in
non-traditional occupations;1/

to identify the experiences that have influenced their
decision to enter such training; and

to determine the problems and difficulties they have

experienced in their non-traditional education and
training programs in postsecondary AVTs

Furthermore, the ntudy requested Non-traditiondl womon to identify

school personnel who had befi, 'rery influential on their decinion to enter

non-traditional training. A secondary objetive wan to gather from them.'
educational pernonnel innic,htn hnd underntnndings of the problems involved
with wamen'n ontry into non-Lr,luitional occupationn which could bo shared

with other educational pernonnel.

In the body of the report we have Attempted to define how the character-
istics, renponnen, nnd underntandingn of women training for non-traditionnl
occupntionn differ from women in training for traditional occupationn.y
The problems have been nnalyzed primarily from tho point of view of the
women, but aino to n degree, from the point of view of tho educational
personnel who helped influence their decision-making. This Executive Sum-
mary highlights the findingn of our ntudy and outlineu the implicationn of

then() findingn for pernonn in education nnd employment and trnining, who art,
concerned with women'n entry into non-trnditionnl non-profensional occupntionn.

1/ Women in AVTS vocational training in cInnnen whore nationally 0-25% of
enrolled ntudentm nre women.

y Women in AVTS vocational training in clannes where nationally 75.1%-
1004i of enrolled ntudentn firll women.

1 3



A. Demographic Characteristics of Students

1. Findings

a. Non-traditional students in postsecondary AVTS tend to be older,

more urban and more likely to live in the Western states than Traditional

students. Relatively more of the rural older women (30 years of age and

over) are enrolled in traditional training. Compared to Traditional Women,
Non-traditional women's household incomes are likely to be either higher

or lower. Traditional women's household incomes are more likely to be in

the average range.

b. Overall, the characteristics of the parents of Traditional and

Non-traditional women are similar. The differences that exist in parental

education, fathers occupation, and mothers employment status proved to be

of minimal significance.

2. ImOications

Unlike studies done on professional women, little statistically sig-

nificant demographic data have been identified in this study that differ-

entiate Non-traditional, non-professional womer from Traditional, non-

professional women.

Additional research f!; needed to determine why the percentage of rural

women ovr 30 years of age are training for traditional jobs. This could

be (IU' to the absence of jobs for women in non-traditional occupations in

rural areas. Men, however, re being Lrained in these occupations and

are, presumably, being placed. The causes of the lack of older Non-tradi-

tional women in rural areas should be examined. Reasons may include lack

4 appropriate background preparation, lack of jobs after _hey are trained,

discriminatory practices, and/or that women in this aye group in rural areas

hold more traditional beliefs and therefore void non-traditional occupations.

5ince a new expnnnion of employment opportunities has been reported

in rural arean and nmall townn, there in a particular need to investigate

thin lnnue if women are to bo able to avail themselves of all existing

opportunitien.

Educational Pernonne]

1. Findinge

d. Educational peraonnel who were nelected by Non-traditional women

an being vory influential in their choice of a non-traditional occupation

tended to he men rather than women, teachern rather than counsolorn, and

from ponilmcondetry nchooln rather than from necondnry nchooln. The largent

:angle group of Influontial educational pernonnel named wore male vocational

1 4
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education teachers; 63% of all senior high school teachers and 92% of all
postsecondary teachers who were identified by Non-traditional women as
being very influential in their choice of occupational training programs
were vocational education teachers, and 94% of all vocational education
teachers named were men.

b. From the point of view of counselors and teachers, the woman
student herself is the one who initiates the idea of non-traditional
training. After the woman student herself, counselors believe that coun-
selors are most likely to initiate such training, and teachers believe
teachers are most likely to be the initiators.

c. Most schools leave it to their counselors and teachers to define
the guidance program appropriate to students needs. The responses by
educational personnel in the sample, however, indicated that guidance
materials and other prepackaged programs are not likely to be utilized by
counselors and even less likely to be utilized by the teachers. In both
cases, the educators indicated only a moderate interest (43%) in being able
to obtain guidance materials developed outside of their own schools.

2. Implications

a. Based on these findings, we would anticipate that most secondary
and postsecondary school personnel would be reluctant to adopt model
programs defined in guidance materials. Further study of patterns of
utilization of guidance materials is needed. If the results of such a
study corroborate such a possibility, then preservice and inservice train-
ing of teachers as well as counselors would be essential if effective
assistance to students is to be achieved. Further investment in guidance
manuals should include funds for such workshops to encourage their use.

b. The absence of junior high school personnel among the persons
students identified as being influential suggests that although students
are most likely to develop their interests in non-traditional occupations
if exposed to them earlier, the women who have previously entered non-
traditional training have done so without the early (Insistence of educational
personnel.

C. Persons Influential in Encouraging Women to Enter Non-traditional
Occupations

1. Pindinc s

a. Non-traditional women were more influenced by men among both
nchcol and non-school personn, whereas Traditional women were more
influenced by women.

b. More mothern than other persono were influential on Non-traditional
students choice of training program, followed by husbands and fathers.
School pernonnel were mentioned barely half as often as members of students
immediate family as influencing women to undertake non-traditional training.

5
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c. At all age levels more Traditional students were subject to influ-
ence than Non-traditional students. The influence of all persons decreased
markedly on Non-traditional women 25 and over; this marked decrease does
not occur for Traditional women until they are 30 and over.

d. Educational personnel select women counselors as persons most
influential on Non-traditional students, followed by women teachers and
men .ounselors. In all cases they select school personnel as being more
influential than non-school personnel. The students, on the other hand,
select men teachers, particularly vocational education teachers, as more
influential than other school personnel.

2. Implications

a. Although we had hypothesized at the start of this project that
women educators would prove to be the most helpful of those in the schooi
system to students considering non-traditional occupattons, the results
show clearly that this is not whit is happening. In general, women
educational personnel are sustaining the occupational stereotypes by sup-

porting Sraditicnal women more than are any other educational personnel.
Counselon, have comparatively little influence on Non-traditional students
and women counselors have less influerce than men counselors. Since the
majority of teachers identified as influential were teache::s of vocational
education courses, and since few non-traditional vocational courses are
taught by women, it is not surprising, therefore, that women teachers have
not been very influential on Non-4'raditional women.

b. Since postsecondary school ot.r..onnel are apparently more impor-

tant to Non-traditional students than are secondary school personnel, one

can conclude that there is a need to expand the guidance function at the

postsecondary level until opportunities for occupaLional exploration can

be expanded and made more useful at lower school levels.

c. Teachers should be made aware of the impact they are having on
students occupational choice. Male vocational education teachers have no
special qualifications to provide assistance to women making career deci-
sions, except for their enthusiasm for their trade. In teacher education
programs, teachers are not trained to assist students in their career
decision-making, and only rarely are they taught the essentials that will
provide support to students. Clearly these teachers should be trained
to assist women who enter their classes.

Since counselors have been trained to perform these services, part
of their responsibility should be to assist others who are also likely to
have influence with students in their decision-making, e.g. the parents
and the teachers. Whatever influence parents and teachers have could be
more constructively directed if they had the assistance of a counselor.

d. By the time a woman enrolls in a vocational education class, she
has already made at least a preliminary career decision. On this basis,

we can only conclude that many vsomen are reaching these decisions on their

1 6
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own. Although they were fortunate to have found a vocational teacher to
encourage them, this cannot be interpreted as Non-traditional women
receiving assistance in their career decision-making. The vocational
educators enter the picture too late to actually assist in the decision-
making, and are therefore only providing support and encouragement to the
women.

This suggests that there should be to:re opportunity for women to
explore a greater variety of non-traditional occupational tasks and courses
earlier in their education, perhaps through career education or in having
exposure and access to a greater variety of vocational courses at the
junior and senior high school levA. Assistance in decision-making should
be provided as early as possible, h:ince the earlier a woman makes the
decision, or at least care:y examines her options, the more likely it is
that she will prepare herse)_f ['or the Locupation in which she has developed
an interest by taking the awroprate .),%rses while still in high school

(See Chapter VII, High School eparation). Educational personnel who are
equipped to assist women to make their decisions while they are still con-
sidering their career options are needed. If changes are to be made, it is
likely that large scale in-service and pre-service programs are needed for
all educational personnel. Unless such educational personnel are trained
to assist them, only women able to make the decision on their own are
likely to enter classes taught by nc-1-:raditional vocational teachers and
subsequently to be influenced by ther:'

e. Parents are the most influential group on Non-traditional students,
but, by and large, unless they have specific relevant information, the
parents role is likely to be that of supporting and encouraging students
rather than assisting them in their career decision-making.

Programs designed to assist women in occupational decision-making
should include parental involvement as well as group discussions with
peers. Both of these groups have the potential to have a significant
positive influence on Non-traditional students decision-making. However,

parent's lack of a broad base of occupational information may limit their
ability to advise their daughters constructively.

It would appear that if parents are to b4 able to influence their
daughters who are interested in non-traditional occupations, this influence
should be brought to bear when the women are as young as possible. Early
increase of occupational information to parents and consultation between
school personnel and parents is likely to be beneficial to student's
decision-making. (See Chapter VI, Impact of Counseling Methods and
Techniques.)

D. Counseling Programs and Techniques

1. Findings

17
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a. Women students and educational personnel were asked to indicate
how useful counseling techniques and other methods designed to assist
students had been in their choice of occupational programs. Fifty percent
or more of the Non-traditional women considered each method or technique
not useful. Teachers and counselors found virtually all techniques useful,
but counselors and women educatiinal personnel were more positive than
teachers and other educational personnel about the usefulness of Most of
the counseling techniques.

b. Individual counseling, job site visitations, and career education
were considered most useful by Non-traditional students as programs to
assist women in making career decisions. Considering the limited number
of students likely to have been involved in the program, a comparatively
high percentage of Non-traditional women responded positively to career
education.

c. Non-traditional women are less likely to be influenced by any
counseling technique than women in traditional occupations; and women 30
years of age and over are less influenced than younger women.

d. Group counseling in any form is not considered very important by
students; this is true even though the data indicate that the number and
kinds of problems and difficulties perceived by Non-traditional women are
reduced if there are more women students in their classes. (See Chapter IX,
Problems and Difficulties).

e. Students considered parental involvement more important in their
occupational choice than did educational personnel.

2. Implications

a. Programs designed to help students with their career decisions
apparently are not performing their functions. The problem was expressed
by all students,but is most serious for Non-traditional women. If the
techniques that are available had been utilized at their maximum potential,
many more women might have made their decision earlier and have used their
high school years to better prepare for their transition to postsecondary
occupational training.

b. There is a need for a systematic evaluation of each of the tech-
niques designed to help students choose careers to determine how these
techniques can best be utilized to encourage women who might have the
interest and aptitude to prepare for non-traditional careers ahd to support
them once they have made the decision. At present, women who enter non-
traditional vocational training have apparently relied on their own sources
of information to make their decision. Only after they have enrolled in
the program do many women receive support for their occupational choice.

II-6
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c. The responses from Non-traditional students on career education
was mixed, but sufficiently positive to warrant further study. On the one
hand, there was a markedly higher (16 percentage points) response among
Traditional women, which suggests a greater emphasis on traditional careers
for women in career education. On the other hand, the positive response
among Non-traditional women was almost as high as the percentage who
responded positively to individual counseling, although individual counsel-
ing, unlike career education, was a program available to virtually all
students. In addition, there is evidence that students are confused be-
tween career orientation and career education.

There is a need to explore further the role of career education in
stimulating women's interest in non-traditional careers. If further study
supports the preliminary findings, this opens the possibility of expanded
utilization of career education as a method for encouraging more women to
enter non-traditional training.

E. Relevance of High School Preparation

1. Findings

a. More than half (54%) of all Non-traditional women considered that
their high school education had not prepared them for their postsecondary
vocational trainirg, compared to only 25% of the women in traditional
training. At every age, Non-traditional women felt less prepared than
Traditional women. Younger women, recently out of high school, felt more
prepared than women in other age groups.

b. As women progress through junior and senior high school, they take
progressively fewer math courses than men at each grade level. This reduces
their ability and opportunity to enter non-traditional occupations. This
pre'llem, called the "math filter", has been clearly identified for women
preparing for professional careers. It was hypothesized that a similar
.at lifter also made it difficult for women to enter training for non-

zsional skilled and technical occupations that are non-traditional.
;Ltvarmine this, the number of mathematics and science courses taken by

in non-traditional training was studied to determine if math and
science acted similarly on young women in traditional and non-traditional
occupations. The responses indicated that distribution of numbers of math
and science courses taken by Non-traditional and Traditional students were
virtually the same. However, almost 70% of the Non-traditional women who
had had iess than four courses in math and science combined felt that they
had not been adequately prepared in high school. Even among Non-traditional
women who had had nine or more math and science courses combined, 47% still
felt that high school did not prepare them for their postsecondary program.
Among Traditional women, on the other hand, there were few differences in
their perception of the adequacy of their high school preparation reflect-
ing the number of math and science courses that they had taken.

1 9
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c. The largest group of Non-traditional women who felt prepared were
those who had been enrolled in the same vocational subject areas in second-

ary and postsecondary schools. However, only 6% of the Non-traditional
women's secondary and postsecondary courses matched in this way. Where no'

similar vocational program was taken, 56% of the Non-traditional women felt

unprepared.

d. Non-traditional women in trades and industry, technical and agri-
cultural programs in high school felt better prepared for their postsecondary
program than did Non-traditional women in other curricula. Women in the

general curriculum felt least prepared, followed by those in business,

health, and home economics curricula in high school.

e. Sixty-three percent of minority Non-traditional women felt un-
prepared; 69% of Non-traditional women with an income under $5,000 felt

unprepared and, 57% of urban Non-traditional women felt unprepared; these

data, taken together lead us to the conclusion that urban inner city high

schools are failing their women students who are considering entering

non-traditional postsecondary training at an even greater rate than all

other schools.1/

2. Impliations

a. Yany of the Non-traditional students who feel that high school

did not piepare them for postsecondary training feel this to be the case

because most of them had not had a non-traditional vocational training

course in high school. It is possible that the women who did take these

courses in high school have entered the labor force directly upon graduat-

ing from high school. It is equally possible that there are fewer women

who are preparing for non-traditional occupations at the high school level

than even the limited number at the postsecondary level. It is therefore

essential to complete the picture of women in non-traditional training by

determining the characteristics of the Non-traditional high school students

in order to determine how well they were prepared, what problems they had,

whether most did indeed enter the labor force upon graduation from high

school, the types of jobs they obtained, and their successes in their

chosen occupations.

b. The percentage of Non-traditional wom,In who felt that high school

had not prepared them for postsecondary education was directly correlated

to the number of mathematics and science courses that they had taken in

high school, and no similar relationship existed for women in traditional

training. When Non-traditional women were questioned directly as to
their problems and difficulties (see Chapter IX, Problems and Difficulties)

however, only a small percentage of them considered that men were better

prepared than they because the men had a greater math and science back-

ground. These findings suggest that although math and science are critical

factors determining the adequacy of the high school preparation of Non-

traditional women, there are other problems which also contribute to women's

feelings that they lack preparation for their postsecondary training,

1/ Minority women enter nol 1,raditional training in relative proportion

to their presence in the population.
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It would appear that although the math and science filter exists
for women training to enter non-professional, non-traditional occupations,
an increase in the number of math and science courses taken in high school
would still leave close to half of the Non-traditional women feeling un-
prepared for reasons other than their lack of math and science courses.
With so large a percentage still feeling unprepared, further investigation
is warranted to identify as closely as possible whether the math or science
courses taken were appropriate to the women students needs or whether there
are critical courses that women need in order to prepare themselves to
train in postsecondary non-traditional vocational education programs.

c. Low-income, urban, minority women in non-traditional training felt
least prepared for their pc-tsecondary vocational education programs. One
wovld expect that many in Llii.s population would have special problems when
undertaking postsecondary non-traditional training programs. Special programs
in urban high schools are needed to address the problem. Efforts should be
made to improve the educational base of these students.

F. Problems and Difficulties

1. Findings

a. Among a list of suggested problems, almost two-:hirds of all Non-
traditional women expressed having some problem or difficulty in adjusting
successfully to their training; these problems were largely in three areas:

Their fellow male students have difficulty in adjusting to women.
They did not indicate teachers and counselors as having this
difficulty;

Men were better prepared for their postsecondary vocational education
courses;

Men had taken more technical subjects (rather than math and/or
science) which made the men better prepared.

b. The study indicates that there are two key variables that affect the
existence and extent of problems and difficulties--one is the age of the
student and the other is the number of women in the classroom:

More women in their 20's have problems and difficulties than women
who are older or younger. Not only do more women in their 20's
have problems, but each of them is likely to have more problems;

The larger the number of women students in a class, the smaller the
percentage of women who have problems. In classes with 4 or more
other women, there is a much lower percentage of women who perceive
problems or who perceive more than one problem, as compared to
classes that have fewer women;

2 1
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In the perception of Non-traditional women, teachers find it more
difficult to adjust to women when there are very few of them in
the class.

c. Women enrolled in non-traditional subjects where nationally only
0-10% of students enrolled are women, were more than twice as likely to
consider the men in the class to be better prepared than women in non-tradi-
tional subjects where nationally 10-25% of students enrolled are women.

The non-traditional occupations were further separated into two types:
those that were masculine in stereotype (e.g., construction trade, auto
mechanics) and those that were neutral (these usually were newer occupations
that were less well know). 1/ Analysis of the women enrolled in these two
types of occupational programs revealed marked differences. Women in the
masculine-imaged classes had more problems compared to women in neutral-
imaged classes. The women in masculine-imaged classes feel that both male
classmates and teachers have more difficulty adjusting to them. Twn-

thirds of these women feel that Men Are Better Prepared compared to less
than one-third of all Non-traditional women; and 89% of this special group
feel that they have more difficulties because Men Have Had More Technical
Subjects, compared to 71% of all Non-traditional women.

2. Implications

a. A large percentage of Non-traditional women perceive problems
because men students had difficulty adjusting to them. This problem might
be reduced if men and women counseled together as a group to create a
learning atmosphere in the classroom that is suitable for women and men

students. A similar problem might exist for men who are enrolled in subjects
where students are predominantly women and the probl:m might be similarly
addressed.

b. A great deal of emphasis has been placed on the needs of the older
women returning to the labor force, and a variety of programs have been
established to meet the needs of older women. The study indicates, however,
that the women over 30 have fewer problems in non-traditional classes and
are apparently making a better adjustment to non-traditional training than

do women in their 20's in such classes.

Women in their 20's are the group that seems to find the adjustment to
non-traditional training most difficult. Women in this age group most often
felt unprepared by their high schools for their postsecondary non-traditional
training. Many were working while simultaneously attending school in order
to improve or change their skills. (See Chapter VII, High School Prepara-
tion and Chapter VIII Motivational Factors.) No special programs have yet
been devised for women of this age group. Experimental programs might be
instituted to determine specifically the needs of the women in their 20's.

1/ A full list of masculine and neutral non-traditional occupations is

in the Appendix.
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c. Teachers and men students are apparently better able to adjust to
women when there are more of them in a predominantly male classroom. Since

many non-traditional classes offer little opportunity for women to gain
this kind of support, if more than one section of a course is being taught,
wherever possible, women should all be scheduled into the same classroom.
So clear cut is this issue of group support that the negative responses on
the part of the women to group counseling indicate a probable lack of
availability of group counseling activities. Experimental programs should
be established that would utilize group counseling techniques to provide
the support necessary that apparently exists when there are few women in
tne classroom. (See Chapter VI, Group Counseling--Women Only.)

d. There was sufficient evidence to warrant further study to determine
if the analysis based on the masculine-neutral schema could provide a method
of speeding the movement of women out of traditional jobs. This could be

donr y encouraging women to enter neutral non-traditional jobs where they

are Kely to encounter less difficulty and resistance than in masculine
non-tladitional jobs. Greater information is needed to define the differ-
ences between the masculine non-traditional and neutral non-traditional
occupations.

G. Motivational Factors

1. Findin1L

a. IflfL and ability in the occupational area is far and away the
most influential factor in encouraging women to enter non-traditional
training; over 80% of both students and educational personnel considered this
a very important motive; over 96% of the students considered it either
important or very important.

b. Good working conditions--steady work, many available jobs, and
opportunity for advancement--were the next most important factors influenc-
ing choice of occupations for both Traditional and Non-traditional women.

c. Earnings have been considered a key factor motivating women to enter
non-traditional occupations. This commonly held assumption was also ex-
pressed by educational personnel who considered Earnings a major factor
influencing the Non-traditional students. Student responses, however,
showed that Earnings was not as important a factor for Non-traditional
women (37% very important) as it was for Traditional women (42%) (and
earnings were even more important for Mixed women (52%) . (See Chapter XII-
Mixed Occupations). Both low income and minority women considered earnings
a more important factor in their choice of occupational training programs
than more affluent or White women.
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d. The desire to change or improve skills is more important to women

in their 20's than it is to other women, regardless of whether they are

training for traditional or non-traditional occupations. This factor

increases in importance for women 21-24 years of age. The desire to improve

skills reaches its height among those 25-29 years of age and drops again

among those 30 and over.

2. Implications

a. Interest and Ability should be utilized as a factor in attracting

women into non-traditional occupations. It is very clear that stimulation
of interest and abilities depends importantly on an early start, yet there

is little evidence that women are obtaining the essential early exposure
and encouragement which will broaden their career interests and provide

them with experiences that will increase their abilities. Opportunities

for young women to broaden their interests and experiences should be similar

to that which is available to young men at the same stage in their develop-

ment.

b. Since earning mole money is presumed to be the major reason for

women to enter non-traditional training, it has been used as a major factor

in encouraging women to enter non-traditional occupations. If, as the

findings from this study suggest, this issue is of lesser importance to all

students except the very poor student and minority students, then emphasis

on Earnings is not likely to attract as many women to enter non-traditional
occupations as emphasizing other issues, such as Ability and Interest, and

Working Conditions. Increasing information about non-traditional job open-
ings is not sufficient in itself to encourage women to enter these jobs.

They must also be assured that they have or could acquire the abilities

in the occupation. To do this, women should be given opportunities to
perform tasks similar to those of the occupations that they are interested

in. Such job experiences should be acceptable ways for young women who

are considering non-traditional occupations to increase their knowledge about

and interest in various careers.

H. Employment of Students

1. Findings

a. More Non-traditional students (58%) were employed than Traditional

students (47%). Women who were employed are most likely to live in urban

areas, have a higher family income, be less than 30 years of age, and be

enrolled in a business or distributive education grogram.

b. Al;t.hough a greater percentage of Non-traditio al students are

employed, more Traditional students (60%) than Non-t aditional students
(48%) are employud in occupations related to their area of study.

2 4
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c. Overall, only a small proportion of the students were placed in
their jobs with the assistance of their schools. Schools placed more Tradi-
tional students (34%) than either Non-traditional (24%) or Mixed students
(24%)

d. In all cases where the school helped find a job for a student it
was more likely to relate to the women's area of study. However, of the
jobs obrained by the school, 84% of the Traditional, but only 66% of the
Nontraditional and Mixed students were placed by the schools in job related
to their area of training.

2. Implications

Cooperative education, the combination of cl, ,room and on-the-job
training, in one form or another has long since proven its worth in pro-
viding students with their best opportunity of acquiring skills. Data
indicate that when the school helps, women are more likely to obtain jobs
that are related to their training; however, schools place comparatively
more of the women in traditional training than in non-traditional training.
A comparative study is needed to determine whether men in these training
programs also have more difficulty in obtaining jobs related to their area
of specialization, particularly those studying non-traditional subjects in
Trade and Industrial, Technical, and Agricultural programs where there is
a lower rate of employment among women than those enrolled in training for
other occupations. Models to assist schools in placing Non-traditional
women in relate,' training should be developed.

Schoo's that are not currently involved in providing placement services
to the stulents shulld consider the benefits to the students of offering this
Service. A 4n alternative, the school could develop a close relationship
with a job 0.acement agency that could assume the responsibility for provid-
ing placement service to the students in course-related placements. Schools
that do provide placement service to their students should monitor their
own placement records to see that women who are seeking non-traditional job
placements are receiving the same level of assistance that is available to
women seeking traditional job placements.

I. Alternative Occupations Considered by Women

1. Findings

a. The women students were asked if they had considered any occu-
pations other than the one in which they were presently enrolled. Fewer
Traditional women (67%) considered entering occupations other than the one
for which they were presently enrolled than Non-traditional women (73%)
or Mixed women (77%).

b. Traditional women who did consider alternative occupations, con-
sidered other traditional occupations most often (48%), mixed occupations
next (40%) and non-traditional occupations least (13%). Non-traditional
women's alternative occupations were almost equally divided among tradi-
tional, mixed and non-traditional occupations. Forty-seven pe/cont of
Mixed women's alternative occupations were traditional, 37% WN , lixed and
16% were non-traditional.
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C. At least a third of the women in each training group considered
mixed occupations as alternative career choices, 36% of the Non-traditthnal
women, 37% of the Mixed women, and 40% of the Traditional women.

2. Implications

In examining the potential pool of women who could enter into non-
traditional occupations, one consideration might be those Mixed and Tradi-
tional women who had considered non-traditional occupational training as a
serious alternative, but who decided finally to enroll in a subject area
that was mixed or traditional. Of those considering alternatives, only 13%
of the Traditional women and 16% of the Mixed women, however, considered
non-traditional training opportunities.

This _sts that there is only a limited interest on the part of women
at prosent tu consider non-traditional training. On the other hand, there
apparently is a larger pool of women interested in the mixed occupations.
It would appear that there is a large group of women who could be encouraged
to enter the mixed occupations, and that the results c.,4! a strategy to inform

women about these opportunities are likely to have a greater effr!ct on broaden-
ing women's career choice than attempting to move women only from traditional
to non-traditional occupations.

j. Women in Mixed Vocational Training 1/

1. Findings

a. With few exceptions, the demographic characteristics of the Mixed
women were similar to those of the Non-traditional and Traditional women.
Where there were differences, however--urban/rural location, age, some
parental characteristics--the Mixed students' characteristics were more
similar to those of Traditional students. Only when women moved away from
traditional behavior,or when institutions responded negatively to non-tradi-
tional behavior,were Mixed women likely to be more like Non-traditionals.

b. In identifying those who were influential in their choice of
careers, Non-traditional women were influenced more often by men and Tradi-
tional women were influenced more often by women. The Mixed women tended
to be jn the middle; they were influenced more often by men than women,but
not to the extent that Non-traditional women were influenced by men. For
those Mixed women who had been influenced in their career choice at the
secondary level, men and women were of about equal importance; for those
Mixed women who had been influenced at the postsecondary level, however.,
men tended to be more important.

c. In identifying an important event that had influenced their choice,
Mixed women tended to identify negative issues such as unsuccessful job
seeking, dissatisfaction with another job, need to provide financial support,
and a change in family situation (generally associated with financial problems).

1/ Women in training in occupations that have 25 -75.0% enroll.ed nationally.
See Appendix for list.
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These events represented 40% of the events reported by women training for
mixed occupations, compared to 28% and 33% of the Non-traditional and Tradi-
tional students, respectively, who mentioned such events as an important factor.

d. The high school education of the mixed group included a lower per-
centage of women in general education than either of the other two groups.
However, the percentage of Mixed women in college preparatory curriculum was
similar to the Non-traditional students and the percentage of Mixed women in
vocational education, particularly business and office education, was similar
to the Traditional women.

e. Relatively more women in the mixed group had extensive math back-
grounds than either the non-traditional or traditional groups. The percen
tage of women in the mixed sample whose high school vocational education
curricula was related to their present training was also high. Nineteen
percent of the women in training for a mixed occupation had matched secon-
dary and postsecondary vocational curricula. Even so, the percentage pf
Mixed women who felt that high school had not prepared them was greater than
for Traditional women.

f. The issue of earnings is a key factor in the selection of training
for the women in Mixed occupations. Fifty-two percent of Mixed women
compared to 37% of Non-traditional and 42% of Traditional women consider
earnings very important. Only 6% of Mixed women considered it not important.
Mixed women, rather than the women in non-traditional training, are clearly
the group for whom the sele:-tion of an occupation was influenced by the
amount of money they would oe earning.

g. The percentage of Mixed women who are employed is midway between
tha percent of Traditional and Non-traditic :1 women who are employed.
Less than half of all Mixed women are employed in 7;ob5 th.t are related to
what they are studying; a situation similar to ghat experienced by Non-
traditional women. Mixed women are similar to Non-traditional women in the
percentage who were assisted by the school to obtain jobs (24%) and in the
percengage who had a related job obtained by the school (66%). In both
cases, there was a significantly higher percentage of Traditional women
helped by the school (34% and 84%).

h. A large percentage of Mixed women (47%) had considered a traditional
occupation as an alternative, before they decided to enter their selected
mixed occupation. In some cases, the Traditional occupation they had
considered was in the same broad subject area as their final mixed choice,
suggesting that higher earnings may have been an important consideration in
their shift from a traditional to a mixed occupation in the same broad field.

i. More Mixed women (77%) considered an alternative occupation than
did either Non-traditional (73%) or Traditional (67%) women. Of tile alter-

natives considered, 37% of Mixed women examined ,r mixed occupations,

and 47% examined traditional occupations (as lai as the percentage of
Traditional students who had considered them). A comparatively small 16%
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considered non-traditional occupations. There is a marked inter-relationship

between traditional and mixed occupations making it easier for Traditional

women to move into mixed occupations, but little apparent movement from

the mixed occupations to the non-traditional occupations.

2. Implications

Data from our study (see Alternative Occupations) indicate that the

proportion of women in the sample--Non-traditional, Mixed, and Traditional--

who considered entering training for a mixed occupation was much higher

than the actual proportion of women who were enrolled in mixed training

programs. Over a third (37%) of the Traditional women who considered an

alternative occupation considered occupations that were mixed. The data

suggest that there is no lack of women who, with a little more information,
support, and encouragement, might be willing to enter mixed occupational

training. On the other hand, only 13% of the Traditional women and 16% of

the women already in mixed training considered non-traditional occupations

as alternatives. This would suggest that one cannot expect a major shift

into non-traditional occupations in the immediate future. There is no

qtr.tstion but that young women's own perceptions have been a major obstacle

to their movement into the non-traditional occupations. But until the

ba't _rs created by the schools, society, and the women themselves are removed,

there is little likelihood that rapid movement of women into non-traditional

training will occur. The mixed occupations offer the potential for develop-

ing a different strategy to move women away from traditional occupations.

An increre of women in mixed training might help women to move away

from their present overconcentration in traditional occupational programs

and open a new, challenging, and, we believe, fruitful area, offering promise

in assisting women to overcome traditional perceptions of women's education

and employment.

We are attempting here only to set forth the issue. The total picture

suggests that there are a large number of women who are seeking a role other

than the traditional one, and that the patterns are sufficiently consistent

to cupport the contention that the Mixed women are a separate group with
chaLacteristics that differ from both the Traditional and the Non-traditional

women. In order to explore this possibility, this preliminary analysis of the

characteristics of women in mixed occupational training and the issues that

are related to their career decision-making was undertaken. Further explora-

tion is needed to test this hypothesis.
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Demographic Characteristics of Students

This section examines the demographic characterstics of the

students in the non-traditional and traditional samples in terms of age,

racial distribution, family income, fathers occupation, mothers employment

status, mothers occupation, and number of years mother had worked. (See

questionnaire in Appendix.)

A. Geographic Location of Students

Three quarters (76%) of the students in the non-traditional sample

and two-thirds (67%) of the students in the traditional sample lived in

urban areas.

Table III-a. -- Urban/rural distribution of students -

Location

Students in location (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

Urban***
Rural***

75.7

24.3

66.7
33.3

Students from the West were neavily represented in the non-traditional

Sample. Forty percent of all students in the non-traditional sample

lived in the Western region 1/ compared to 30% who lived in the South 2/

and 31% who were in the Northeast/North Central region (NE/NC) 3/.

1/ States represented in the sample from the West included: Arizona,

California, Oregon, Washington, Wyoming.

2/ States represented in the sample from the South included: Georgia,

Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia.

3/ Schools from the Northeast region were combined with those from

North Central region because the small number of students participat-

ing from those areas (See Methodology, Appendix A). Schools

represented in the sample from the NE/NC included: Connecticut, Illi-

nois, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, North

Dakota, Ohio, Wisconsin.
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Table III-b. -- Regional distribution of students

Region

Students in the region (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

South444 29.5 40.5

Northeast/
North Central 30.7 31.9

West 444 39.8 27.6

The traditional sample, on the other hand, was heavily represented by

students from the South. Forty-one percent of the Traditional students

lived in that region, while 28% lived in the West and 32% lived in the

NE/NC.

An analysis of the regional distribution of Traditional and Non-

traditional students by urban/rural area reveals further differences.

Among urban Non-traditional students, a larger proportion are from the

West (44%) than from the South (29%) or the NE/NC (27%). More rural Non-

traditional students came from the NE/NC (42%) than from the South (31%)

or the West (27%). While the urban Traditional students are about equally

represented in the three regions, most of the rural Traditional students

are from the South (55%). Only 18% of rural Traditional students lived

in the West and only 27% lived in the NE/NC.

Table -- Regional distribution of urban and rural students

Region

Students in region (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

Urban Rural
_

Urban Rural

South
Northeast/North Central
West

29.0 31.1

27.2 41.6

43.8 27.3

33.3 54.9

34.3 27.0

32.4 18.1

B. Age Distribution

in non-traditional training tended to be older than worwm in

tradition.,1 training. Women 20 and under represent considerably more of

the Traditional students (60%) than is true for non-traditional (48%).

III-2
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Additionally, more of the Non-traditional women are in their 20's (34%)
than Traditional women (26%), and more women in non-traditional training
are 30 years of age and over than are Traditicnal students, 19% to 15%

respectively.

Table III-d. -- Age distribution of students

Age

(in years)

20 and under ***
21 - 29 years
30 years and over4*

Non-traditional Traditional

1

48.1
33.5
18.5

59.5
25.9

14.6

If the urban/rural distribution of women is taken into consid. .a-
tion, the implications of the age of the women becomes even more com.,ex.
Of the women in urban areas, 43% in non-traditional training are 20 years
of age and under compared to 63% in traditional training.

Table III-e. -- Age distribution of students by urban/rural location

.....,

Age

(in years)

Location (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

,

Urban
I

Rural Urban I Rural

,

20 years and under
21 - 29 years
30 years and over

43.4a 624b
35.4c 27.4

21.2 10.2

63.1a 52.2.9

23.7° 30.2

13.1 17.6

Nt x2*** , Trad x2***
c***

This situation is reversed in the rural areas where 52% of the Traditional

students are 20 and under, but 62% of the Non-traditional students are in

that age group. A similar reversal occurs among those women 30 years of

age and older. Thus, although in the overall sample the Non-traditional
students are older, a comparison of age distribution by urban/rural areas
reveals that Non-traditional women are older in urban areas than Traditi-
onal women, but Non-traditional women are younger than Traditional women

in rural areas.

These data suggest that in rural areas there is a less positive
influence to support women entering non-traditional training. The older

women in the rural areas, many of whom are re-entering the labor force are

III-3
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entering training 1:Or traditional occupations. Fewer opportunities for

older rural women in non-traditional occupations is another factor that

may account for the lower proportion of older rural women going into these

areas. If this were a factor, it could be hypothesized that more rural
older women would go into non-traditional training if more jobs in these

fields were availabl.e.

C. Race

The difference in the racial distributions of women in traditional
and non-traditional occupational training is no significant, although the

percentage of Minority women is slightly larger in the non-traditional
sample than in the traditional sample. Minority women made up about 15%

of women in non-traditional and traditional training--10% were Black,

2-3 were Hispanic, 1-2% were Asian or Pacific Islander and 1% were

American Indian or Alaska Native.

Table III-f. Racial/ethnic distribution of studenrs

_

Racial/
ethnic
group

Students (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

White
Minority

Black

84.8

15.2
9.9

86.7
13.3
9.5

As in the total sample, more Minority Non-traditional women than

Minority Traditional women lived in urban areas (85% compared to 79%,

respectively). A higher proportion of Black Traditional women (36%) were
from rural areas than were Black Non-traditional women (10%) . (See

Table 111-6). Since most of the rural Black population in the United
States is in the South, we can assume that a high percentage of the women

in traditional training in rural areas of the South would also be Black.

D. Characteristics of Parents

Fathers

There is little difference between Non-traditional and Traditional
students as far as the occupations of their fathers are concerned. (See

Table 111-7) . The only statistically significant difference is the

percentage of fathers who are professionals. Sixteen percent of the

fathers of Non-traditional women are professionals compared to 11% of the

fathers of Traditional women. At the same time, however, the fathers of
Non-traditional women tended to have less education than the fathers of

Traditional women. Twenty-four percent of the fathers of Non-traditional

III -4
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students had 8 years of education or less. (See Table 111-8.) This
seeming contradiction of greater percentage of professionals and lesser
educational background among Non-traditionals fathers can be attributed
to the generally older age of the Non-traditional students and their
fathers. The level of education has steadily risen in this country and
fathers of older students, whether those students are Traditionals or Non-
traditionals, will tend to have had less education. Since there are more
older women among the Non-traditionals, we can expect that more of the
fathers of Non-traditional women will have low educational attainment.

Mothers

Studies of women in college and the professions have shown that the
characteristics of the women's mochers, in terms of their employment
characteristics and education, are related to their daughters choices of
traditional or non-traditional careers. The relationship is apparently
not a direct one, however, in the case of women in postsecondary vocational
education. As in the case of fathers, the characteristics of mothers of
Non-traditional and Traditional women in the sample varied little. Forty-

six percent of Non-traditional students mothers and 50% of Traditional
students mothers were working, a minor difference that was not statisti-
cally significant. (See Table 111-9).

Examination by other variables reveals nothing more than minor
variations in the characteristics of the mothers of Traditional and Non-

traditional women. For example, more Traditional womens mothers than
Non-traditional womens mothers never worked 4 percentage difference.
Among students who are 20 years of age or more, more mothers of Non-
traditional women worked 15 years or more (see Table III-10); differences
ranged from 4-9 percentage points. Finally, an examination of the occu-
pational distribution of working mothers educational characteristics
revealed no significant differences, whether their daughters were in
traditional or non-traditional training programs. (Se-- Tables III-11 and

111-12.)

E. Income

Forty percent of the household incomes of Non-traditional women
were in the middle income range of $5,000 to $15,000 compared to 49% of

the Traditional women. (See Table III-g at top of next page.) The Non-
traditional women were represented slightly more in the low household
income ($0-5,000) and the high household income ($15,001 and over) than

were the Traditional women. The differences were 4 percentage points for

low income and 5 percentage points for the higher income.

111-5
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Table III-g. -- Household income of students

Household income
(annual)

Student response (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

$0-5,000
$5,001-15,000"
$15,001 or higher

15.9

40.2
43.8

12.0

48.8
39.3

AA

F. Summary

The most striking contrasts in democ:aphic data between the Non-
traditional and Traditional students were found in their differing age
distributions and their urban/rural distributions. Non-traditional women
were more likely to be urban and older than Traditional women. The

smaller percentage of Non-traditional rural women suggests that special
efforts are needed to improve the balance. Other variables, such as
parental employment characteristics and family incomes were also tested,
but no significant differences were discovered.

3 4
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IV. Educational Personnel

In the second stage of our project, a sample of educational personnel

was surveyed. These persons had been named by Non-traditional women as

having been very influential in their decision to enroll in training for a

non-traditional occupation. Only 26% (224) of the Non-traditional students

named any educational personnel as being very influential; 166 of these

persons responded to our survey.

The purpose of the educational personnel survey was to acquire informa-

tion about the materials, programs, and counseling methods which the educa-

tors had successfully used to encourage women to enter non-traditional train-

ing. Questions were asked about the educational P ersonnel's positions and

demographic characteristics in crder to obtain a profile of those educa-

tional personnel who had been able to influence women to enroll in non-

traditional programs. Personnel were also asked to identify characteristics

of women whom they thought might consider enrolling in non-traditional

occupations, and to indicate how many such women were enrolled in their schools.

Educational personnel were also asked questions that matched those for the

students concerning the usefulness of particular counseling techniques,

persons who were influential, and the motivations of women entering non-

traditional occupations. 1/ (See Table VI-a.)

A. Educational Personnel Demography

In developing the educational personnel survey, it was expected that

most of the persons identified by students as being influential would be

women and counselors. However, educational personnel who were identified

as being influential were predominantly men and predominantly teachers. Of

the 166 educational personnel who responded to our questionnaire, 2.5

times as many were teachers as counselors, over 3 times as many were men as

women, and a slightly larger number were postsecondary school personnel (88)

than were secondary school personnel (78).

Table IV-a. -- Characteristics of the educational personnel

Educational
ersonnel

Men Women Total
4

Secondary
Counselors
Teachers
Others

Postsecondary
Counselors
Teachers
Others

TOTAL

53

17

32

4

74

11

59

4

127

...
25

11

11

3

14

6

6

2

39

78

28

50

88
17

71

166

1/ Educators responses to these matching questions are analyzed along with

those of the students in relevant sections throughout the report.
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With the large percentage of the Non-traditional sample being 21 years

of age and older (52%) , it is not unexpected that a larger percentage of
the Influentials among the school P ersonnel are from the postsecondary schools.
No educatonal personnel at the junior high school level are in the sample,

and only 1 -r were named by students as having been very influential.

The racial distribution of the educational personnel was 158 White, 3

Black, and one each of hispanic, Asian American, and American Indian heri-

tage. (See Table IV-2.) The percentage of Minorities among educational

personnel was significantly lower than the percentage of Minorities among

Non-traditional students.

The teachers who were identified by Non-traditional students were pre-

dominantly men and were teachers of vocational education at both the secon-

dary (63%) and postsecondary (92%) levels. The few women teachers who

were identified included three who taught women's studies, two who taught

physical education and one who taught home economics. (See Table IV-3.)

Almost half (49%) of the personnel have been in the educational system

for 10 years or longer, and nearly two-thirds (64%) have been in their pre-

sent position for more than five years. (See Table IV-4.) Apparently,

where an impact is being made, it is usually being made by an experienced

and established educator.

The educational personnel are also well prepared academically, 64%

hold Masters Degrees and another 8% hold Ph.Ds. Even among the secondary

school personnel, 60% have Masters Degrees and 4% have Ph.Ds. (See Table

IV-5.)

The regional distribution of the educational personnel was similar to

that of the student sample, a good indication that in no region of the

country are educators any more or less responsive to the need to encourage

women to enter non-traditional trainingthan any other. Thirty-eight per-

cent of the educational personnel were from the West, 37% were from the

Northeast/North Central (NE/NC), and 25% were from the South. (See Table

IV-6.) All of the regions have virtually the same ratio of men to women edu-

cators (76% to 24%). NE/NC has a higher percentage of responses from

secondary schools (61%) compared to the South (42%) and the West (37%). The

smallest percentage of counselors was from the South (17%) , compared to the

West (27%) and NE/NC (34%).

B. Characteristics and Encouragement of Non-traditional Students

The educational personnel were asked to list the qualities or skills

that they felt a woman needs to be successful in non-traditional vocational

training which are different from those that a woman needs to be success-

ful in traditional training. The following is a list of their responses:
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Table IV-b. -- Qualities or skills women need to be successful in non-
traditional training (which are different from those need-

ed for traditional training) as defined by the educational

personnel

Qualities
or skills

Nurber
of times
mentioned

1. Determination and assertiveness 69

2. Emotional maturity and sense of humor 62

3. Aptitude and interests 57

4 Self-confidence 56

5. Mechanical skills 41

6. Independence 30

7. Intelligence 27

8. Physical abilities/strength 23

9. Ability to do a man's work 20

10. Perseverance 20

11. Adaptability 15

12. Good training 12

13. Math skills 11

14. Ability to get along with men 10

15. Ability to work hard 10

16. No difference than for other students 9

17. Patience 7

18. Ability to remain feminine 7

19. Strong support (home, peers, etc.) 6

20. Other 27

There were no significant differences in the lists of characteristics by men

or women school personnel, by teachers or counselors and by secondary or

postsecondary personnel.

Some of the educators responses, contrast with students own observations.

The need for strong support, which seemed well substantiated based on re-

sponses by the students and the educators themselves elsewhere in this report

(See Chapter V. Influentials), was listed only 6 times. Math skills,

which were important in determining whether the students perceived that their

high schools had adequately prepared them for their postsecondary education,

were mentioned only 11 times by the educators. (See Chapter VII, Relevance

of High School Preparation.) On the other hand, other responses confirm

observations made elsewhere in the report. Both students and educational

p, 7sonnel had indicated that aptitudes and interests were the most important

motivating factors for women to select non-traditional occupations (See

Chapter VIII, Motivational Factors) and here it has been defined as one of

the most important characteristics for women going into non-traditional

training. The presence of mechanical skills is mentioned almost equally as

often; this might be equivalent to the students indication of their strong

need for more background in technical subjects. (See Chapter IX, Problems

and Difficulties of Non-traditional Students.)
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Many of the characteristics listed by the educational personnel cannot
be matched with student responses. The importance that the educators put
on such characteristics as determination and assertiveness, self-confidence,
ability to get along with men, and perserverance, are the common stereotypes
of the qualities that wamen must have to "make it in a man's world."

As we noted already, the educational personnel were asked to define
qualities and/or skills necessary for a woman to succeed in non-traditional
training, which are different from those necessary for women to succeed in
traditional training. It is surprising that among the characteristics
which educational personnel identified as necessary for Non-traditional
women students to succeed that differed from what a traditional woman student
needed to succeed were emotional maturity, intelligence and independence.

Educational personnel felt that there were comparatively few women in
their schools over the past five years who should have been encouraged to
enter non-traditional training. A majority of personnel indicated that they

Table IV-c. Number of women students encouraged by personnel to train
for a non-traditional occupation

,

Number Response (percent)
encouraged

All educational
personnel

Counselors
1111M7Mmr
0 19 41.5 21.2

20 - 49 25.2 39.4

50 - 99 17.0 24.2

100 or more 16.3 15.2

had encouraged fewer than 50 women in their schools in the past five years
to enter non-traditional training; and that less than 50% of the women who
had been so encouraged followed the advice.

Table IV-d. -- Estimated percent of women following advice to train for
non-traditional occupations

Percent Response (percent)
following
advice

All educational
personnel

Counselors

0-19 percent
20-49 percent
50-79 percent
80 percent or more

12.0
43.6
33.3

11.1

31.0
31.0
34.5

3.4

Counselors felt that they had encouraged more women to enter non-
traditional training. (Seventy-nine percent of the counselors compared
to 59% of all educational personnel had encouraged more than 20 women to
enter non-traditional training.)
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However, the counselors' perception of their success ratio was slightly
less than the perceptions of all educational personnel. Only 38% of tho
counselors believed that 50% or more of the women had taken their advice,
compared to 44% of all educational personnel who believed 50% or more of

the women had taken their advice.

Thera were only slight differences in their perception of the number of
women who should have been encouraged to enter non-traditional training.

Less than half (46%) of the educators felt that there had been 10) or
more other women students in their classes in the last five years who should
have been encouraged to participate in non-traditional training. More than

half (55%) of the educators who were women, however, felt that there had
been 100 or more other women students who should have been encouraged.

Table IVe. -- Number of additional women students who should be encouraged
to enter training for a non-traditional occupation (opinions of
educational personnel)

Number who
should be

encouraged

Response of educational personnel (percent)

Total

0 - 19
20 - 49
50 - 99
100 - 199
200 or more

21.2
23.5
9.4
23.5
22.4

Women
Counselors

PersQnnel

1C.0
35.0
0.0

25.0
30.0MININ

19.2
26.9
15.4
15.4
23.1

.119=MI110

Data support the educational personnel's pessimistic view of the number

of women who might have been encouraged. Only 9'.k c:f. all women in vocational

training are presently enrolled in non-traditionai programs, and elsewhere
in this report (See Chapter XI, Alternative Occupations) we find that only
12% of the Traditional and 16% of the Mixed women seriously considered a
non-traditional occupation as an alternative.

C. Initiators of Women Students Entry into Non-traditional Training

The educational personnel, when asked who first initiates the idea of

a woman entering training for a non-traditional occupation, responded

most frequently that the student herself generally initiated the idea (64%).

(See Table IV-f on the following page.) The next highest responses

were that teachers (36%) and counselors (28%) first initiate the idea of

women training for a non-traditional occupation. Parents (9%) and peers

(12%) were not viewed by a large percentage of the educational personnel as
initiators.
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Table IV-f. -- Initiators of idea of women training for non-traditional

occupations
Responses of

educational ersonnel --'
1/

Initiators
Percent Number

Teacher 35.6 58

Counselor 27.6 45

Other school personnel 4.3 7

Parents 9.2 15

Peers 12.S

Student herself 63.H 1u4

Others 5.5 0,

Don't know 7.4 .,
_

1/ Several identified more than one per:

In addition to the students themselves, the teachers and counselors
identified thc. following as initiators:

Table IV-g. -- Initiators of idea of women training for non-traditional
occupation, by position of educational personnel (opinions

of educational personnel)

Initiators

Respondents (percent)

Teachers Counselors

Teachers
Counselors
Other school personnel
Parents
Peers
OthersII=I

39.5

19.3
5.0

10.1

11.8
5.0

25.0

50.0
2.3

6.8
13.6
6.8

Of importance is the fact that 40% of the teachers believe that teachers

are initiators, and 50% of the counselors think the counselors are initiator.

Only 10% of the teachers and 7% of the counselors selected the parents.

Although the teachers thought that teachers and counselors thought that

counselors were the most important initiators after the students themselves,

in responding to another question oh who was influential, a higher percentacp.

of teachers and counselors ndicated that women counselors were influential

in helping women decide to train for non-traditional occupations than they

indicated for any other school personnel. Second highest of school influ-

entials, in their perception, were women teachers, and third, men ccunse-

lors. (See Chapter V, Persons Influenciq Decision-Making.) The irony

that those who were named by the students as the school personnel who wer,

very influential in their decision to enter non-traditional training--men

4 0
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and teachers--expected overwhelmingly that women counselors would carry

the majcrity of the responsibility for influencing students, no matter who

initiateL, the idea in the first place.

D. Programs and Materials Utilized by Educational Personnel

The :ational personnel respondents indicated that they receive little

assistance in establishing guidance programs from their schools; 56% of all

personne' indicated that the school had not developed a program to assist

women, L had left it up to individual teachers and counselors to respond as

the need occurred. They had few programs or materials to recommend to other

persons attempting to assist women in career decision-making.

Table IV-h. --School policy on programs for encouraging women to consider

traininq for non-traditional occu ations

School policy

Teachers and
Total Counselors other personle

(percent)

1

(percent)

I

Developed own program 23.2 22.7 23.4

Used program developed
elsewhere 2.6 2.3 2.7

Allowed individualteachers
& counselors to develop
ocsm program 18.1 27.3 14.4

Left it up to teachers &
counselors to develop
own program 56.1 47.7 59.5

Few had any advice to give, references to offer, or programs to sug-

gest. When asked if they would use materials developed elsewhere if funds

were available, 57% responded that they would not be interested in other

material. One can only assume, since these educational personnel who

Table TV-i. -- Use of reflource materials if funds were available
.

Educational
personnel

Would use other resource
materials (percent)

Yes

,

No

,

TOTAL 42.9 57.1

Counselors 56.0 44.0

Teachers and others 38.4 61.6

Secondary 42.9 57.1

Postsecondary 42.9 57.1

Men 40.3 59.7

Women 52.4 47.6
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had been very influential to women training for non-traditional occupations

expressed so little interest in obtaining additional material, that the

educational personnel who presumably were less concerned with the issue

(74% of the students named no school personnel as very influential) would

not be likely to express any greater interest in obtaining additional

material.

4 2
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V. Persons Influencing Decision-Making

Students in the sample were given a list of several categories of

persons who might have influenced them in their choice of occupational

training. This list (hereafter called the "influentials") included school

personnel who were classified by level of school, title, and sex, and

non-school persons who were classified by relationship to the student and

sex. Each woman was asked to indicate whether each person was very im-

portant, somewhat important, or not important in her decision to enroll

in her present program. (See Questionnaire in Appendix).

A. Non-School Influentials

Of all persons listed, adults within the students immediate family

were the most influential. School personnel were mentioned only half as

often as members of the immediate family. Mothers were mentioned most

often by both Traditional and Non-traditional women, but 73% of the Tradi-

tional women and only 50% of the Non-traditional women mentioned their

mothers as influential in their decision-making. Fathers were the next

most often mentioned, but again they were more influential to Traditional

students (56%) than to Non-traditional students (44%).

Tabl2 -- Importance of family and friends in students selection of

training

Persons

Students considering person important (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

Mother*** 50.3a 728b

*Father** 44.3
a 56.2b

Husband** 46.0 58.2

Men friends 43.1 39.7
o

Women friends*** 44.1 54.7'.

Men relatives 25.5 23.3
d

Women relatives*** 24.1 38.7d

c444, d***

Women responding to the question of husbands influence indicated that

their husbands were important influences as often as they did their fathers.

Of all Non-traditional women, 44% said their fathers were important influ-

ences and 46% said their husbands were important influences. Among Tradi-

tional students, 56% said their fathers were important influences, and 58%

said their husbands were important influences.

For Non-traditional women, men and women friends were both almost

as influential as their parents. Forty-three percent of the Non-tradition,11
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women felt men friends had been an important influence, and 44% felt
women friends had been an important influence. For Traditional women,
on the other hand, only women friends were nearly as important as
parents in influence. Traditional women tended to find women friends
(55%) far more influential than men friends (40%).

Mothers Influence

The characteristics of parents are often associated with students
attitudes and decisions. The employment and educational characteristics
of mothers of students in postsecondary vocational training are a key
variable in determining the degree of mothers influence on students
career choices. The data do not explain, however, why students chose
the specific occupations that they did.

As the data in the Demography chapter indicate, there are no signi-
ficant differences between the employment characteristics of mothers of
Non-traditional students and the employment characteristics of mothers
of Traditional students. These factors do not in and of themselves in-
fluence a young woman's decision to select non-traditional occupational
training over traditional occupational training. Employment characteris-
tics, however, do affect how influential the mother was in her daughter's
occupational decision-making. The data also show, clearly, that more
daughters who enrolled in traditional training programs had received
positive assistance from their mothers than daughters who enrolled in
non-traditional training programs received, regardless of the employment

characteristics of the mothers.

In the case of both Non-traditional and Traditional students, mothers
who worked were influential more often than mothers who did not work
Mothers who had worked a short period of time (less than 5 years) were
mare influential than mothers who had worked longer (5 or more years).

Table V-b. Lmportance of students mother in influencing choice of
training, by mothers employment characteristics

Students responding mother is
important (pprcent)

Mothers employment
characteristics Non-traditional Traditional

Mother works*** 53.5a 78.81'

Mother does not work*** 464a 68.11'

Mother never worked*** 42.6° 636d
Mother worked at any time*** 52.6 75.9

Worked less than 5 years*** 60.0 83.0

Worked 5 years or more*** 50.9 74.1

a*, b**, c*, d**

One may speculate that the reason for the greater influence of mothers
who worked five years or less is that they may also have recently under-
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gone the experience of choosing an occupation, an experience in which

the daughters were able to share and with which they could identify.

The likelihood that a mother is influential is also related to her

education. Mothers with a college degree are more likely to have been

an influence on students who chose a non-traditional training program

than mothers with less education.

Table V-c. -- Mothers education and mothers influence on students

selection of training

Mothers education
(years of
school completed)

Students responding mother was in-
fluential in selection of training

ercent)

Non-traditional Traditional

0 - 8 years
9 - 11 years **
12 years ***
13 - 15 years***
16 year or more*

429a..
50.0
48.6
53.4

60.8a

533b

69.9
75.7
80.4

786b

More mothers with 13 or more years of school were an influence to both

Traditional and Non-traditional students while mothers with 8 or less

years of education were least likely to influence their daughters.

Father's Influence

The relationship of parents education and pare: .s influence is

not as clear for fathers as it is for mothers. As with the mothers, the
demographic characteristics of Non-traditional and Traditional students
fathers are similar, and therefore,not a significant variable determining

whether students choose non-traditional or traditional occupational

training programs.

As we have seen, the more education a mother had, the more likely she
if; to have been an influential person in her daughter' choice of training

programs. Among Traditional students, the same relationship generally exist-
ed between the amount of education a father had, and his degree of influ-
ence. The situation for fathers of Non-traditional students, however is
different. The number of fathers who are influential inci:eased with edu-
cation ranging from the 35% of fathers with 0-8 years of education who
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Table V-d. -- Fathers education and fathers influence on students
selection of trainin

Fathers education
(years of

school completed)

Students responding father was in-
fluential in selection of training

(percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

0 - 8 years
9 - 11 years*
12 years
13 - 15 years
16 years or more***

,

,

34.82

41.8
52.4.:z

44.9
48.7

45.5

57.9
55.7
56.3 =

71.41.

Nt x2**, Trad x2**
a *4*. b*

were influential to the 52% of fathers wIlo were high school graduates
who were influential. The percentage of college educated fathers who
were influential (49%) was lower, however, than the proportion of father-
with only a high school education. This contrasts with Traditional wome-.
for whom college educated fathers tended to be mo_e influential than
fathers with only a high school degree. A closer look at fathers' occupa-
tions helps to (-xplain this apparent discrepancy.

For purposes of analysis, the occupations of the women's fathers
were classified into high status white collar (professional and techni-
cal jobs), low status white collar (sales and clerical jobs) , high status
blue collar (skilled occupations) and low status blue collar (service
jobs and semi-skilled and low-skilled jobs).

Among Non-traditional students, more fathers employed in high status
blue collar jobs (47%) and high status white collar jobs (50%) had been
influential than fathers employed in low status white collar jobs (38%)
or in low status blue collar jobs (38%). These findings are to be ex-

Table V-e. -- Fathers occupational status and fathers influence on
students selection of training

Fathers

Students responding father was
influential in selection of

training (percent)
occupational

status Non-traditional Traditional
...-----.

High status white collar*
f Low status white collar
High status blue collar*
Low status blue collar**
Agriculture

50.0

38.3
46.6
37.9
53.2

64.10
50.9

57.8
53.3

50.0

Nt x2 *

Oi*

4 (i
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pected. Non-traditional vocational education programs are preparing stu-
dents for technical and skilled occupations, which are high status white

collar and high status blue collar jobs. Fathers employed in such occu-
pations will have considerable knowledge about these occupations, and
thus be in a bettr.ir position to influence daughters who are going into

non-traditional occupations than would fathers who are employed in low
status white collar and low status blue collar jobs.

This examination of fathers intluence by occupation and education

also explains the greater influence for Non-traditional women of fathers

who had completed high school but were not college graduates. While

fathers employed in professional and managerial occupations are likely

to be college graduates, fathers in technical and skilled occupations

are likely to have only completed high school or have some college.

Based on the above findings, parents apparently provide support and

encouragement, but do not actually participate in the decision of whether

their daughters pursue non-traditional or traditional occupations.

Parents, it would appear, influence their daughters by stimulating their

daughters interest in occupationalareas in which the parents themselves

were educated and/or employed. On the other hand, parents probably

tend not to suggest particular occ oations for their daughters as coun-

selors would. Parents might stimultte a daughter's interest in science,

for example, but her own choice of occupations may range from a nurse

(traditional) to an oceanographic technician (non-traditional).

The parents have been influential because they shared an interest

area with their daughters, but they have not necessarily influenced

their daughters to enter a particular tr.Iditional or non-traditional

occupation. Unless an effort is made to make parents aware of the broad

range of occupational areas available to their daughters, their influence

in women's decision-making will be constrained by the limitations of their

own experiences. Not only were suLne parents not influential to women

who had selected non-traditional occupations, but some parents actively

discouraged such a choice. Nine percent of Non-traditional women's

mothers and 8% of Non-traditiona3 wonen's fathers had discouraged them

from selecting non-traditional training. This percentage was more than twLc,,

that of parents of Traditional students (3% of mothers and 4% of fathers)

who had discouraged their daughter:. in their selection of training program.

(See Table V-l.)

Age of Student

The age of the studelit. i. w important factor in the degree to which

parents are an influenre on lAughters selections of training areas.

Mothers and fathers tended to be more influential for the younger students

in the sample. However, the percentage difference in influence by age is

not as great as the overall differepce in parental influence between

Traditional and Non-traditional students.
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Table V-f. -- Influence of parents on students selection of training,

by student age

Mother Father

Student
.......,.......1

age Percent responding parent was imporcant

Non-
traditional Traditional

Non-
traditional Traditional

17-19 years 66.2 825a 60.6 63.7:

20 years 64.5 797b 56.7 65.8:

21-24 years 54.7 74.1c 46.2 56.77

25-29 years 32.3 72.0
** 32.3 60.0

30 years and
over 23.5 356d 17.4 19.r'

Nt x2***, Trad x2*** Nt x2***, Trad x2***

a***, b*, c**, d*

There appears to be a difference between Traditional and Non-tradi-

tional women in the age group at which parental influence drops. Parental

influence seems to decrease markedly among Non-traditional women who are

25 and over while parental influence does not seem to decrease for Tradi-

tional women until they are 30 and over.

Patterns of Influence

For both Non-traditional and Traditional students, non-school persons

were more influential than school persons, and, among non-school persons,

immediate family was the most influential. Additionally, for most cate-

gories of non-school influentials (except men friends and relatives) pro-

portionately more Traditional than Non-traditional students indicated

each category of influentials was important in their decision-making.

(See Table V-1.) Mothers, fathers, husbands (of those responding), and

women friends (73%, 56%, 58%, and 55%) were important influences to pro-

portionately more Traditional women than to Non-traditional women (50%,

44%, 46%, and 44%).

There are also differences in the patterning among these responses.

For example, the differential between mothers and fathers is much greater

for Traditional students than for Non-traditional students. The differ-

ential between the influence of men and women friends and men and women'

rclatives is very slight for Non-traditional students. However, for

TraiLional students, women friends (55%) and relatives (39%) are much

moi.c: influential than their men counterparts (40% and 23%).

It is important in examining the career decision-making and in de-

)ijning mechanisms for support and assistance for women in vocational

training to consider that there is little difference between the impor-

tance of men and women influentials for Non-traditional students, and

substantially more influence from other women than from men for Tradi-

tional students. These patterns will be shown, subsequently, to be dif-

ferent among school personnel.
v-6
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B. School Personnel Influentials

The percentage of Non-traditional women who indicate that school
personnel had an important influence on their decision to select their
present training (24%) is about one-half the percentage of those who
mention parents as influential in their decision (48%). For Non-
traditional women the largest group of non-school persons was mothers,
listed by 50% of the women; the largest group of school personnel
named was men postsecondary school teachers at 32%. For Traditional
women, the largest number of non-school persons was their mothers (73%),
and the largest number of school personnel was women secondary school
teachers (38%).

Table V-g. Lmportance of school personnel in students' selection
of training

School level
and personnel

Junior high school
Men*
Women***

Senior high school
Men* 24.9a

Women*** 17.7a

Students considering person somewhat or very
imDortant (Der ent)

1

Non-
traditional Traditiona

Teachers Counselors

6.0
6.3

Postsecondary
Men***
Women***

31.9°

17.6c.

e***

9.3

28.8b

38.2b

23.4
33.8d * *

Non-
Traditional Traditiona7

5.1 6.7

4.5 8.3

18.8 26.3

16.2 30.2

248e
22.4

15.2e 26.5

The percentage of women in the sample who were influenced by any school
personnel is higher for Traditional (64%) than for Non-traditional (5)
students. 1/

1/ For the following analysis, data were grouped by whether a sudent

responded positively to any one of a number of cAtegories cf school

personnel. For example, women counselors includzs those employed :It

junior high, senior MO or postsecondary schor-O.s. If the student

marked a positive response (very important or somewhat important) ,x,r

any one or more of these persons, women counselors would be tabula: A

as influential for that student. Likewise, a positive response f(: 'T

would mean that the student marked at least one teacher--man or '4om,

high, senior high or postsecondary.
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Table V-h. -- School personnel influence on students' selection of
training, by school level of personnel

Groups of
school personnel

Students responding one or more persons
in the group was influential (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

Any school personnel***

Senior high school
personnel***

Postsecondary personnel

56.5

34.7a
42.8a

63.9

508b
43.3b

a***, b**

For Non-traditional women, postsecondary school personnel were named
more often (43%) than senior high personnel (35%). For Traditional women,
the reverse is true, senior high schozd personnel influence more women
(51%) than postsecondary school personnel (431). However, postsecondary

school personnel influence virtually the same percentage of Non-tradition
al and Traditional women (43%). Junior high school personnel were named
only rarely, by either Non-traditionals or Traditionals, el?en by the
younger women.

Age of Women Students

Since age was related to parental influence it was also expected to
be related to school personnel influence. Among students 17-19 years of
age, Traditional women mentioned school personnel as important (80%)
more often than Non-traditional women (73%). However, for both

Table V-i. -- School personnel influence on student selection of
training, by age of student

Student age

Students responding one or more school per-

sonnel were influential ( ercent)

Non-traditional Traditional
,...

17-19 years* 72.9 80.3

20 years 63.5 64.6

21-24 years 58.0 50.0

25-29 years 40.2 50.0

30 years and ove 31.5 32.2

Nt x2***, Trad x2***

Non-traditional and Traditional students the number of school personnel
named by older women is much less frequent with only 32% of older women
finding any school personnel influential. The number who are influenced
drops consistently for both Traditionaland Non-traditional women, but
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the relative number who are influenced swings erratically from Tradi-
tional to Non-traditional. Clearly Non-traditional women can be in-
fluenced by educational personnel, indicating the possibility of a
successful outcome if special programs are established.

Teachers and Counselors

Traditional students mentioned that teachers were influential (56%)
more often than counselors (50%). Non-traditionals had a similar view;
the percentage difference is small (46% to 41%). This difference

between the influence of teachers and the influence of counselors holds
for school personnel at each of the three school levels: junior high,
senior high, and postsecondary school. (See Table v-g.)

Table V-j. -- Influence of teachers and counselors on student se-
lection of trainin

School person-
nel grouped

by position

Students responding one or more persons in the
group were influential (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

Counselors***
Teachers***

41.3a
46.0a

50.3b
56.0b

a*, b*

It is important to remember that a large percentage of all the
teachers who influenced Non-traditional students are vocational educa-
tion teachers.(63% of all senior high school teachers and 92% of all
postsecondary teachers in our educational personnel sample were male
vocational education teachers. See Chapter IV--Educational Personnel.)
Teachers can only influence students who have already made at least a
tentative career decision by enrolling in a non-traditional class. One

might describe the "influence" of their teachers as providing support
and encouragement rather than influencing the preliminary career decision.
We can assume that many entered their non-traditional course mosLly on
their own, since few gave cre,flit to counselors who personally schedule
their courses, and were fortunate to have found a vocational teacher

who encouraged them. This, however, cannot be interpreted as Non-
traditional women having received assistance in career decision-making.

The relative influence of teachers and counselors is not the same

for all age groups. More Non-traditional women aged 17-24 are influenced
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by teachers than by counselors. However, for the older women 25 years
of age and older the importance of the teachers is reduced to a level

Table V-k. -- Influence of teachers and counselors on student selec-
tion of training, by student age

Students responding one or more Persons in
the group were influential (Percent)

Age of
students

17-19 years*
20 years
21-24 years
25-i. , years

I30 years and over

a*

Counselors
Non- Tradi-

traditional tional

56.3a
45.2

39.2

30.7

22.1

64.6
48.1
42.3
44.0

18.4

Teachers
I Tnixii-Non-

traditional tional

Nt x2"*, Trad x2***

64.4a
52.9
46.9
29.9

18.8

70.1
59.5
45.2
44.0
24.1

Nt x2***, Trad

similar to that of the counselors. For Non-traditional women over 30, the

percentage who are influenced by any school personnel is small. These

women may need little assistance in decision-making either from teachers

or from counselors, since they probably have decided what their strong

interests are, and have returned to school to translate their interest

into skills, and subsequently, to a job.

School Personnel by Sex

Non-traditional students named men schuol personnel (51%) more often

than women (37%); the only level where Non-traditional students named

women more often than men was at the junior high school level, and that

by a fraction of a percent. In all cases, Traditional students named wo-
men school persons as influential (58%) more often than men (49%).

Table -- Influence of men and women school personnel on student

choice of training

School personnel
grouped by
sox

Students considering one or more per-
sons in the rou influential.lpercent

Non-traditional Traditional

Men
Women***

50.7a
37.1a

48.5b
583b

* * *
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Additionally, for each age group and for teachers and counselors, men
are more influential for Non-traditional women, and women personnel are more
influential for Traditional women.

Table V-m. -- Influence of men and women teachers and counselors on
student selection of training, by student a e

Student age

Students considering person influential (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

Teachers 1 Counselors Teachers I Counselors_

17 - 19 years
Men
Women

, 57.7a 46.8a
41.2C 356d

49.6
65.0b3c

47.1
52.9 31-

20 years
Men 51.9e 37.5° 41.8 34.2

Women 26.9f 269g 55.7f 41.89
21 - 24 years

Men 41.3 34.3 31.7
Women 25.9h 23.8-1 42.7 3h 38.5i

25 - 29 years
Men 26.8 24.4 36.0 34.0
Women l5.07 22.8 38.0i 36.0

30 years or more
Men 16.8 16.1 16.1 11.5

Women 12.8 11.4 18.4 14.9

Men
Women

x2*** x2***

x2*** x2***

x2***
x2***

x2***

x2***
.

a 3 3 3

Further, Non-traditional women mentioned male teachers more often
than male counselors and Traditional women named female teachers more
often than female counselors. Non-traditional women indicated little
difference between female counselors and teachers, and Traditional women
indicated little difference between male teachers and counselors.

It is likely that this result emerged from stbdents seeking aid from
those whom they perceive to be the most knowledgeable about their field
of interest. Or more simply stated, more Non-traditional women are ex-
posed to men teachers of non-traditional courses, most of whom are en-
thusiastic about their trades. The reverse is true for Tiaditional women.
This conclusion is further substantiated for Non-traditional women by the
greater difference between men and women teachers (7 percentage points)
who are influential at the senior high school level, where men teachers
are most likely to be vocational education teachers, than the difference
between men and women counselors who are influential (3 percentage points).
For Non-traditionals, the contrast between the number of men and women
influentials is greatest at the postsecondary level with teachers (14
percentage points difference) and counselors (10 percentage points differ-
ence) (See Table V-g).
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Although we had hypothesized at the start of this project that the

women in the school systems would prove to be helpful to more students

considering non-traditional occupations, the results show clearly that

this is not what is happening. Women educational personnel are generally

sustaining the occupational stereotypes by supporting Traditional women

more than any other group of educational personnel. Fewer counselors,

and particularly fewer women counselors, have influence. Since the

teachers named by Non-traditional students appear to be mainly the teacher!:

in their vocational education classes, and since few non-traditional

courses are taught by women, it is not surprising, that few women teachers

are influencing Non-traditional women. If we eliminate the influence

of the vocational education teacher--either men or women--those school

personnel influencing Non-traditional women, are few indeed.

The educational personnel responding were those identified '7,y

Non-traditional students as having been very influential in the students

selection of training. These personnel were asked, as were the students,

to state whether various persons were likely to influence women students

to enter non-traditional vccational training. The contrast between the

response of tbe Non-traditional students, and those of the educational

personnel are significant.

As was stated previously in this section, Non-traditional students

responded most often that their mothers were influential, secondly

that husbands, fathers, and friends were influential, and least that

school personnel were influential in their selection of training. Among

school personnel, Non-traditional students found teachers more influ-

ential than counselors and men school personnel more influential than

women.

The educational Personnels perception of who encourage
(influence)

wo7nen to enter non-traditional
training differed greatly from that of the

studtmts. First, school personnel were thought to be influential more

often than non-school persons. Additionally, the total sample of edu-

cational personnel perceived counselors as more influential than teachers,

and women counselors and women teachers more influential than men counselors

and teachers. Each of the major relationships perceived as influential

by students were reversod in the perceptions of the educational personnel. (See

Chart I, next page.)

Women educational personnel view women counselors as most influential

(50%) and women teachers next (32%) . Women friends are listed as a poor

third (17%) , and men counselors (3%) , men teachers (9%) as least encour-

aging among school personnel. Fathers, men friends and husbands (3%) were

perceived as equally low among non-school personnel, with mothers nut

far ahead (6%) . These perceptions may be due to these individual vomen

projecting their own willingness to encourage students into non-traditional

training.
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Chart I

Influence of school personne] .nd non-school persons on 1,:tudents selection
of non-traJitional vocational Lraining, as perceived by students, educational
personnel, men and women personnel, counselors, and teachers and other per-
sonnel. 1/

Perceived by:

Stdents Go Educational perso:Inel--total

Men lig

Women Eg

Counselors II

Teachers and
personnel

(Percent responding person was very important)

School Personnel

Influence of men Influence of wo-
counselors men counselors

Influence of
men teachers

11(,-school Persons

Influence of wo-
men teachers

Mother's influence Father's influ-
ence

Influence of
husband, or
men friends

Influence of
women friends

1/ See Table V-n; student respones on school personnel influentials are
averages where dual responses were elicited.
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Table V-n. -- Influential persons to students selecting non-traditional
vocational trainin

Respondents
Percent responding person was very important to student)

v...
Educational Personnel 1/

Iniluential
perions

Nontraditional
students

eachers and
other school

ToLal Men Women Counselors personnel

Mother 8.1

Father 18.7 6.6 7.6 3.0 0.0 8.1

Husband (o.:) 27.0

Me-. friends 17.9
6.9 8.0 3.1 0.0 9.2

Women Lriends 17.8 14.9 14.3 17.1 17.5 14.0

Men counselors
High school 7.0

Post high
school 11.6

20.9 25.4 3.3 14.6 2-',..1

.

Women counselors
High school 5.6

Post high
school 11.6

42.9 49.6 50.0 53 8 48.1

Men teachers
High school 9.3

Post high
school 16.0

23.0 27.1 8.8 7.7 27.9

Women teachers
, High school 5.8

Post high
school 7.0

30.7 30.2 32.4 17.5 36.4

1/ Educational personnel were not asked to distinguish secondary and postsecon-_
dary influentials, nor husband from men friends, thus, a single response is
recorded for those categories.

The pattern of responses from men educational personnel was similar
to that of the women exc,.2t that more men perceived men counselors and

teachers as influential, and more men perceived fathers and husbands as
influential than did the women. Again the relationships are reversed

from those perceived by the students. Men educational personnel perceived
the school personnel as more influential than the non-school persons,
and fn'ends as mcre influent al than parents.

Given the lack of perception of school personnel about who influences
Non-traditional women, it is little wonder that the increase in the num-
ber of women in non-traditional jobs is so slight in spite of the exr Ision
of women who are new entrants to the labor force.
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Conclusion

Our conclusion is that parents are most influential among non-school

personnel, and by and large unless they have specific relevant information,

parents are supporting and encouraging students rather than assisting in

the decision-making. Teachers, particularly postsecondary teachers, are

the most influential of the school personnel. These teachers enter the

picture too late to actually assist in the decision-making, however, ...nd

are therefore only providing support and encouragement to the women.

The results clearly indicate that by and large counselors have played a

relatively small role, and that the only role the vocational teachers

could have played was to support the women, once they had made a choice.

We can only conclude t a:: most women are reaching their original

decision to enter non-traditionaltraining on their own; therefore, they

mar7c. be given the widest possible assistance to reach this decision in-

'c,DeLiently. This suggests that there should be more opportunity for

w,men to explore a greater variety of traditional occupations, tasks,

and courses earlier in their curricultr .-_-rhaps through participation

in career education. (See Chapter VI--Counseling Methods and Techniques.)
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VI. Impact of Counseling Methods and Techniques

Students in the sample were asked to rate a list of methods and

techniques used by schools to assist students in choosing an occupation

and a career. At the same time, educational personnel were asked to rate

a similar list of methods and techniques by their general usefulness in

helping young women who might decide to enroll in non-traditional occupa-

tional training. Educational personnel were also asked to rate a list of

support techniques that would help students remain and succeed in a

non-traditional program after enrollment. 1/ Further, the educational

personnel were asked to identify which of the support mechanisms were

available in their schools.

In this section the responses of women students and educators about

the various techniques and methods available are analyzed and compared. 2/

Table VI-a shows the list of career decision-making and support techniques

that they were asked to rate:

Table VI-a. -- Summary of counseling methods and technlques students and
educational personnel were asked to rate

Decision-making activities Support activities

--.---
Students Educational personnel Educational personnel

Individual counseling Individual counseling Individual counseling

Group counseling Group counseling Group counseling

Mixed groups of men Mixed groups of men Mixed groups of men

and women and women and women

Groups of women Groups of women Groups of women

Visiting potential job
sites

Visiting job sites

Having representatives Having representatives from Counseling with potential

from industry visit industry visit your class employers

your class Consultation with parents Securing parental support

Career education program Career education program

Career orientation pro-
gram

Career orientation program

Vocational testing pro-
gram

Vocational testing program

Talking with women who
have successfully
"made it" in non-
traditional jobs

1/ Students were not given a list of supportive techniques to evaluate.

Data on their ratings are, therefore, not available.

2/ Since the educational personnel are those who were identified as having

been influential for Non-traditional students only, the responses of on-

traditional students are compared with the responses of educational ).r-

sonnel. Responses of Traditional students are compared with those

Non-traditionals, but not with educational personnel.
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A. Women Students

When asked which counseling techniques or programs were most impor-
tant in influencing their choice of training, the women students most
often cited individual counseling as very important, followed by job site
visits, and career education. Fifty percent of the Non-traditional and
59% of the Traditional women cited individual counseling as important in
their decision concerning training. Forty-eight percent of the Non-
traditional women and 55% of the Traditional women mentioned job site
visits as important; 43% of Non-traditional students and 59% of Traditional
students considered career education as an important factor. Group

counseling (either with groups of men and women, or with groups of women
only) was mentioned least often as an important technique that helped
women choose their areas of occupational training.

Table VI-b. -- Importance of methods of counseling and career information
programs in assisting selection of training

Program

Non-traditional
I

Traditional

1

Students responding program was
important (percent)

individual counseling 49.8a 59.06.

Job site visit 4766 54.6b

Career education 42.7c 59.3°

Career orientation 35.261 50.5d

Vocational testing 34.8 42.8

Industrial representa-
tive visit 33.3 37.9

Group counseling
(men and women) 20.7 24.2

Group counseling
(women only)

I
18.3 27.6

a***, b** c*** d ***

The points of greatest difference between non-traditional and
traditional responses about the usefulness of various career decision-
making aids are with career orientation and career education. There is
approximately a 16 percentage point difference in both; 35% of Non-
traditional women and 51% of Traditional women mentioned career orienta-
tion as an important technique, and 43% of Non-traditional women and
59% of Traditional women mentioned career education as an important techni-

que. Other explanations notwithstanding, one possible explanation for
this difference is that older women in the sample may be less familiar

with these t types of educational programs, and therefore, confused

about the tc. inology. Another cause, however, could be that both pro-

grams--career orientation and career education--are encouraging women

to participate mainly in the traditional occupations. The high response
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to career education and the higher response by Traditional women to its
importance warrants further investigation to clarify its usefulness as a
tool to eliminate sex bias in career selection by young women.

Interestingly, individual counseling which was the most often cited
influential technique was also the one which the highest percentage of
students indicated had discouraged them in their career choices. (See

Table VI-1.)

Fifty-three percent of Non-traditional women and 38% of Traditional
women indicated that few (0-2) of the programs designed to help students
choose their careers had actually been important in their own decision-

Table VI-c. -- Quantity of methods indicated as important in choosing

Number of methods
mentioned as important

Non-traditional Traditional

0 - 2 52.6 38.1

3 - 4 21.7 22.5

5 or more 25.7 39.4

..--- .

* * *

making. Traditional women tended to find more types of techniques impor-
tant to their decision-making than Non-traditional women and a larger
proportion of Traditional women than Non-traditional women found each
specific technique very important.

B. Minority Women

Analysis of assessments of career decision-making techniques and
programs by race and ethnicity indicates that the patterns among Minc-_-ity
and White Non-traditional and Traditional women are similar. One important
difference is that the percent of Non-traditional Black and Minority
women who find each type of technique useful is higher than the percent
of White women who do. (See Table VI-3.)

C. Educational Personnel

1. Support Programs

Three-quarters of all educational personnel stated that there is a
need for specific programs to support women in non-traditional training.
Ninety-two percent of the counselors at both the secondary and postsecon-
dary level consider such programs important. Ninety-seven percent of the
women educators, compared to 67% of men educators viewed support as neces-
sary; 88% of secondary personnel as opposed to 63% of postsecondary per-
sonnel viewed such support as essential. (See Table VI-4.)
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2. Career Decision-Making Programs

The educational personnel were much more optimistic about the use-
fulness of programs to assist students with their career decision-making
than were the Non-traditional women students. For each of the techniques

they were asked to rate, half or more of the students claimed the techni-
que had not been useful to them in their decision-making. Their responses
ranged from 50% who felt individual counseling was not useful to 82'.?, who

felt group counseling with women only was not useful.

Tabie VI-d. -- Perceptions of importance of-counseling methods and career
information programs in assisting student selection of
non-traditional training

Program

Persons responding
important

program was not
(percent)

Students
Educational
ersonnel

Individual counseling 50.2 2.0

Job site visit 32.5 2.6

Career education 57.3 1.9

Career orientation 64.8 3.2

Group counseling
(men and women) 79.3 6.8

Group counseling
(women only) 81.8 14.6

Industrial representative.
visit 66.7 5.2

On the other hand, almost all educators who were surveyed, felt that

all the techniques were useful. Women school personnel were more approv-

ing of the technique than men. In all cases save one dustrial Re-

presentative), counselors were more positive about the tecnniques utilized

than were other school personnel.

D. Examination of Individual Techniques Utilized for Decision-Making

and Support

1. Individual Counseling

Individual counseling was available in 96% of the schools repre-
sented by the educators in the sample, while the other techniques were

only available at about half of the schools. One may assume then, that

nearly all the Non-traditional women students had had access to individual

counseling.

The.women students'evaluations of individual counseling were analyzed

by age to determine if the differing responses by Non-traditional and

Traditional women about the technique could be due to the differing age

VI-4
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compositions of women in the two groups. The data show that older students

tended to feel that individual counseling was less important than younger

students. Only 36% of the Non-traditional women 30 years of age or older

responded that individual counselingwas somewhat or very important com-

pared to 59% ofNon-traditionalwcxnen 17-19 years old. For Traditionals

in comparable age categories, the response rates were 45% and 71%

respectively.

Table VI-e. -- Importance of individual counseling in assisting se-

lection of occupational training, by age

Age
(in years)

-Students responding individual counsel-
ing was important (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

17-19**
20

21-24
25-29**
30 years and over

Total

58.8

52.9
48.3
41.7

35.6

49.8

70.5
43.0
49.0
68.0
44.8

59.0

***Nt x2 , Trad x2***

Although for most age groups Traditional women found individual

counseling more important than Non-traditional women, among 20 year olds,

53% in non-traditional training programs and only 43% in traditional

training programs found individual counseling useful. Among women 21-24

years of age, there were proportionately the same percentage of Non-

traditional and Traditional women finding individual counseling a use-

ful technique (48% and 49% respectively).

Individual counseling was considered equally important by the educa-

tional personnel for decision-making and support. P.s might be ex-

pected, counselors were particularly positive about the technique.

Seventy-five percent of the counselors and 69% of teachers and other

school personnel indicated thatthey felt individuaL counseling was. Impor-

tant for women students who are choosing their careers while 77% of the

counselors and 70% of the teachers and other school personnel felt it was

tmportant as support for women students after they are enrolled in training

Table VI-f. -- Importance of individual counseling in assisting selection

of non-traditional training

Respondents

Importance of individual counseling (percent)

As decision-making
activit

As support
activity

Very I Somewhat f
Not Very I Somewhat' Not

-- --

27.0 1.3

23.3 --

28.4 1.8

Students
Educational personnel

Counselorc
Teachers and other

personnel

25.2

70.5
75.0

68.6

24.5
27.5

22.7

29.5

50.2
2.0

2.3

1.9

--
71.7

76.7

69.7
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programs. While the students also considered in;7.
to be the most useful technique, there is a mark f! di7ferc
their responses and the responses of the education..1 u;!1;

25% of the Non-traditional students considered it ,..r.v

pared to 71% f the school personnel.

The sharp contrast between the students and t. ,:aocatio.ial person-
nel in their assessments of the usefulness of individual couhJeling
techniques suggests the need for a major re-examination cf the counseling
sysil as the primary method to encourage women to enter non-traditional
training. Such a re-examination should also take into consideration the
findings from this study which show that three out of four (74%) of the
educational personnel that Non-traditional students identified as having
influenced their career choices were teachers, not counselors. (See

Chapter V, Persons Influencing Decision-Making.) Based on the students
responses, teachers clearly have influenced women who are training for
non-traditional occupations. Few teacher education programs, however,
prepare teachers for these roles which they apparently eventually
assume--counseling women to enter non-traditional occupational training
and/or providing support to them after they have enrolled.

Our study findings show that the counselors have not been successful
in influencing most women in their career choices, although this, presum-
ably, is one of the major functions for which they have been trained.

The teachers in the sample also tended to doubt the influence of the
counselors. Forty percent of the teachers believed that they, the
teachers, initiated the career choice of the students; only 19% of the
teachers believed that counselors initiated such choices. (See Chapter

VI, Educational Personnel.) Many teachers, however, indicated that this
should be an area for which counselors are responsible. A more effective
approach which recognizes the critical role that teachers have should be
developed to assist women in their choice of careers.

2. Group Counseling

a. For Women Only

Group counseling involving only women is a technique available in less
than half (42%) of the schools represented by the educational personnel.
The poor rating given by Non-traditional women to this technique may be
due in part to the fact that many of the women have not had any personal
experiences with it.

Group counseling for women only is not considered as useful as in-
dividual counseling for/either decision-making or support purposes.
However, counselors consider it much more important for decision-making
(53% very important) and support (49% very important) than teachers and
other educational personnel (35% and 31%). Students, perhaps because they
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have not participated in group counseling, do not consider it an impor-

tant tool; only 18% indicated that it was useful.

Table VI-g. -- Importance of group counseling of women only in assisting
selection of non-traditional training and as a support

activity

RJspondents

Importance of group counseling (women only) (percent)

As decision-making activity As support activity

Very I SomeAat Not Very I Somewhat I Not

2tudents 4.4 13.E3 81.8

Educational per-
Eonnel 39.6 45.8 14.6 36.4 49.5 14.0

Counselors 52.5 42.5 5.0 48.6 45.7 5.7

Teachers and
other person-
nel 34.6 47.1 18.3 30.5 51.4 18.1

Men 33.6 49.6 16.8 31.3 55.0 13.8

Women 61.3 32.3 6.5 51.9 33.3 14.8

School personnel consider it important as a support mechanism and much

more important as a factor in decision-making than do the students. Women

school personnel (60%) consider it very important as a support mechanism

much more than men personnel (31%) or even counselors (49%).

Combining students who indicated that group counseling was very im-

portant and somewhat important, Non-traditional women (18%) found it less

useful than Traditional women (28%). More Non-traditional women under 30

Table VI-h. -- Importance of group counseling (women only) in ris,isting

selection of occupational trainin , by age of student

Age

(in years)

Students respnding group counseling

(women only) was Important (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

17-19*** 18.3 30.5

20** 17.3 35.4

21-24 22.4 23.0

25-29 22.8 26.0

30 years and
over

11.5cC 16.1gf

Total 18.3 27.6

Nt qf*, Trad

years of age (20%) found it important than women over 30 years of age (12%).

Non-traditional women 17-20 (18%) found it much less important than Tradi-

tional women of the same age (33%).
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As has been noted, students were asked about group counseling as a
decision-making mechanism, not as a support mechanism. Only 42% of the

schools of the responding educational personnel indicated that groop
counseling was available in their schools. Information is not available

as to how many women students utilized group counseling, particularly as

a support mechanism. However, the fact that the class-related problems
for Non-traditional women lessen considerably as the number of women in

their classes increases (See Chapter IX, Problems and Difficulties)

suggests that where there are very few women in the classes, the women in

these classes should have access to group counseling sessions with other

women in similar situations.

b. Group Counseling for Men and Women

Group counseling of men and women together is available 'LI, 52% of

the responding schools.

Again, Non-traditional women are less positive about group counseling
of men and women together than Traditional women, and women u,Ider 30 years

of age found it more useful than women 30 years of age and over.

Table VI-i. -- Importance of group counseling of men and women, by age

Percent responding grour counseling
was important

Age
Non-traditional Traditional

19 years 22.5 28.0

20 years 20.2 21.5

21 24 years 24.5 27.9

25 - 29 years 19.7 24.0

30 years or more 12.1 8.0

Total 20.7 24.2

Trad x2*
4,4

The educational personnel placed a higher value on group counseling

involving men and women together than they did on Iroup counseling of

only women.

Table VI-j. -- Comparison of counseling groups of women with counseling
groups of men and women, as decision-making and support

activities

Type of group
counseling

1.

Percent responding counseling was very important

s decision-making activity As a support activity

Counselors
Teachers and

other _personnel .(2:6 unselors

Teachcrs an
other u.aly.12.1

30.5

50.0
WOMenipnlpyf:

Men and women

52.5 34.6

57.1 46.2

48.6
63.4
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Fifty-foul: percent felt group counseling of men and women was very use-

ful for support, and 49% felt it was very useful for decision-making,

while 36% and 40% felt group counseling with only women was useful for

suppo7 nd dec3.sion-making. Students made little differentiation be-

tween either type of group counselinq, nor did they consider either very

important for decision-making.

Table VI-k. -- Importance of group counseling of men and women together

in assisting selection of non-traditional occupational

training and a support activity

Importance of group counseling (men and womcn)
,........

Respondents

(percent) --

mmilimmmmum

As a decision-making activity

Ammo

As a support activity

Very Somewhat Not Very Somewhat Not

Students 5.2 15.5 79.3 -- -- --

All educational
personnel 49.3 43.9 6.8 54.1 37.8 8.1

Counselors 57.1 40.5 2.4 63.4 36.6 --

Teachers and
other personnel 46.2 45.3 8.5 50.0 38.3 11.7

Men 45.1 47.8 7.1 48.0 43.1 ..:-..s.

Women 62.9 31.4 5.7 72.7 21.2 t,.1

It is interesting to note that in ;',1.1 cases more counselors and teachers

considered group counseling of men and 4omen important than they did group

counseling of women alone, and that more counselors considered group counsel-

ing important than did teachers and other school personnel.

Clearly, much further study of group counseling in its various forms

and for its various purposes is required. More information is needed about

the responses of the students who have actually utilized the techniques

and the circumstances under which they were utilized. This would help

determine the utility of group counseling for increasing women's involvement

in non-traditional vocational training and for support of women during

such training.

3. Employer Related Decision-Making and Support Techniques

a. Job Site Visitations

As is true with most other techniques, the older women in the sampl,:.

found job site visitations a less useful technique for helping them

choose their field of trainingthan younger women did. Traditional women

tended to find it more useful than 01 Non-traditional women. Compared
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to other techniques, however, there is a comparatively smaller drop

in perceptions of usefulness among older Non-traditional students.

Table VI-1. -- Importance of visiting job sites in assisting selection
of vocational training, by student a e

Age

Percent responding visiting
'ob site is im rtant

Non-traditional Traditional

17 19 years* 55.6 64.0

20 ,:ears 53.9 56.4

21 24 yours 44.1 49.0

25 20 years 42.5 56.0

30 yQdrs and over 32.2 27.6

Total 47.6 54.6

2,,iNt x TrA

Job site visitations are generally considered a relatively unimpor-

tant counseling tool. It is therefore important to note that as many

students (25.8%) considered job site visitations very important as con-

sidered individual counseling very important (25.2%) . Among Non-

traditional students, about the same proportion considered job site

visitations and individual counseling either somewhat or very important

(48% and 50% respectively). (See Table VI-1.)

This finding would seem to reflect the ineffectiveness of individual

counseling, rather than elevate the importance of job site visitations.

The comparatively greater cost of individual counseling to the school sys-

tem and the greater investment of ime in individual counseling makes its

relative equality to job visitations, in the perception of students, an

issue with serious implications which warrants fulLher investigation.

b. Counseling with Potential Employers

Counseling with potential employers is seen by educational personnel

as a more important counseling technique for support purposes than job siti!

visitations is for decision-making, especially by teachers and other :whool

personnel. (See Table VI-m.) Counselors felt the two techniques were

about equally important. Mcre secondary school personnel (65%) than

postsecondary school persoun,1 ,4%) considered job site visits impor-

tant, and postsecondary persnnnel placed a somewhat higher value on

counseling with potential employers (69%) than secondary personnel

(62%).

6 7
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Table Vt-m. -- Importance of employer related activities as decision-

making and support techniques for students training tor
non-traditional occupations

Respondents

Importance (percent)

Job site visits

(decision)
Some-
what Not

Students
Educational personnel

Counselors
Teachers and other

personnel

Secondary
Postsecondary

25.8 21.7 52.5

Counseling with po-
tential em lo er su 3ort

Some-
Very what Not

59.4 36.1 2.5 65.4 31.5 3.1

61.9
58.4

38.0
38.1 3.5

64.9 38.1

58.8 41.2
67.7 2b.1 4.2

61.9 36.5 1.6

53.8 41.0 5.1 68.6 26.8 4.5

c. Industrial Representatives

The importance for career decisions of having indus-:rial represca-
tive visits was rated very low by the Non-traditional women stude-ts.

Only 15% considered it very important; two thirds indicated it was rcE

important.

Table VI-n. -- Importance of visits to schools by industriai 11.Tresenta-

tives as a technique in assisting selection of non-
traditional training

Importance of industrial repre-
sentative visit (percent)

Respondents
Very

1
Somewhat I Not

Students 15.2 18.0 66.7

1Educational personnel 40.3 54.5 5.2

Counselors 32.6 62.8 4.7

Teachers and other
personnel

43.2 51.4 5.4

Secondary 16.4 76.7 9.6

Postsecondary 11.4 57.1 31.4

Counselors considered such visits less useful than other school personnel.
Differences between the percentages of secondary and postsecondary school
personnel who felt that the technique was very useful were small, but many
more postsecondary school personnel (31%) than secondary school personnel

(10%) considered it important.

6 8
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4. Parental Involvement

Programs involving parents are available in 54% of the responding

schools; 77% of the secondary schools have such programs, while only

26% of the postsecondary schools have such programs. Since parental in-

volvement is most influential on younger women, this relative emphasis at

the secondary level over the postsecondary level seems appkopriate. Given

the emphasis which the students have placed on the influence of their

parents in their choice of training area, even greater emphasis on such

programs at the high school (and junior high school) level would be

warranted.

School personnel were asked if they felt consultation with Farents

was a useful mechanism for decision-making and support. Only 12% reported

this technique as being very useful for decision-making. Group counseling

was the only technique rated less important by school personnel. Whether

Table VI-o. -- Importance of parents in assisting student in selecting

non- raditional trainin

Respondents

Importance (percent)

Parental assistance in de-
cision-makinq (consultation)

Securing parental
support

Very
4 Some- i

what
Not Very

I

what
Some-

Not
1

Students
Mothers influence 19.7 30.0 49.8

Fathers influence 18.7 25.6 55.7

Educational personnel 12.4 66.9 20.7 48.8 37.8 13.4

Counselors 7.5 75.0 17.5 45.9 45.9 8.1

Teachers and other
personnel

condary

14.3

16.0

63.8

74.7

21.9

9.3

50.0

59.7

34.4

38.8

15.6

1.5

Postsecondary 8.6 58.6 32.9 36.7 36.7 26.7

Men 11.4 66.7 21.9 51.0 33.3 15.6

Women 16.1 67.7 16.1 41.9 51.6 6.5

responses were from counselors (8%) or teachers (14%), from secondary school

personnel (16%) or postsecondary school personnel (9%) , all shared in giving

this technique a very low rating. Far more educational personnel (49%)

felt that parental involvement was an important support mechanism; this was

true for counselors (46%) , teachers (50%) , rici an unexpectedly high per-

centage (37%) of postsecondary sc,.00l personnel.

In general, school personnel percei-o parental involvement as being

important for providing suppfrt to the students, but not for assisting
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women in choOsing their careers. In sharp contrast, however, the stu-

dents felt that their parents had been the most influential in their

choice of training programs.

Sinc. Non-traditional women indicate that parents are the most in-

fluential persons in their career decision-making, school personnel clear-

ly should make a greater effort 'I inform parents and work with them in

the decision-maldnq procass as well as in supportive areas. The possi-

bility of utilizing the influence of parents in expanding women's career

options in the non-t-aditional areas has obviously not been fully ex-

plored. It must be kept in mind that parents as well as women students

are often ill-informed aDout job opportunities. Parents abilities to

influence their children positively can only be expanded if their own

knowledge of career opportun.l.ties is also expanded. Reassessment by

educators of the parental role in career decision-making is clearly re-

quired.

5. Career Education and Career Orientation

Career education was the third most important decision-making techni-
que identified by the Non-traditional students; 22 '1. indicated that it

was very important compared to 17% that considered caieer orientation very

important. Among Traditional students, the response was 28% and 23%

respectively. (See Table VI-1.) Although the rating by educational

personirJ1 ;

considerably higher (44%) than that of the students, the
students ij a relatively greater weight to this technique than did the

Table VI-p. -- Importance of eareer education and career orientation as
techniques for a'-istinq -tudents in selection of non-

traditional trainirq

Responder0-s

Importance in decision-making (percent)

Career education Career orientation

I Some-
Very

h t

22.2 '0.5

43.5 54.5

47.6 52.4

4-0 55.4

48.7 50.0

38.'; 50.0

Not

57.3
1.9

--

2.7

1.3

''.6

Very

16.7
43.3
41.5

44.0

44.7

42.0

Some-
a

18.5
53.5
56.1

52.6

52.0
54.3

Not

64.8
3.2
2.4

3.4

2.6

3.7

Students
Educational personnel

Counselors
Teachers and other

personnel

(.condary
Po!;tecondary

edueat ionai pers,oruil . At 22%, the f;tudents' rating of career edueat
compares favorably with tin. stu(lent.,; who considered individual
counsel ing as very important , wherew; t 444, response of eduLat
personnel to career education is far lower than the 7l% of educat ionol
plrsonoel who found individual counseling very importnnt.
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There is the Possibility that there has been some confusion with

terminology on the part of both Non-traditional and Traditional students

and the educational personnel between career education and career orien-

tation. The students indicate a preference for career education over

career orientation, wh.-2reas the educational personnel gave the same rating

to both programs (43%). Teachers and other school personnel respond simi-

larly on both, but counselors place a relatively higher value on career

education (48%) than on career orientation (42%).

Examining the students' responses by age group alsd leads us to

question whether there is confusion in terminology.

Table VI-q. -- Importance of career education and career orientation in

decision-making, by student age

Age

Career education Career orientation

Students considerinc, important (percent)
,

Non-
I

. Non-

w traditional Traditional traditional Traditional

17 - 19 years***
a

53.2 69.5 *** 45.4 60.7a

20 years* 43.3 59.5b 38.5 41.8b

21 - 24 years 42.7 53.8 4 32.2 47.1

25 - 29 years** 34.6 56.0 444 23.6 50.0

30 years or more 28.9 34.5 29.5 32.2

Nt x2***, Trad x2*** Nt x2***, Trad x2***

Since career education is a relatively new program, it can be expected

that older Non-traditional students 25 and over would have had little

experience with the program. Additionally, we can assume that m-ny of

the younger students have not participated in the program either, since

it is not offered in all secondary schools. The issue warrants further

investigation, particularly to determine the importance of career educa-

tion for women known to have pa:ticipated in such programs. Considering

the generally negative response to the various career decision-making

techniques offered to women, and the limited number of women who are

likely to hove been in a career education program, the response to career

education by women in non-traditional training seems to be positive, if

one could be certain that there is no o'erlap with career orientation,

and that the very large (17) differential between positive responses 1,7

Non-traditional And Traditional students is not due to bias toward

traditiona: roles in the way the course is taught in many schools.

rurther investigation is warranted to clarify these issues.

'Volk titj_ wi t
,

h Mitnt.ri_
1;(111(:,it iuniJ pq-:;orino I wort. t o ,it (4 1 ht. vilrit 1 1.,, 1 k roj with 1

w(iitti.ri who h.iva. :;u,.(.14;.;fri I I y "tn.t(11. i 1 '' r.tri i t loitil ,1:; i t

j (pit. t () 'port whir, Ihei Nei aCt.od lar)ri" t r(1(1 it lend! t r., I n Tho
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1...!chnique was available in 63% of the schools of the educational personnel
retiponding, in 58% of the secondary schools and 68% of the postsecondary

schools.

Table VI-r. -- Importance of talking with successful women in
traditional jobs, as a support activity for won.1:. ia

Educational
personnel

Importance of talking with women (percent)

Very
1

Somewhat Not

Total 81.3 16.4 2.2

Counselors 78.4 21.6 --

Teachers and other per-
sonnel 82.5 14.4 3.1

Men 78.4 18.6 2.9

Women 90.6 9.4

This technique was rated highly by the educational personnel, 81% of
whom considered it very important. Teadhers and other school personnel
considered it more importanu than counselors (83% to 78%) , but a very high

proportion (91%) of women educational personnel considered it very impor-

tant. Further investigation is warranted to determine student response
and to experiment with expanded use of this technique at the secondary

school level.

7. Vocational Testing

Another important area of difference between the perceptions of
students and educational personnel is in vocational testing. Non-

Table VT-n. Importance of vocational testing in assisting studgnt
selection of non-traditional training

Respondents

Importance of vocational testing
(percent)

Very Somewhat Not
,. ..............1

Students 12.4 22.3 65.2

Educational personnel 26.3 61.0 12.7

traditional womon, particularly older Non-traditional women, tenied to

find vocational tetIng not uneful, Almont two-thirdn (641.) of

Non-traditional women felt that such tentn were not important. Younger

Non-traditional ntudentn touded to find the tentn more unefu1 than older
Non-traditional !;tudentn,and the Non-tradition !;tud('ntn 252')

age found thono tontn leant uneful. C:ee Tahlo VI-19.)
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Despite the predominant view by educational personnel in the sample,

that vocational testing was generally not useful, most of the schools

that they represented, both secondary and postsecondary, either required

or encouraged their women students to take such tests.

Table VI-t. -- Vocational testing policy of secondary and postsecondary

schools

Policy

,

Response (percent)

Secondary Postsecondary

Required testing 24.6 12.0

Encouraged testing 43.2 42.0

Testing on request 32.2 46.0
_

In the 55% of all schools represented where vocational tests are not

mandatory, less than a quarter ot the students were reported to have

taken the tests. The percentage who did was particularly low in post-

secondary schools. (See Table VI-23.)

The tests which were reported most often 1/ by the educational per-

sonnel as useful for women considering non-traditional training program.; 1re:

Table VI-u. -- Tests reported as useful to women considering non-traditional

training 1/

Name of test

Number of person-
nel whose schools
use test

(n=163)

Number of
personnel
consider-
iny test
very useful

Number cf
personnel
consider-
iny test
somewhat
useful

. Kuder Interest Inventory 46 9 21

. General Aptitude Test Battery
(GATB) 34 13 15

. Armed Services Vocational Ap-
titude Test Battery (ASVAB) 30 9 11

. Strong Campbell Interest In-
ventory (Strong II) 30 5 12

S. Differential Aptitude Test
(DAT) 17 5 8

. Ohio Vocational Interest
Survey (OVIS) 17

r 6

. Holland Self Directed Search

(SDS) 14 6 3

8. California Occupational Pre-
ference Survey (COPS) H 0 5

9. American College Testing Pro-
gram (ACT) 6 2 3

10,

ll.

Job()

Edwards PPI (Personality Pre-

5 3 1

ferenc( Inventory) 4 2

MOM/

1/ hist reflects those ter;tswhichwre mentioned by 4 or more req4nident!;.

Over 50 other tests were mentioned, each was named by loss than 4 respon-

dents and even fewer founo them useful.
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E. Summary

Much that is presently being offered women as counseling techni-

ques is not accomplishing the purpose for which it was intended. There

is a need for a systematic evaluation of each of the techniques designed

to help students choose careers in order to determine how these techni-

ques can best be utilized to encourage women to choose non-traditional

careers, and to support them once they have made the decision. At present,

women who have entered non-traditional vocational training have apparent-

ly relied on their own sources of information to make their decision.

This is not adequate if more than a few women are to move into non-

professional, non-traditional occupations.

'7 4
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VII. Relevance of High School Preparation

Students were asked if their high school courses prepared th'_,'1 for.-

the training program in which they were enrolled. More than half cA-

Non-traditional women (54%) stated that their high school experiLilc- did

not prepare them. In contrast, only 25% of the Traditional women felt

a similar lack of preparation.

Table VII-a. -- Preparation in high school for postsecor.0 fy program

High school
did prepare

Student response (percent;

Non-traditional

.41011W.

Traditic,:-.-

Yes
No
A little

13.3

54.0
32.7

it
34.1

21.5
41 0

AO 1011110

As will be seen below, this differential Leteen -radi-

tional women, although varying in degree, remained ,,;11en the data

crosstabulated by a variety of educational, experiential, and soy:-.Cmo-

rarhic characteristics.

High z;chool Curriculum

?Ile type of high school curriculum (College General

Education or Vocational Education) taken by the womu. :Idents was a

significant variable for determining how they vieweu thcr high school

prepaiation in relation to their present training.

Tabl(, VII-b. -- High school curriculum

High school
curriculum

Students (pc.'.un)

College prepara.')ry 37.1 29.-

Genoral educatim 33 5 28.:

Vocational education 29.3 41.9

X
2444
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More Non-traditional women (37%) had had a college preparatory curri-

culum in high school than did Traditional women (30%); and slightly more

Non-traditional women (34%) were in the general education high school curri-

culum than were Traditional students (29%) . Only 29% of Non-traditional

women had been in a vocational education curriculum in high school com-

pared to 42% of Traditional women. Over half of all the Non=traditional

students who had had a vocational educatici curriculum in high school had

majored in business occupations, while alm.ist three-fourths of all Traditional

students who had had a vocational educaticn rriculum had majored in this

area.

Table VII-c. -- High school vocational education by broad
classification

Classification

Students in voc-ational

education (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

Business 54.2 72.7

Health and home
economics 15.9 17.6

Distributive educa-
tion 11.6 3.5

Technical, trade and
industrial, and

agricultural 13.5 2.3

Other (n.e.c.) 4.8 3.9

Of the students who felt that high school did not prepare them for

.eir postsecondary education, those who had been in a general curriculum wen,

leat ..,atisfied, and the Non-traditional women with general curriculum back-

grougds (64%) were far more dissatisfied than the Traditional students (30%).

Non-traditional women who had taken Trades and Industry, Technical

or Agriculture vocational education subjects in high school felt signifi-

cantly more prepared than oter Non-traditional women.
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Table VII-d. -- Lack of preparation in high school for present programL=,
by high school curriculum

High school curriculum

Students responding high school
did not prepare (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

College preparatory*** 46.7 21.7

General education*** 63.7 30.4

Vocational education*** 51.8 22.2
Trade and industrial,

technical and agri-
cultural 32.4a 0.0

Distributive 42.3 22.2

Home economics, health,
business 56.10 21.4

Nt x2***, Trad x2***

a

Only 32% of the Non-traditional women who had taken these curricula in high

school felt unprepared, compared to 47% and 64% of the women who had been

enrolled in other high school curricula. In contrast to the relative lack

of preparation felt by Non-traditional women, only 30% of Traditional women

who had taken general curriculum and about 22% of all other Traditional

women felt ill-prepared for their postsecondary training.

When the secondary and postsecondary curricula (including college pre-

paratory and general education) of all the students were compared to their

current training, only 61 of Non-traditional students were found to have

had matching secondary and postsecondary curricula while 26% of Traditional

students had matching programs. 1/

Table VII-e. -- Relationship of training in high school to present

program

Relationship
Students (percent)

Non-traditional I
Traditional

4.1.......w

25.8
74.2

Matching programs***
Programs do not match

6.2
93.8

1/ Vocational programs were matched by their broad classifications.
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Part of this difference can be accounted for by the lower proportion of

Non-traditional women (29% compared to 42% of Traditional women) who were

in vocational education curricula when they were in high school. However,

of all persons who were enrolled in vocational education in high school,

211 of those presently in non-traditional areas and 62% of thoFe presently

in traditional areas had matching vocational training programs. Related

to this finding, the highest percentage of Non-traditional women indicating

that high school had not prepared them for postsecondary school was among

those whose high school curriculum did not match their postsecondary cur-

riculum.

Table VII-f. -- Preparation in high school, by relationship of high school

training to present program

High school
did prepare

(percent of students)

High school training matches
present Prog ilp

Non-traditional Traditional

Match No match Match No match

Yes
No
A little

-

40.4 11.52

23.1 56.012

36.5 32.5

64.3 24.0'2

7.6 30.4b

28.0 45.6

x2'", Nt x2***, Trad x2***
;1*** b***

Even where their secondary and postsecondary programs matched, there

were significantly fewer Non-traditional women (40%) than Traditional women

(64.) who felt that their high school programs had prepared them for their

postsecondary training. Another 60%, however, who had taken what should

have been appopriate high school curricula since it matched their post-

secondary curricula, still felt unprepared by high school. Important other

factors arc obviously intervening, such as the quality of the vocational

education program, the appropriateness of the related instruction (math and

1-icience) and, particularly, the availability of sufficient technical course.

B. Relationship of Age to Students Asse!;sment of High School

There is a significant difference by age between the percentage of

Non-traditional and Traditional women who bclieved that high school did not

prepare them for their postsecondary programs; more Non-traditional women at

(,very age level felt that high school had not prepared them. Forty-four

percent of the Non-traditional women who were immediately out of high school,

(the 17-19 year olds) felt that high school had not prepared them for their

postsecondary school course work.
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Table VII-g. -- Lack of preparation in high school for present program,
by students age

Age
group

.......... ........--

Students responding high school did
prepare

Nen-traditional Traditional

17-19 years*** 44.4 17.9

20 years*** 59.6 30.4

21-24 years** 58.0 39.4

25-29 years*** 61.4 22.0

30 years and over*** 56.1 25.0

Nt x2 **, Trad x2 **

Approximately 60% of all Non-traditional women 20 years of age and older
expressed the view that 1.jgh school had not prepared them. As with the

Non-traditionals, more younger Traditional women (17-19 years old) compared
to older Traditional wcmen felt that their high school background had pre-
pared them for their present training. However, even among the most pre-
pared age group of Non-traditionals (17-19 years old), women felt less well
prepared than the least prepared Traditional students (25-29 years old).

The greater length of time since they had studied in high school might
account for why older women in the sample felt less prepared by high school

than the younger women. There is no good explanation, however, for why so
large a group of younger Non-traditional women f.lt ill-prepared unless, in
fact, they were ill-prepared.

C. Minority Women: A Special Analysis by Race, Income and Geography

As has been shown, markedly more dissatisfaction with high school pre-
paration was expressed by Non-traditional women than Traditional women.
The urban, poor Minority women warrant the most attention, however, so that
efforts can be made to improve their high school preparation. Our data

indicate that the urban slum high schools are even less equipped than othr
schools to prepare women for Non-traditional training in postsecondary
schools.

By Race

Both White and Minority Non-traditional women differed markedly from
White and Minority Traditional women.

Sixty-three percent of all Minority, Non-traditional women compared to
52% of all White Non-traditional women did not think high school prepared

them for postsecondary schcrA. compared to a small 19% of Minority

Traditional women and 25% f White Traditional women.
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Table VII-h. -- Lack of preparation in high school, by race

r

Race

Students responding high school did not

prepare (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional
----- ____.4

,

a

White*** 52.3 25.1

Minority*** 63.3-: 19.0

Black*** 62.7 25.0

It is important that more Minority Non-traditional women felt ill-prepared

than White Non-traditional women, but fewer Minority Traditional women than

White Traditional women f-lt this way.

By Income

Income level is not a factor in determining the Traditional women's

attitude toward the relevance of high school preparation. At all income

levels about 24% felt unprepared.

Table VII-i -- Lack of preparation in high school by household income

Household
income (annual)

Students responding
not re are

high school did
ercent)

Non-traditional Traditional

$0 5,000*** 69.0 25.0

$5,001 10,000*** 60.0 23.7

$10,001 15,000*** 48.6 24.3

$15,001 and over*** 50.6 24.7

Nt x2"4

However, for Non-traditional women there is a marked difference (with an

eighteen percentage point spread) in the views of women with family income:.

from under $5,00 to thoise with incomes over $15,000 concerning the value

of their high school experience in preparing them for postsecondary educa-

tion. Of particular significance is the fact that i,9% of all Non-tradi-

tional women with incomes under $5,000 indicated that their high school

education did not prepare them for postsecondary school. This was also the

case among Minority women.

VIT-0
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Urban/Rural

More urban Non-traditional women (57%) felt unprepared by th2ir high
school than rural women (45%); however, Non-traditional women felt markedly
less prepared than their Traditional counterparts in urban areas (57% to
28%), and in rural areas (45% to 19%).

Table VII-j. -- Lack of preparation in high school by urban/rural
location

Location

Students responding high school did
not re are (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

Urban***
Rural***

56.9

45.0

27.5

18.7

Nt x 2 **
, Trad x2 **

The lower percentage of rural women who were dissatisfied raises the
question of whether rural women might expect less from their schools, or
whether the rural schools are in fact preparing students better than the
urban schools.

Race, Income and Urban Non-Traditional Women

When one examines the question of high school preparedness across the
three variables of race, income, and urban/rural location; a major problem
emerges that concerns urban schools in poverty neighborhoods. Nmong the
Non-traditionals, 63% of the Minorities, 69% whose familes had incomes
under $5,000, and 57% of those in urban ar-as, viewed their high school
preparation. negatively. Tha view: of thc's,..; women were significantly

different from those of the White Nc-n-traditional women (52%), those of
higher income (51%) or those from rral areas (45%) . Together these data
suggest that the urban slum high schools are least able to prepare women
for opportunities in the Non-traditional occupations. This conclusion r;eems
unchallengeahle.

D. Math and Science Preparation--Math Filter

It is generally recognized that as young women progress through junior
high and high school, at each level they take progressively fewer math
courses than young men. This problem which is called the "math filter" has
been identified as an important factor limiting women from entering certain
fields of professional training at the col)ege and graduate level. We have

hypothesized that a similar math filter exists which makes it equally diffi-
cult for women to enter Non-traditional, non-professional, technical and
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skilled occupations. For this reason, we have analyzed in detail the

number of math and science courses taken by the women in our sample.

The distributions of semesters of math taken by the Non-traditional an'

Traditional students are virtually the same. (See Table VII-11.) This is

also true for each of the sciencesbiology, chemistry, physics, general
science, earth sciences and other sciences--as well for all sciences com-

bined. (See Table VII-12.)

Non-traditional and Traditional students who had been in colege pre-

paratory curriculum in high school have taken more math courses ;.han

students in general or vocational education programs, and there were more

college preparatory students among the Non-traditional women than among

the Traditional women.

Table VII-k. -- Math semesters completed, by high school curricuiam

High school
curriculum

Math semesters completed (percent of students)

Nori-traditional Traditional

0-2
5 or

3-4 H. -
0-2 3-4

5 or
more

College preparatory
General education
Vocational education

13.4
35.9

41.1

I

34.8 51.8

38.0 26.0

38.6 20.3

14.1

34.7
42.1

36.7 49.2
37.7 27.6

41.7 16.2

Nt x 2 ***, Trad x2 ***

Within each type of curricula, however, there was no marked difference in

the number of math and science courses taken by the Non-traditional and

the Traditional women. The same situation prevails for science courses

and for science and math combined. (See Tables VII-14 and 15.)

The following findings highlight some differences in the math and

science preparation of Non-traditional and Traditional women:

Age

Proportionately more 17-19 year old women (both Traditional and
Ncn-traditional) had taken 5 or more math semesters than older

women. The same is true for science. (See the following

table and Table VII-17.)
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Table VII-1. -- Math semesters compltek1, by student age group

Ma'Al semesters completed (percent of students)

Age Non-traditional mraditional

5 or 5 or

0-2 3-4 more 0-2 3-4 more

17-19 years 28.2 33.1 38.7 33.6 35.4 31.0

20 years 26.9 47.1 26.0 32.9 40.5 26.6

21-24 years 34.3 31.5 34.3 29.8 48.1 22.1

25-29 years 28.3 4u.9 30.7 44.0 30.0 26.0

30 years and over 39.6c6 30.9 29.5 36.8 32.2 31.0

Nt x2 * *

Proportionately more women 30 years of age and older (both Tradi-
tional and Non-traditional) had taken only 0-2 semesters of math
than younger women. The same is true for this age group in enroll-

ment in science.

The largest differenc2 in amount of math taken by Non-traditional
and Traditional women occurs among the 17-19 year olds where Non-
traditional women have taken more such courses than Traditional

women. There is no great difference in their science backgrounds.

Racial/Ethnic Group

Fewer Minority women have had 5 or more semesters of math than White
women and more have had 3 or less semesters. The same is true for

science. (See Tables VII-m and VII-20.)

Table VII-m. -- Math semesters completed, by racial/ethnic group

Racial/ethnic
group

Non-traditional Traditional

Math semesters completed (percent of studentH)

0-2 3-4
I 5 or I

more 0-2 I

5 or
3-4 "more

White
Minority

Black

32.1

32.2z
31.8

33.2 34.6
47.1 20.7

46.8 19.5

28.4 39.5 32.1

C19a 36.7 11.4

46.4 42.9 10.7

Nt x2**, Trad x2***
a **
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Proportionately more Non-traditional Minority women have had 5

or more semesters of math than Traditional Minority women. Simi-

lar differences exist for science although they are smaller.

Urban/Rural Residence

In rur.ii areas, proportionately more Non-traditional than Traol-

tional women have had only a few (0-2) semesters of math.

Table VII-n. -- Math semesters completed, by urban/rural residence

.

Location

Non-traditional
1

I
Traditional

Math semesters

3-4

completed

1 5 or
more

(percent

0-2*

of students)

I 3-4

I

-..

5 or

more

,

0-2 1

Urban
Rural

26.7a 39.1 34.2

35.4 30.21) 34.4

*

34.2-: 36.0_ 2).8

26.4 45.2' 28.4

...14

Nt

In urban areas proportionately more Traditional women have had only

a few (0-2) semesters of math.

Although there are some small differences in the high school math/

science backgrounds of women enrolled in Non-traditional and Traditional

programs by such variables as age, minority status, and urban/rural resi-

dence, the differences are only occasionally statisticaliy significant.

There are, however, relevant and ,mportant differences in Non-traditional

students views of high school paration in relation to their math and

science experience.

As the number of math (-purses taken by Non-traditional women increased,

perceptions that high school did not prepare them for their postsecondary

programs decreased. Sixty-six rercent of the Non-traditional women who had
0-2 courses of math, 54% of those who had had 3-4 courses of math, and 44%

of those who had had 5 or more courses of math felt they had not been pre-

pared by their high schools. This is a sianificant decrease of ten per-

centage points at each interval.
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7able VII-o. -- Students lack of preparation in high sch,-)ol,

ot math semesters c,impleted

Math semestern
completed

Percent responding high -;chool did not prepart

Non-traditlonli Traditional

5 and over*** 44.1

2.1.7

20.4

Nt x

In the Trailitional sample, the number ot math courses taken did .11t

cnange perceptions of the extent to which high school prelar,i

the students. Twenty-five percent of Traditional women with only 0-2
semesters of math felt unprepared by high school, while 20i. of Traditional
women with 5 or more semesters of math felt unprepared by high The

absenJo of any significant variation in the perTeptions Traditional women

about their high school preparation by number of semesters of math taken
highlights the r,21atively greater imi,ortance of math to Non-traditional

women.

The data for science c_:ourses were similar. As the number of scit2hc-

cours,2s taken hy Non-traditional women increased, the percentage of thos,

who felt unpreparei decreased (from 63* to 49,).

Table VII-p. Lac:k of preparation in high school, by number of
science semester-5 completed

ence semesters
completed

Students resnding high schol
did not prepare (perren-)

Non-traditional Traditional

_ 2*** 63.3 23.0

3 - 4*** 55.4 23.0

5 alai over*** 47.7 26.5

Nt x-

Thc .ariaticn in the number of science semei,tern taken hy Traditional
sti,:ents on the other hand, did not affect perceptions of high Hichool

pre.aration.
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Upon examining semesters of mah and science taken together, one

finds, once again, no apparent differen(:es in perceptions of high school

pre:aration among Traditional women.

Table VII-q. Lack of preparation in high school, by number of math

an) science semesters completed

Total math and
sciences semesters
completed

Students respondino high -chool
did not prepare (nercen;)

.......,

Non-traditional Traditional

_ 4*** 68.1 25.6

5 _ 8*** 5E3.3 22.6

9 and above*** 46.8 25.9

,*#*
N! x-

Women who had had four or less semesters of math and science combined

felt they had been unprepared in high school. The percent drops to

for those Non-traditional women who had '''ad 9 or more c-,urses of science

and math combined.

Urban/Rural

In examining perceptions of high school preparation and seme-ters of

math and science taken by urban/rural residence, one finds the effect of

the number of either math or science semesters zaken by crban Non-tradi-

tional students to be quite similar. Sixty-nine p,rcent of those students

who have had only a few courses of math during :ligh school felt ill-pre-

pared for the,r current program and 64% of those students who have had only

a few courses of science duriny high schoo_ felt ill-prepared. Among Non-

traditional sttients who had had 5 or more coun.ies, the perception of non-

preparation dropped to 47% in the casL of math and to 49% in the case of

science. In each case, however, almost half of the sample still felt un-

prepared for their current program.

Table VII-r. -- Lack of preparation in hiyh school, by number of math
semesters completed and urban/rural residence

1

Residence

........m

Students responding high school did not prepare (percnnt)

Non-traditional
I

Traditional

Math semesters completed

0-2 I

69.0
57.7

3-4

56.5
42.4

5 or
more

47.4

33.8

0-2 1

28.6
15.1

27.9
21.3

5 or
more

22.7
19.2

Urban,144

Rural***

*
Nt urban x

2**Nt rural x2*
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The pattern was markedly different for urban Traditional women.
the number of courses in math decreased, the percentage who felt ill-
prepared increased only slightly. Overall, only 29% of those who had takt.m

few math courses and only 24% of those who had taken few science ccur,?,t.

felt ill-prepared for their current program.

Table VII-s. -- Lack of preparation in high school by number of s
semesters completed and urban/rural residenc

Residence

,11331.1.11111.,

-...]Students responding high school did not prepare (peroont:

1.---
Non-traditional

MillaINLI
Traditional

Science sem2sters completed

0-2 3-4
5 or

more

6111

aman1,7

0-2 3-4

Urban*** 63.7

Rural*** 61.5

Nt urban x2**

E1.9
35.3

48.7
45.1

23.5 ).6

21.6
INEWANN* JO, u 1

Compared to their urban counterparts, proportionately 'Eawel: rural
Traditional women felt unprepared by high school. Like their urban counter-

parts, however, variations in the semesters of math am--; scief:c...:. taken did

not appreciately change the percentage of rural Traditional women who felt

prepared or unprepared b their high school edLcation.

Rural Non-traditional women exhibit a p,ttern that is different from
rural Traditional women and somewhat cl.ifferen:.: from urban Non-traditional

women. In the case of science, having had tew courss affects rural and
urban Non-traditional women in much the same -;ay. Sixty-two perc2nt of

rural Non-traditional women compared to 649 1-ban Non-traditional women

who have had only 0-2 years of science cours-:s fulc ctat high school had
not prepared them for postsecondary schools. In the case of math, 58i, of

rural Non-traditional with few cour felt. ill-prepared, while a ignifi-

cantly greater 69% of urban Non-titionai women who had had few cun,,.
felt ill-prepared by high school. As the nimoer of ccursesincreasus
percent who felt ill-prepared drcr:? ',tore rapi'-ly in the rural Non-

traditional sample than in the urban Non-traditional sample.

The fact that differing patterns emerge for rural .tnd sr.A:nts

suggests that while the lack of math and science during high sc,00l ,las a
marked effect on Non-traditional women, both urban and rural, anC. while J:1
increase in courses taken in these subjects during high school is likely to
markedly improve women's feelings of preparedness by high school, there

are still other factors besides science and math that must be considered in

order to improve the preparation of women for Non-traditional trairLny.
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The data that are presently available do not permit one to determine

how the math and science courses in high school prepare students in urban

and rural areas differertly. Factors such as postsecondary curricula in

rural and urban schools, or the percentages of Minority students in the

schools and their differing responses to these issues may be involved. In

any case, further :.nvestigation to determine the impact _A the math and

science filter on preparation for training in non-traditional technic

and skilled occupations is warranted.

E. Conclusions

In general, Non-traditional women felt less well p.:e:?ared for their

postseoondary training than Traditional women. Urban women genprally felt

less well prepared than rural women, and older women felt less prepared

than younger women. Those who felt least well prepared were three groups

Jf Non-tra0.itional women--those who were low income, in urba: areas, or were

Minorty c,,m,sr .
parti(-ularly those who were Black. 6omen who telt most

well .,rr,oar,A, were women whose secondary and postsecondary vocational

curricula matched.

A.thJugh taking more math and science courses apnarently does allay

the feeling of unpreparedness on the part of Non-traditional women. taking

more courses alone would clearly not be enough. Almost half _if all Non-

traditional women, even those with nine or more semesters in science and

inatli still feel unprepared. It is our hypothesis (which, as we will see,

is supported by data in Problems and Difficulties) that a background in

technical subjects in high school is apparently perceived by th_ women

themselves as a more critical factor than math and science.

8 8
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VIII. Motivltional Factors

To find out ,:aat the motivating factors were that had attracted

them to their areas of vocational training, the women in the sample were

asked to rate the following list of factors as very important, somewhat

important or rot important when they chose their present areas of voca-

tional traininq.

Ha7e .aterest or abi]ity in the area;

Attraction of working conditions (steady work, many available

jobs opportunity for advancement, etc.);

Likflly to earn good income;

Had been working and wanted to change or improve work skills;

Other.

Tlic educational personnel who were Eurveyed were given a similar list

and asked to indicate what they perceived to be the important factors mo-

4.ivating young women entering non-traditional training. '/ In this section,

the 1.esponses of women students and educators about the '.arious motivations

are analyzed and compared. 2/

The women indicated that Interest and Ability in the area was

the most important factor that motivated them to select a particular area

of occupational training. Seventy-seven percent of the Traditional

students and 80% of the Non-traditional students indicated that this fac-

tor was very important in their selection of occupational programs.

Ninety-six percent of the Traditional students and 97% of the Non-traditional

students sampled considered Ability and Interest in the area either impor-

tant or very important in their choices.

1/ The educators were also asked to rate the relative importance of "enjoys

working with men." All groups of educational personnel agreed that this

was not a critical factor for women selecting non-traditional training.

This is an important finding since that factor is very commonly con-

sidered a major motivation for women to choose non-traditional occupa-

tions.

2/ As in the previous section, since the educational personnel surveyed

are those who were identified as having been influential for Non-
traditional students, only the responses of Non-traditional students

are compared with those of educational personnel. Responses of

Traditional students are compared with those of Non-traditionals,

but not with educational personnel.

VIII
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Table VIII-a. -- Personal desires and occupational conditions influencing

trajninq choice for students

Influence

Non-traditional Traditional

--

(perclnt)

Ability or interest
Important 97.0 (lc c-.-

Very 79.9 76.5

Somewhat 17.1 19.0

Working conditions
Important*** 84.2 90.9

Very 46.5

Somewhat 377 33.7

Earnings
Important 82.2 85.8

Very* 36.5 41.8

Somewhat 45.7 44.0

Change or improve skills
Important 57.4 54.9

Very 35.9 32.0

Somewhat 21.5 22.9

Named other factor
Important*** 25.1 15.7

Working Conditions was mentioned as an important factor second most

often and Earnings was mentioned third. A desire to Change or Improve

one's Skills was mentioned least often as an important factor for

selecting a particular training area.

There was little difference between the percentages of Non-traditional

and Traditional students who mentioned either Ability and Interest or

Desire to Change and Improve Skills as important :actors in their decision-

making. However, the percentages of Traditional students who considered

potential earnings and working conditions as very importalt factors in

their occupational choices were unexpectedly larger t1.-1. the percd.ntarjes

of Non-traditional students who indicated that these factors were im-

portant.

A small percentage of wmen cited other motivation:.;. 1/ These in-

cluded: availability of the program as an alternative to college, pre-

sence of a friend or relative in the field and desire f,-Jr independence,

1/ Twenty-five percent of the students in the non-traditional sample and

15% of the students in the traditional sample named a specific "other"

factor that led them to choose their present at,r...a of training. In

most cases, however, the explication merely detailed one of the fac-

tors already listed.
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self-development or advancement in their present jobs. Some women con-

sidered the training that they were involved in was a means of helping

people or contributing to society.

The responses by students and by educational personnel to each of the

four major motivational factors in selection of training programs are

analyzed below.

A. Interest and Ability

Interest and Ability was far and away the most influential factor

in women's decisions to enter non-traditional training. This was also

true of Traditional women, and educational personnel concurred. (See

Table VIII-2.) Each group considered Interest and Ability as the most im-

portant factor in selecting training.

B. Influence of Working Conditions

There is a ten percentage point differential between Non-traditional
women (47%) and Traditional women (57%) who consider Working Conditions

(defined in the questionnaire as steady work, many available jobs, and

opportunity for advancement) as very important in their choice of training.

Working Conditions are also considered important by relatively more

educational personnel (69%) than Non-traditional students (47%); counse-

lors (76%) and women educators (74%) tended to consider Working Conditions

more important in the Non-traditional students choice than teachers (66%)

or male educational personnel (67%).

Table VITI-b. -- Importance of working conditions in selection of non-

traditional training.

Respondents

Importance of working conditions (percent)

Very Somewhat Not

St4dents 46.5 37.7 15.8

Educational personnel 68.7 29.4 1.8

Counselors 75.6 24.4

Teachers 66.1 31.4 2.5

Men 67.2 30.4 2.4

Women 73.7 26.3

VIII -3
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C. Impact of Anticipated Earnings

More women in traditional training ':)ccupations (42%) than in non-

traditional training (37%) considered Earnings a very important factor.

The percent of Non-traditional women who consider Earnings as very im-

portant bears a direct relationship to household income. Non-traditional

women whose household incomes were in the lowest range ($0-5,000) felt that

Earnings was most important, while women who did not know what their

family total income was, felt Earnings was least important. The relation-

ship between household income and the importance of earnings as a factor in

choosing an area of training did not exist for women in the Traditional

sample. At every income level, more wcmen in traditional training consid(::n.A

Earnings important than women in non-traditional training.

Table VIII-c. -- Importance of earnings as a factor in selection of train-

in , by household income

Household income

Percent responding
earnings very important

Non-traditidnal Traditional

$0 - 5,000 47.4 50,0

$5,001 - 10,000 43.4 44.9

$10,001 - 15,000 37.8 39.1

$15,001 - 20,000 36.7 44.1

$20,001 or more 29.7 38.6

Don't know 25.2 41.3

Nt

Minority women, both Traditional and Non-traditional, indicated the

importance of Earnings more often than White students. (See Table VIII-5.)

Compared to the Non-traditional students, 37% of whom indicated that

Earnings had been a major factor in their selection of a non-traditional

occupational training program, a larger percentage of the educational

personnel who were surveyed (49%) thought thac Earnings was a very im-

portant factor for women who select non-traditional occupational programs.

Table VIII-d. -- Importance of earnings as a factor in selection of non-

traditional training._

Importance of earnings (percent)

Non-traditional
students

Educational person-
nel

Counselors
Teachers
Men
Women

VIII 4
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All groups of educators agreed on the importance of Eax.nings, although

counselors tended to rate its importance somewhat higher than other

educators. Women educational personnel considered Earnings as particu-

larly important. Sixty-six percent of the women educators in the sample

felt Earnings was an important factor--nearly 30 percentage points more

than the percentage of Non-traditional :-..tndents who considered the issue

an important deciding factor.

The opportunity to earn more money is frequently offered as the major

reason why women should select non-traditional occupations. Traditional

women in the sample, however, placed a higher emphasis on their earnings

than the Non-traditional women did. Reasons for this difference cannot be

determined. Income may not be as critical an issue for women who go into

non-traditional occupational training, although the earning levels of

the non-traditional occupations overall tend to be higher than the earning

levels of the traditional occupations.

D. Changing or Improving Skills

There is little difference between women in Liaditional and non-

traditional training in terms of the importance tnat Changing or Improving

Skills has had on their choice of careers. Both Non-traditional women

(39%) and Traditional women (36%) who are employed, considered Changing or

Table -- Desire to improve skills as an important factor in se-

lection of training, by employment characteristics

Employment
characteristic

Percf.mt responding improving skills very important

Non-traditional Traditional

Employed
Not employed

39.2
27.6

35.9
28.8

Nt x2***, Trad x2***

Improving their Skills as very important factors in their choice of training

areas. The importance the employed women gave to this factor was significantly

higher than the important given by those who were not working (28% and 29% for

Non-traditional and Traditional women, respectively).

The importance of this factor varies greatly by age. In both the

Non-traditional and Traditional samples, improving job skills was far

VIII -5
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more important for women over 20 years of age. The largest percentage

of women considering this factor very important were those 25-29 years olci

Table VIII-f. -- The desire to change or improve skills as a factor in

selection of training, by age

Age

Percent responding improving skills was very important

1:-W±AM

Non-tradi Traditional

17-19 years 19.4 21.1

20 years 27.9 22.8

21-24 years 41.3 45.2

25-29 years 59.8 .58.0

30 years and
over 45.6 43.7

2**, 2,
Nt x Trad

for both Non-traditionals (60%) and Traditionals (58%) , followed by women

30 and over (46% and 44%) and those 21-25 years old (41% and 45",). As we

have already seen, a high percentage of Non-traditional women in their

20's (60%) , are working.

Educational personnel are reasonably close to the women students in

their view of the importance of Changing or Improving Skills (38%) . Women

school personnel (32%) consider it important less often than the men

school personnel (40%).

Table VIII-g. -- Desire to change or improve skills as a factor in se-

lection of non-traditional training

Respondents

Students

Educational personnel
Counselors
Teachers

Men
Women

Importance of improving skills

F. Conclusion

35.9

38.1
39.5

37.6

39.6
32.4

Somewhat Not

21.5 42.6

53.8 8.1

48.8 11.6

55.6 6.8

52.0 8.1

59.5 8.1

In summary, if the reasons
Non-traditional women gave for selecting

an occupation are compared, one finds 36% considered Improvement of Skills

VIII-6
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very important, 37% considered Earnings very important, 47% noted
WOrking Conditions as very important, and a remarkable 80% identified
Interest and Ability as very important. Among the educational person-
nel, 94% also considered Interest and Ability important.

Since Interest and Ability is so consistently identified as being
very important, it becomes clear that more emphasis should be given
to relating personal interests and abilities to efforts to increase the
number of women considering nontraditional training. Efforts should be
made earlier in the educational process to stimulate young women's interest
in non-traditional occupations, to identify those women with the ability
to succeed in such occupations, and to encourage them to enter non-
traditional career options. Women's interests and abilities in non-
traditional areas will not develop unless efforts to encourage them are
started early, preferably in junior high school, and continued through-
out high school. If the only occupational areas in which women have the
opportunity to develop their interests and abilities are in traditional
areas, it is only to be expected that this is where their vocational
goals will be when they enroll in postsecondary vocational schools.
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IX. Problems and Difficulties of Women in Non-traditional Vocational Trainia

The women in the non-traditional sample were asked if they had had

certain types of problems and difficulties during their training program

(this question was not asked of the traditional or mixed samples). The

specific areas of problems and difficulties for which students were to

respond "yes," "somewhat," or "no," are as follows:

a. Men students find it difficult to adjust to women students;

b. Teachers find it difficult to adjust to woraen students;

c. Teachers pay more attention to the male students;

d. Counselors pay more attention to the male students;

e. Teachers expect women students to perform at a higher level

than men students;
f. On the whole, the men students are better prepared than

women students.

If "f" was marked either Yes or Somewhat, do you feel that is be

cause in high school:

g. Men students had more science classes;

h. Men students had more mathematics classes;

i. Men had more trade and/or technical subjects.

The problems which Non-traditional students cit-ld most often were related

to the men students in their classes rather than to their teachers or counselor!

The wo':n felt that men students had difficulty adjusting to women in the class,

and that men students were better prepared for their postsecondary training

largely because they had taken more technical subjects in high school. The

women felt that they had not received sufficient training prior to entering

their postsecondary program. Women in classes with few other women students

were having the most problems; the extent of the problems and difficulties

decreased with the presence of more women in the non-traditional classes.

Sixty-four percent of all Non-traditional women had some problems, and of

those 42% had only one problem, and 58% had two or more problems.

Table IX-a. -- Number of problems of Non-traditional students
...

Number of
Problems

Percentage (:)

students (n = 860)

Percentage of-students
with Problems (n - 554

r

0 35.6 --

1 26.9 41.7

2 18.0 28.0

3 or more 19.5 30.3

-
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Vt.ry t:cw women (17,, on an average) rep)rted having any of the following

!cified problems: Coun:selors:TeacherH C,ave Men More Attention, Teachers

t More of Women, and TeAoher.: Had Difficult Adjusting to Women. The

!oentJgos were ,:m111 ,.noulh to in,licAt,, thit these problems were not

lor mos the Non-tradiLional women.

Table Problems ot. ':on-traditional students

Students responding yes or somewhat
to problem statement

(Percentage of (Percentage of
Type of rroblem

students respond- all students
irg to individual
problem statement)

with problems)

Counselors gave men more attention 10.6 15.0
Teachers gave mon more attention 14.6 21.8
Teachers expect wmen to perform to

higher leveLl, 20.9 31.2
Teachers had difficulty adtistig to

women 23.3 34.8
Men had difficulty adjusting to women 33.9/ 50.9
Men are better brepared 35.4/ 53.1

Men had more science 22.5- 16.8
Men had more math

V
23.5) 18.4

Men had more technical subjects 71.11,0 59.4

both /*", a***, h***

On the other hand, 51% of all who had problems (34% of all Non-traditional
women responding) agreed that Men Had Difficulty Adjusting to Women. Fifty-three
percent of those who had problems (35% of all responding) perceived that Men Were
Better Prepared. The type of better preparation which they cited was not pre-
dominantly in Math (24% of those responding) or in Science (23%) . The better
preparation they attributed to men was particularlyin technical subjects. Seventy-
one percent of all women who responded indicated that Men Had More Technical
Subjects. This includes some women who did not specifically cite that Men Were
Better Prepared, but noted that Men Had More Technical Subjects which caused the
women problems. 1/ In fact. of all students with problems, women indicated that
their lack of preparation in technical subjects (59%) compared to men students,
was the greatest problem.

Given the opportunity to specify other reasons why r n were better prepared,
20% of the students entered other reasons. Most (61%) ot these other reasons
given noted the following: that men were more supported in non-traditional work,
that they were more encouraged'in school, that they were provided wi'h more
knowledge of the subjects, and that they had previous experience through work
experience and on-going projects in the home and commur:_ty. The women felt, on
the other hand, that they themselves had not been encouraged, had been actively
discouraged, or had been discriminated against.

1/ Although the women were originally asked to respond to this questi,n only
if they had responded positively to the statement that Men Are Better Pre-
pared, 561 more women in the sample indicated that Men Had More Technical
Subjects than indicated that Men Are Better Prepared.

IX-2
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the per,-,,;tion,; of Whitts, :

Ail Minorities About the ir,-,b1:,ms en Had Difti.111ty Adiustind Wom,en,

:-,unselorE: and Teaher.r; ",y Mor. Attention to Men Teachers 1-:xpe,:t

Women. Dn the oile- hand, ttl,L percentag., of Bllor- and Minorit-y

who found th,it Teachers Had 7).fl7i-u1 ty 1,.dipal:t1ng to Women was i hh .jt

uf the White women. -hib ie the fact that Black and Minocit; women
were more likely to attril it he.:.v attitudes to their minority ,tAtus,
or that they expec.ted less from tn taa(:hors than did the White w-men.

Table Problems of Non-traditional students, by race and type
of problem

T':be of problem

Counselors pay more attention to men
Teachers pay more attention to men
Teachers expect wome, to perform at

high levels
Teachers had difficuli-y adjusting to

women
Men had difficulty adjusting to women
Men are better prepared

Men had more science
Men had more math
Men had more technical subjects

Stu,:ehts responding or iomewh,:'

problem statemebt: (percen':.)

White
inorty

TOt.1; .Black

10.0

14.4

21.1

35.2,

36.9r
22.9
22.7

71.4

14.3

16.7

20.7

13.3';

"79.8

28.3
20.8
27.4
69.7

13.0

19.2

20.3

12.8
29.1

21.8:

16.0
23.5
67.3

There was also a greet difference between Whites and Blacks on th ,. issue

of men Are Better Prepared, but only a slight statistically insignificnt diff,r-
ence between Whites and All Minorities. The statistical conclusion is tha
Minorities other than Blacks were in close agreement with Whites that Men Ar-
Better Prepared. There is no immediate explanation why proportionately fw(,r
Black women felt men were not better prepared. It may be that Black women we/
responding to a relatively poor level of preparation among Black men. (See com-

ments on urban slum schools in Chapter VII, Relevance of High School Prepar-Itic

B. Specific Problems--Analyzed by Class Size

The number of other women in the class was a variable that had a major
impact on the percentage of women who had problems. Fifty-four percent of the
women with no problems were in classes with 6 or more other women; 50% of the
women with problems were in classes with 0-3 women.
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wC:".1 6 L.-Jr mure otner women, 42 nad no pr.blems and Ihe mo with two

more problems contiued to drooa

rX-e. --N,.mber of problems of Non-traditional worr

flf women in tne class

, hy number

Number of problems

Number of othei
women in the

class

0 1 2 3 or more

Percentage of studenc.s

0 3 23.2 28.6 20.5 27.7

4 - 5 33.9 32.2 19.1 14.8

6 or more 42.2 25.9 16.9 15.0
.......

To determine if the presence of more women in the clas:; affects the wom

perception of specific problems and difficulties, each problem has been examieA

by the number of women in the class. The analysis reveals that the extent of

the problems of Counselors and Teachers Pay More Attention to Men, Teachers

Expect More of Women, Men Had More Math and Men Had More Science does not vary

markedly by the number of women in the class.
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Table IX-C. Ty,Ach-r,,

"Teacher:, Expedt More o:

women ill the

nI1Mhei

Number of other
women in tIte

clas,-,

,r -ior-1.".,,..1,:t ,11.,,:11 :;t a. 0..,

,:ourselors ..-:r toachers
pay more attertion to J.,,er:

lc-hirs exp,c;:t m,,re

.u: womyh

o - 3

4 - 5
6 or more

26.5
23.5

24.1

21.4

21.EJ

Table IX-g. "Men had More Math" alvi "M:_q, Had Mor,. S by humrer

of women in the cla'ss

Number of other
women in the
class

Stunts repon,iihg
or somewhat tb 1,r.7,blem !-tat:meht

.
Men had more math Men had more science

o 3

4 - 5
6 or more

24.4

21.5
23.8

-
24.9
24.0
17.8

Although somewhat more women in clase:; with fewer womn per,z(:Ived that

Men Had Difficulty Adjusting to Women, the difference based on number of women

in the class was not statistically significant.

Table "Men Had Difficulty Adjusting to Women," by :Jumb,.r

of other women in the class

Number of other women
in the class

Students responding yes
to problem statement

or somewhat
(pOrcent)

0 - 3 38.7

4 - 5 32.2
I

6 or more 31.9
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51.2

33.9

21.1

ThL'; LhA!. f4M421-: in ,:t.lasses with three ur less (,th,l-

./.)71(,r1 l(?ss likfA:y to hav oito-
b3ckqround preparation. '7)ver half (:1'3,) of the women in claf;ses with only 0-i
other women felt that t_he men h. their ,:lasses had been better prepar.l.

The widet: variation in re.;i2onse by number of women in the clas;s occurre,i

on the (iu,2stion of whether '-len frid lore Technical Subject:3. A very high d3'.

of women in classes wit.h only :-3 other women indicated that this was a prol)lem,
while oh1y 57l, of women in clas:;es with 6 or more other women cited this 1.rblem.
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age and numbr cf other women in the clas

Age and number
of other women
in the class

Number of prc)blems (percent)

0 1 2 or more

17-19 years
0 3 52.4-z 47,6

4 and over 70.3-;, 29.7

20-24 years
0 - 3 50.5 49.5

4 and over 66.9:' 33.1

25-29 years
3 - 3 51.6-

,
48.4

4 and over 69.5- 3().5

30 yrs. and
over

0 - 3
63.6

.,'

36.4

4 and over 74.6' 25.4
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A:1-juting to Wome," by utdent
aue

Response to problem statement (percent)

Yes or somey1-.at llo

17 19 yearn 29.6 70.3

20 years 38.6 61.4

21 24 years 39.3 60.7

25 29 years 39.5 60.5

30 years and over 27.1 72.9

x 2*

s. mc,ht have expecd t.ne lower rezTo.n:::,_ provided by the older women, but
was less expected for the younger women in the sample. The youngr w,!men,

re,:ently out of high school, may have had Lower expectations. On the cither
hand, this response by younger women may have been a reflection of rapidly
:hanging mores in relationships between men and women, particularly among
the young.

More women 2i to 29 years of age, and particularly the women 25-29 year.,; or
age, felt less prepared than men by high school for their postsecondary
program than both the younger women, who are recent high school graduates,
and the older women who have been out of school for a longer period of ime.

1 0 1
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lable "eh are Eiet:_er Preared, respo

:Ind age

Age

:,espoh:4e roLlem statement (peit)

Ves or somewha No --
17-19 years 32..6 (,7.4

2t) years )7
21-24 years 40.c h0..,

25-29 years 45.3 54.5

30 years and over 31.3 68.H

X

Dhe mic;ht expeot tlhe T'uner, more recent graduates woulci hive been

better srepdted, nave ret.ained more (if c_lelr high sc000L leashing, incl

therefore, felt as well prepared as their malo ,::ounteri-Arts. However,

the responses of the older groul, of w.)men in the sample is less; expected.

The lower response perhaps reflects that the clder women upon findi!,

problems are less likely to attribute them to men's better preparr,'

but rather to attribute them to their owl-: limitations.

Furthei study is r1,7?eded to determin..2 the spe;:ific needs of the womy:,

theii many of whom are returning to school to acquire or improve

existing skills. Clearly, this subgroup differs from other groups and has

not received the same attention as the younger or older women. There was

only one group--the women who were 20 years old during the study--whose

responses variecl from the overall pattern -Al which -70-7R4 of the women

indicated the Men Had More Technical Subjects caused them a problem.

Table IX-o. -- "Men Had More Technical Subjects," by student
response and age

Age

Response to problem statement
(percent)

Yes or somewhat No

17-19 years 70.6 29.4

20 years 58.9w 41.1

21-24 years 75.9 24.1

25-29 years 77.5 22.5

30 years and over 71.8 28.2

.

-
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Cati.On (Ilvtr,-tl) high .s-,chocd curricula felt tnat haJ 1-;tch

throucjh a stroL..;,-;..r bac-Agrounl in
technical L;12bje;..ts, than women whu hac. Leen i

Health or Busir'.e.-;s curricula in high schcol

Tahi.2 -- "Men Had ote T :1nicai S ucla;, Lu studeiit res:2e1;s

and high school curriculum

High schol. curriculum
Response t,..) problem statement (percent.)

Yes/bomewhat No

College preparatory 74.4; 25.6

General education 73.5 26.5

Vocational education 64.3C; 35.7

Vocational education
Masculine intensive 5b.3 41.2

Feminine intensive 67.0 33.0

Neutral 60.0 40.0

E. Analysis of Problems and In Light of National Enrollment

Characteristics

In examining the differing characteristics of women enrolled in non-tradi-

tional occupational problems (whose overall definition is that, nationally,

fewer than 25% of the students enrolled are women) it was realized that there

are a number of distinct subsets of occupational categories within the non-

traditional occupations group.

1/ The statistical probability that the response of the 20 year olds was the

same as that of all other age groups combined, was caculated to be p <.05.

IX-10
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A J.-omparison was made between women enrollerA noh-traiiti-nal ()

training programs, which, according to the nationa1 pos;tsecon,lar.: Area
Technical School enrollment data, containeA 0-10.0 women, and those whic
enrollment data showed contained 10.L-25i, wom,.!n.

The analysis showed that 55'. of those women in the sample who were em
in postsecondary subjects that nationally contain less than 10.1 ,:omen, per-

ceived that Men Are Better Prcpared, while only 241 of women in the sample
rolled in postsecondary subjects that nationally contain 10.1-25 0 women cite:

this as a problem.

Table IX-q. -- "Men are Better Preparea," by nattonal enrollment
category 1/

National enroll-
ment category 1/

Response to problem statement (percent)

Yes/Somewhat No

Non-traditional #1 55.2 '-' 44.8

Non-traditional #2 23.6 - 76.4

1/ Non-traditional #1 = 0-10.0% of those nationally enrolled are women.

Non-traditional 42 10.1 251 of tho,-3e nationally enrolled are women.

Characteristics of women students enrolled in the four non-traditional
occupational areas containing the largest number of Non-traditional women ui
the sample were also separately examined. These were Supervisory and Admin-
istrative Management Occupations (OE code 14.08) , Police Science Technology
(16.0605), Drafting (17.13), and Law Enforcement Training (17.2802). Accoriing
to national enrollment figures, 10.1-25% of the students enrolled in all for
areas are women.

The patterns of responses by women in these four training categories to
types of difficulties and number of difficulties encountered were similar
to responses of women in all other non-traditional training classifications.

Table IX-r. -- Number of problems of Non-traditional students, by
selected individual programs

Program
Number of problems (percent)

0 1 2 3 or more

Total 35.6 26.9 18.0 19.5

Electronic technology 15.6(i 31.3 15.6 37.5(i

Business supervisory and
administration 45.1 29.4 13.7 11.8

Police science 38., 19.7 17.3 24.4

Drafting 3.1 35.6 17.8 15.6

Law enforcement 40.-_, 22.0 19.7 17.3

All others ,3.0 27.7 19.1 20.2
,--

x2*
No problemse, 3 or more e*

X-11
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One of the larger non-traditional training categories, Electronic
Technology (16.0109), in which national enrollment figures show only 0-10*
of tii t. students are women, has a very different pattern of response. Only

of the women in Electronic Technology had no problems, whereas for
the total group of Non-traditional women, 36% had no problems. Thirty-
eight percent of the women in Electronic Technology had three or more
:--oblems, compared to only 20% of the total non-traditional group.

,:learly there were critical differences within the total non-traditional
,:ategory which warranted further exploration before the specific problem
:acing women in non-traditional occupational training could be adequately
assessed.

In addition to subdividing o:cupational subjects in the non-traditional
classification by the percentage f women enrolled nationally, it is also
possible to subclassify the non-traditional category by the degree to which tho
individual occupations have been stt:-otyped as "masculine" by society. The
non-traditional occupations with :nly 0-10.0% women enrolled nationally, can be
further divided into occupations which have a masculine image and those which,
although their enrollment is predominantly male, carry a "neutral" image as
far as society views of the sex that "should" be employed in them is concerned.
Among these are many new and emerging occupations. These occupations have not
yet established traditional sex identities, although in terms of actual pro-
portions of women enrolled, they are classified as "non-traditional."

To permit a comprehensive analysis of the women in non-traditional occu-
pational training programs, the data were analyzed using the following
classifications:

1. All Non-traditional women (those in occupational training programs where
nationally 0-25% of the students are women).

2. Non-traditional women, ul (those in occupational training programs where
nationally 0-10.0% of the students are women).

3. Non-traditional women, 42 (those in occupational training programs where
nationally 10.1-25% of the students are women).

4. Non-traditional women, #1A (those in non-traditional #1 programs that
provide training for occupations with a "masculine" image).

5. Non-traditional women, #1B (those,in non-traditional programs that provide
training for occupations with a "neutral" image).

(For detailed training classifications in each group E!1.-g sc
Table IX-16.)

The data on problems and difficulties of non-traditional women were then
subclassified using the categories listed above.

IX-12
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Table Ix-s. Problem,=: of Ncn-traditinal by
ca..--.eqr)ry and

Problem statement

Non-traditional category and 1-rcent responding
Or somewhat to t)rohlem

Total
Non-traditional

raditi
- ,

Total

Nt

(masculine)
Nt-

(n,

Men had difficulty ad-
justing to women

(x24*) 1/
Teachers had difficul-

33.9` 39.9 34.7

ty adjusting to women
(x2.**.*)

23.32: 31.4 38.5: 27.4 19.1

Teachers oRve men more
attent. 14.6 12.7 11.8 13.3 1( 3

Counselors gave men
more attertion 10.6 10.3 14.3 8.1 10.4

Teachers expect more
of women 20.9 15.1 18.2 13.4 24.5

Men are better pre-
pared (x2"*) 35.4° 55.2 67.3 48.5 23.6

Men had more
science 22.5 23.9 21.6 25.9 24.2

'Men had more
math 23.5 25.7 25.3 25.5 25.4

Men had more
technical sub-
jects (x2***) 71.1- 84.9 88.9- 82.3 60.4

a **, b***, c***, d***

1/ x2 for (Nt #1A, #113, and ,12).

Results of this analysis show the following:

a. Men Had Difficulty Adjusting to Women as a problem, was more frequent
among Non-traditional women #1 (40%) than among Non-traditional women
42 (32%) , but even more frequent among Non-traditional women #1A (49%)
who were in classes with a masculine image. Women in the more neutral-
imaged non-traditional #113 classes had this problem less often in a
pattern which is more similar to that of Nen-traditional women 02.

b. Teachers Had Difficulty Adjusting to Women as a problem occurred more
frequently among Non-traditional women #1 (31%) and even more often
among Non-traditional women #1A (39%) than among Non-traditional women
#2 (19%). The percentage of women in neutral-imaged non-traditional #lH
classes (27%) also gave this as a problem more frequently than Non-tradi-
tional women.#2.

IX-13
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women who were 30 year:; old and over were employed, while about 60., of

Non-traditional women len:, than 30 years old were employed.

Table :-.tudenf employment, by age

Age

'

Percent employed

'

Non-traditional Traditional

17-19 year:I; *"

20 year
21-24 yearn
25-29 yearn
30 years and over*"

.

59.1
6G.0
60.1
59.1

48.0/

51.8

53.8
44.7
44.0
10.2/

_

Trad X-44, Nt /", Trad /"'

fe ha; heen noted in an earlier ection, many of the Non-traditional women

who are in their twentien had entered vocational training in order to

improve their working Thin fact,combined with the data on Non-

traditional women, gge:;tn that many women under 29 who entered non-

traditional training had been 5u.imulated to do so through experiencel; in

their current j obs which led them to want to acquire new skilln and/or to

change their occupation5. More Non-traditional women who were over 30, on

the other hand, are likely to be returning to the labor force after a

period of ab!;ence and are neeking training prior to seeking employment.

Among Traditional women a larger percentage ot younger women were

employed than older women. The group with the lowest percentage employed

were the Traditional f:tudent 30 yearr; old and over. Unlike the Non-

traditional students, fewer Traditional women 21-29 yeay's old were

employed (about 44) than were women 17-19 years of age (about 52%).

Incom

An analysis of the percent of students employed by..household income

indicates that the higher the income, the more likely it is that the women

S tuil'n t..n are employed. At all income levels, more Non-traditional women

were working. The percentage point difference between Non-traditional and

Traditional students who are employed is lowest among women whose household

incomes wore r;5,000 a year or loss, where there was only a 4 percentage

point difference between the percentage of Non-traditional and Traditional

won't' working. The difference in percentages of Non-traditional and

Traditional women working increases to more than 10 percentage points

among women whose families had incomen over ro'5,000 a year.

X-2
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Table X-c. -- Student employme::t, hy houehold incomeIMMi..,
Household in-
come (annual)

Percent employed

Non-traditional Traditional

$0-5,000
$5,061-10,001
$10,001-l5,000
$15,001 and over

43.');

58.0;'

56.8
60.5

Nt x2* ,
*

The fact that families in which thc- women si.a..11.:n5 are working tend

to have higher level incomes might be exped. t . the same time, however,
the families of many students who were not w-rking wore also in the higher
ranges. The data confirm the fact that many women are working to establish
careers rather than mpiy responding to fin-ncial needs in the family.

D. Employment in Related Oc'supations

Although a greater percentage of Non-tr 1 i Ljo1i1l womcn are employe,

more Traditional women are employed in occuW-ions related their area

of study than Non-traditional women. Sixt7 per( ,nt of women employ A in
traditional occupations. compared to 48'L of women F .ployed in non-tradi-
tional occupations have jobs related to their progi.ams of study.

Table X-d. Relationship of job to training

Job is related
to study

Employed students (percent)

Non-traditional Traditional

Yes**
No

48.3

51.7

59.6
40.4

Research has indicated that the learning experience of the students
in their on-the-job training is an important asset to overall skill develop-
ment. Thus, although Non-traditional women are more likely to be employed,
they are less likely to be employed in jobs that are related to what they
are studying, and therefore, are losing the advantages that come with a

training-related job.

X-3
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at1,11y:;i:-; o:: .;t iden t.:; t ty t ix.ir area ot udy ind cate:t

rmong Nnh-traditionAl enrt)lled distributive and

,.7ourse:: an- m,--re he ,mplo.:.-J hail those enrolled in

'irad,-it and Lechhi-11 a,triculta:ul progiams (See Table X-h.)

tie Lhat ,trierde.; f inding th,id few women who

in hrogram.; wi eir, icnil and track! ,fl.ki indtp;-
tri al area.; are ih :)nly of tii:e women enr.).1 led

in protrrm:-; h --"tt were i;

in i -rela'ed -o their aroa 7Lese stati:-tics

an yffort. ' he made jc-,r placement for Non -tradit.ional women

who I h.-I i-, thet-te Tahles X-7.)

:r,"1--: :i hi were a:;),,ed if t he; t:

wt ; i' : meh tt-ucieht f '',1, x i related to their areri

wameh re.--.1 yth; no, 1,/ over had f )

'h"t thy Ttuctli (.-';i2t.

t - thrit. 1:-.; er

!',d: met, aht alit re rrk :t iowe:;t rmonii Non-tradit.ional

women ettru b,d in di:itri 1-..th I'm and ltd.; aticinl; (41.') ,

amnu womhn in trades and indut;trial. -.Ind technical occupations (')TO (See

T,ILle Y.-3). These perception relate to earlier findings that women in

di.-ttrihut:ivc occupution.: were (a) more likely to he employed

and (3.,) man.. ILkely tn In related ocapation than women in

other oci.:upations.

E. hole of School in Joh Placement

Overall, schools assi::ted u rathel :nail percentage of women in the

sample to obtain their jobs. Thirty-four perchnt of the employed Tradi-

tional women in the sample received help in job placement from their
schools while only 24'c of the employed Non-traditional women in the sample
received help in job placement from their schools.

Table X-e. School assistance in job placement
*Inimmmmommir.

School helped
place student

Student response (percent)
vmommommomml

Non-traditional ']raditional

Yes**
No

24.0

76.0

34.2

65.8

The fact that the schools hod hetl, r !ticcess with placing Traditional

women in related jobs than it had in placing Non-traditional women in

1/ Sixty-three percent of the responses to this question wore "don't know".

X.-4
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related jobs suc;crests that have not inveted the effort in
placing Non-traditional Existing evidence shows that employen;
ready to place women in male-Htensive non-professional occupations if tl:c

are ad-2quately prepared 'o meet governmental pressure for affirm-
ative action. Women enrollei h, _:ourse,; to acquire these skills are a!:

well prepared as the men in their -:ourso. Organizing and gaining suPport
for the placement of women in non-traditional occupations may take more
effort by the school, but based on the experionce of the Traditional women,
it is clearly worth the effort.

For both Non-traditional and Traditional women, 20 .year aids and
21-24 year olds found the schools most helpful in terms of job placement
assistance. Women who were least often helped by their schools in job
placement were Non-traditional and Traditional women 30 years old and over.

Table X-f. -- School assistance in job placement, by student age
INERT-

Age

School helped place ,tudent (percent)

imerwm
Non-traditional Traditional

17 - 19 years"
20 years
21 - 24 years
25 - 29 years
30 years and over

22.3

31.8
33.0

21.3

13.9011,
Nt x

2 4, Nt e", Trad

34.5
39.0

42.2

33.3
15.4/

Oveiall, at every age group except women 30 and over, many more Traditional
women than Non-traditional women were assisted by the schools in job place-

ment. In the older group, few schools helped either the Traditional or
the Non-traditional women.

In all cases where the school helped find the job, it was more likely

that the work was related to what the woman was studying. However, there

is a marked difference in the percentage of Traditional women and Non-
traditional women who were placed in related jobs by the schools.

Table X-g. -- School assistance in job placement, by relationship

of job to training

Job i.:: related

School helped place stAvient

Non-Traditional Traditional

Yes

No

44 66.1 'i

33.9

84.4 b

15.6

Yes
No

School did not hr.2.112_place student

42.9 '1

57.1
..

46.5 b

53.5

(1444, 1,444 X-5
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`i-te ' the Trad, onal wumen in related t hey

laced on (41: L.,,,,mte, in related al The :mi.,

f a. iaon, .: i. tt fa,tt t or, I y

4 1 the Non-!. rad the Tra,ii tional wmrit-i., who t al

:Lr , wert a1,1- :dud :Th. 1 tA.!(2, tir area I Ud

;:ily 1 l ;terc:thItigt f t iona (1t.. ) ant

TraLtotiI (1 l'.) who wre umpl co.t2d that, wt-tru Not re 1,..-ed

to the r area a Lriii:u.t had heun wi th the asy,iataNc(: of t heir

no la (See 'La:LA(2 1,1-1 ?,) i'1, h 1 able t 11 rid ice i-;

related ;obi for 1:,-tradi tional than the :-;tudents weru able to t

Thni, th employe.: TradLtiw,al women and only 48 of the

eml,loyed Non-traditional woman were working in jobs related to their area

t: r. , tO 1 t tert2:12,. hc.:::.:,:titen the two groupy i a riue largely t

higher :,t rcer. Lag '111 itt 1 ti )hal wt:rty.,, who were as: 1Hted lv r s(711(:,..1:;

It, IA:, I the i r

I:, .:ummary tht.::Le f ';uggeat t hat )oi.2 I velopment, 1 n nti h nj-
areal.; , an import tin: i,ervH.:t tilLit some !;cLool:, pruvide hah

:'i''fi ted cohort onate lv mort Traditional :;tudents than Non-t radi tional

:tl-tidehtti;. More hohool:: hould undertake thesu programs either independently
ur I :oordinatiun Witli A lt:i,,:emunt office. When :.-nich a program i a under-

taken, egutil emphasi:: !ihould be given to the development of jub for women

noh -traditional and traditional training.
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XI. Alternative Occupations Considered by Women

To assist women in making occupational choices and to expand their choics,

it is necessary to understand the process by which students who have already

chosen to enter non-traditional or traditional occupational training programs

decided to enroll in these programs. To do this, it is useful to examine the

range of occupations that women first considered before making their choice.

Accordingly, the students in the sample were asked if they had seriously

considered any occupations other than the one for which they were presently

training, and if so, to identify their alternative occupation. The responses

are examined by (a) the extent to which women had considered any alternative

occupations, and (b) the typology of these alternative occupations..

A. Whether Alternative Occupations were Considered

Overall, more Non-traditional women (73) than Traditional women (67-)

had considered alternative occupations. These differences, however, and

differences by age group were very small.

TabJe XI-a. -- Consideration of alterntive occupations

Considered
alternatives

,

Non-traditional Traditional
4

(percent)

Yes*
No

72.6 67.4

27.4 32.6

The largest percentage of women who considered alternative occupations were Non-

traditional women 21-24 years of age, 811 of whom had considered alternative

occupations. Traditional women 30 years of age and over identified an alter-

native oc 'Ipation least often; 60% of the women in this group had considered

another occupation. (See Table XI-2.)

As has been noted, the characteristics of parents have not been a signifi-

cant factor in the occupational choices of students. However, a relationship

between mothers background and students choice of alternative occupations was

noted in the study findings. Non-traditional women whose mothers were in low

status white collar occupations (sales and clerical workers--the most traditional

of all occupational areas) considered alternative occupations more often (79?,)

than did Non-traditional women whose mothers were of any other occupational

status. (See Table XI-3.) Among Traditional women too, those whose mothers had

worked in low status white collar occupations considered alternative occupations

most often (69%).

114
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The xt.2nt to which Traditional tudents considereed alternative occupations

varied a Ii the amount of educati::n their mothers had had. Traditional

women who, ca had h:id 13 or more years of school were more apt to consider
(73'.) than those whose mothers had had less than 13

years of 1,..on (4k.). The same pattern exi'Ated among the Non-traditional
students, al.,nough the Aifferenes were :mailer. (See Table XI-4.)

The fa.7tor which apHir,-;ntly mot affected whether or not students had
.:on:-;ideryd alternative o,_:cupations was the J.ype of high school curriculum they

had taken. Women students, both Traditional and Non-traditional, who had been
in a Alege preparatory program in high school considereed alt-rnative occu-
atic;ns .;ignificantly more often than Air women students who had been enrolled

in education or vo:-ational ocin.-ation curricula in hiTh school.

Table XT-b. Considered alternative occrupations, by hi,,h :;chool

curriculum

'

High school
curriculum

Non-trA itional
I

Traditional

Student:s did consider alternative
(-)ercent.

College preparation***
:-;eneral education

Vocational education

A2.8
66.3
6 6 . 5

_

71.3
C3.5
C5.2

While H39, of Non-traditional women and 71't of Traditional women who had been in
college preparatory programs considered alternatives, only about 6C't of all
other Non-traditional and Traditional students considered alternative occupations

There is some difference in response among those students who were in voca-
tional education programs in high school. (See Table XI-5.) Non-traditional
student.s who were in Trade and Industrial, Technical, Agricultural and Distri-
butive training in secondary school considered fewer options than other groups.
This was only to be expected since they were the ones who had most likely
selected their area of training while in high school and had not changed between
high school and postsecondary school.

It is also significant that there is no difference in the percentage of
women who considered alternative occupations by the extent to which they
considered counselors to be influential. (See Tables XI-6 and XI-7.) These
data suggest that counselors are not effectively encouraging women to consider
alternatives.

In summary, Non-traditional women are somewhat more likely to consider
alternative occupations than Traditional women, and women who had been enrolled
in college preparatory curriculum in high school were,somewhat more likely to
consider alternative occupations than women who had been enrolled in general
education or vocational education curricula.

XI -2
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B. Types of Occupations Considered

While there 4re few vivid contrasts in whether or not the women student,',
considered alternative occupations, there are large differences in the typology
of occupations which women did consider.

To develop the typology, all alternative occupations which the women identi-
fied were classified by the percent of women nationally participating in their
employment in 1974. Those occupations in which 25% or less of those employed
were women were designated as non-traditional alternatives, those in which
25.1% to 75% of the employed were women were designated as mixed alternatives,
and those occupations in which 75.1% to 100% of those employed were women were
designated as traditional occupations. In a few instances, the students did not
list a specific occupation, and some only listed a general field of study. These

responses were classified as "undetermined" unless the entire field was of one
particular typology. 1/

Among those responses where an alternative occupation could bu
the distribution of alternative occupations considered by Non-traditional women
was nearly equal. Thirty-one percent of Non-traditional women considered othor
non-traditional occupations, 36% considered mixed occupations, and 34% consich:red
traditional occupations. Traditional women, on the other hand, considered other
traditional occupations most often (48%), mixea occupations next (40r,), and non-
traditional occupations least often (13%), thus showing a marked preforene for
traditional and mixed occupations.

Table XT-c. -- Typology of alternative occupations considered by studentn

Typology of alternative

Non-traditional alternative
Mixed alternative
Traditional alternative

Non-traditional Traditional

30.8

35.6
33.6

(;:iercent)

12.6
39.5
47.8

If all traditional women in the sample are considered, including those who
considered no alternative, 8% of all Traditional v,omen seriously considered a

non-traditional alternative. (See Table XII-x.) If one extended this to all
women enrolled in traditional training in AVTS nationally, this would represent
29,000 women who might possibly have selected a non-traditional occupation had
they received some encouragement. This group aHne would nearly double the
number of women in training for non-traditional occupation5. (See also Section

XII, Mixed Women.)

1/ Of all responses, 5.2% of the students in training in non-traditional areas
and 5.2% in traditional areas did not identify a specific occupation.

X1-3
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The pattern by which Non-traditional and Traditional women select non-
traditional, mixed or traditional alternative occupations varies by age groups.

Table XI-d. Typology of alternative occupations, by age

Age and
alternative

Non-traditional Traditional

(percent)

17-19 years
Non-traditional
Mixed
Traditional

20 years
Non-traditional
Mixed
Traditional

21-24 yea-

Non-tr ticnal
Mixed
Traditional

25-29 years
Non-traditional
Mixed
Traditional

37.8

39.8
32.4

26.2

36.9

36.9

31.1
34.9

34.0

21.4
51.2

27.4

12.9
33.5
53.5

15.7
35.3
49.0

11.9
49.3

38.8

6.7

50.0
43.3

30 years and over
Non-traditional 26.1 13.3
Mixed 34.1 44.4
Traditional 39.8 42.211111,

Non-traditional women 25 years of age and over considered other non-tradi-
tional occupations slightly less often than younger Non-traditional women; and
Traditional women 21 years of age and over considereed other traditional
occupations less often than younger Traditional women.
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Table Xl-e. Typology of alternative occupations, by selected age grouns

Non-traditional students

Age 17 24

Non-traditional alternative 33.7

Mixed a1cernative 32.6

Traditional alternative 33.7

Age 25 and older
Non-traditional alternative
Mixed alternative 42.4

Traditional alternative 33.7

Traditional students

Age 17 20

Non-traditional alternative 13.6

Mixed alternative 33.9

Traditional alternative

Age 21and older -

Non-traditional alternative 11.3

Mixed alternative 47.9

Traditional alternative 40.8

Nt x-*, Trad x2*

Older Non-traditionals (25 and rver) and Traditionals (21 and over) not

ected non-traditional and traditional occupations, respectively, loss

oftorl, out both groups also generally considered occupations of the mixed

catr.:c1c,r more often than younger women. Forty-eight percent of Traditional

wc,rwt: Ll years of age and over and 42% of Non-traditional women 25 years of age

and over listed mixed occupations as alternative choices. Younger women in the

sample were more likely to have considered as alternatives other occupations in

their own categories, e.g., more younger Non-traditional students selected non-

traditional alternative occupations and more younger Traditional students

selected traditional alternative occupations.

The earlier analyses of characteristics of women 21 - 29 years of age in

this sample have shown that for women in this age group, desire to change or

improve work skills is an important factor in their decision to choose their

particular type of training (ee Chapter VIII, Motivational Factor-) And that

many of the women in this age group were presently working (see Chapter X,

Employment). Given these chararteristics, the higher proportion of women in

their 20's who had considered mix( A occupations as alternatives and the lower

proportion of women in their 20's who had considered occupations in their own

categories as alternatives might reflect (a) their labor market experience,
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(b) better information from work experience enabling them to consider a fullr
range of choices, and (c) more knowledge of mixed occupations, some of which
are newer occupations and are less likely to be known to students dirAiy
out of high school.

These findings suggest the neeci for special programs for women in their
20's who are considering an occupational shift. Women in this aye group are
most likely to be overlooked by programs presently being offered which includ,.
standard programs for young women leaving high school and special programs for
older women re-entering the labor force. Statistics on women's occupational
patterns, however, point to a marked increase in the labor force participation

rate of women 20-29 years of age in the labor force. 1/ Sixty-two percc:nt
of this age group are presently in the labor force, suggesting that thes.:
women are staying in the labor force and are apparently intereste': n

exploring new occupational opportunities.

1/ Sixty-six percent of women 20-24; and 57% of women 25-29 years of age
are In the labor force. Source: Women's Bureau, Department of Labor, 1975.
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XII. Women in Mixed Vocational Training

A. Background

According to national data on AVTS enrollment,there are 51 occupational
programs where 25.1% to 75.0% of the students enrolled were women. 1/ These

programs are neither traditional ner non-traditional and are being called
mixed vocational training programs.

The women enrolled in mixed training programs represented 29% of all
women in the postsecondary AVTS sample. (63% of the women were training
for traditional occupations and 9% were training for non-traditional occu-

pations.) (See Appendix, Table A-2 for a list of the mixed occupations.)

National enrollment data show that 25% of all students--men and womJn--
enrolled in postsecondary AVT2 programs were in mixed categories (289, were

enrolled in traditional .1:ions and 47% were enrolled in non-traditional

programs) . 2/ Of all the ients in the 51 mixed occupational programs

combined, 42% were women and 58% were men.

Even in the mixed category, the majority of the students were men.
This occurs because men are the majority of students in the six mixed
training programs that have the largest total enrollment. Men are the

majority in most of the mixed training programs and they dominate in 32 of

the 51 mixed programs nationally.

1. Rationale for Analyzing Mixed Occupations

In recent years, an effort has been made to encourage young women to
move from training for traditional occupations to training for non-tradi-

tional occupations. Except at the professional level, however, this
effort has met with only minimal success. The 1974 national AVTS data
indicate that women represented only 8% of the students training for non-

traditional occupations. Those students who were in non-traditional pro-
grams (60%) were mostly clustered in only four programs--police science,
law enforcement, drafting, and business supervision and administration.
These data from the current study show the continuation of this clustering
trend; 52% of the Non-traditional students in the sample were in those

same four programs.

Among women in the sample, two-thirds who were in traditional programs
and three-fourths who were in mixed programs had considered alternative
occupations. Only 13% of the Traditional women and 16% of the Mixed women,
however, ever seriously considered entering an occupation that was non-

traditional. There is no question that young women's own perceptions have
been a major obstacle to their movement into the non-traditional occupations.
Until the barriers created by the schools and the women themselves are re-
moved, there is little likelihood that rapid movement of women into non-

traditional training will occur.

1/ 1974 Office for Civil Rights, DHEW, Survey of AVTS schools.

2/ Ibid.
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When young women arc enceinaged to undett...- training tit --t iti-

tional occupations, they may lack confidence ih their t It,

the career bar!-Ier; they may hesitate becAll:.1,, th,.v pereive
pations as "unw 'manly." They may seek to avoid t oten .

that may arise, during training or On tilt' I n t h tI t

men and/or their families. These perceptions AI.' A riIt
of social mores and society's role assignment which .-reate
and social constraints that affect women's career decision-making.
young women have not reflected on any alternatives beyond those
society has traditionally defined as acceptalde for women; non-traditienAl
jobs are generally not viewed as options. Without question, the range of
possible approaches to women's career decisions must be ex,psined if pert;onal
and societel influences are to be overcome and women are :lake rdtional,

bias-free occupational choices.

One finds that of those few women who have moved into non-triiiiti. nal
jobs in recent years, many are adult women who are returning to the iah)i
torce or are already employed and changing occupations. A la.!k of role

models and the difficulty of adjusting to an all-male environment are nt
the only factors which prevent many young women from entering non-trai:-
tional occupations. Young women who are in high school or about to entei
postsecondary education are at an age when they are most likely to be
insecure about their self-image and femininity. Late adolescence is
perhaps the most difficult time in a young woman's personal development for
her to decide to undertake an occupation that is decidedly non-traditionai.
If the choice of a non-traditional oz.:upation is delayed until after child-
bearing, when the older woman return :. to the labor market, the problems of
self-image and identity are often outgrown,,but the woman's delayed entry
into a non-traditional occupation is likely to be expensi,:e an' t:me-
wasteful. -he is at a disadvantage because of her 1- entry int the

non-traditional occupation.

Most of the effort up to the present has been to convinL:e women to
enter areas of employment that are not only non-traditional (i.e., have
less than 25% women) , but which are also stereotyped as "masculine" by
society. These tend to be such areas as construction apprenticeship, auto
mechanics, and other similar occupations that are firmly fixed as "men's
jobs." There are many other often overlooked areas of employment, however,
which do not carry either a "masculine" or "feminine," image, in part
because they are new areas of employment which have not yet taken on a sex
identification. 1/ Women entering these occupations would not face the
problems of sex-stereotyping and overcoming traditional attitudes that
exist for women entering "masculine" imaged occupations.

1/ For a more complete explanation, see Chapter I, Introduction.
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It is therefor, t;tiggested, that rather than strongly empnaing that
women move from "ft-ii:.1n," lobs intu "masculine" jobs, women be encouraged

to move into "neutial" oations that art .: of sex sterec_,types as an

inter:- ',ate step. Sn.:h ,-2upations neec: ;. r participation by women

since !Aey are mixei -r :.o:.-traditiona1 in term of women's present

participation. A 17,v-m,i into these areas will permit women to gradually
overcome their relu:t to enter training for "masculine" oeupatiohs.

Data from our (-ee Chapter XI, Alternative (,ccupations) :ndicate

that a large number ! women in the three training groups--Non-tr.b,Itional,
Mixed, and Traditional--considered entering training for a mixed u,cupation
at a rate much higher than the rate at which women aro enrolled in training
for mixed occupations in AVTS. In 1974, 29., of the women in AVTS were
enrolled in mixed occupational training programs. Sample data indicate
that 40', of the Traditional women who seriously considered an alternative
occupation considered entering a mixed oc..:upation. Thus, there is no Lick
of women who, perhaps with a little more information, support and encourage-
ment, might be willing to enter mixed occupations.

Because there exists a potential for developing a different strategy
to move women away from traditional occupations, we have undertaken this
preliminary analysis of the characteristics of women in mixed occupational
training and the issues that are related to their career decision-making.

2. Nature of the Analysis

While the number of women in the mixed sample was large enough for the
overall characteristics of the mixed group to be determined, a further
breakdown of the group by twc or more variables resulted in cells that
were small and of little st- irltical significance. The characteristics
of women in the mixed group, it was found, often fell about mid-way between
characteristics of Non-traditional and Traditional women. There was often
no statistically significant difference in the characteristics of Mixed
women and -women in either of the other two groups on particular variables,
although the differences between Traditional and Non-traditional women on
those same variables were significant.

Because of the limited size of the sample, we have not tested for the
statistical sign. :ance of differences in characteristics between Mixed
women and women in either of the other two training categories. Nor have
we tested significance of variations within the group itself. Instead, we
offer the data in this section as tentative findings which, because of the
consistent nature in which women in mixed occupational training programs
are shown to different from women in both non-traditional and traditional
programs, suggest the need for further and more detailed investigation of
this group.

We are attempting here only to set ou- issue of how attention to
opportunities in mixed training might help cn to move away from their
present overconcentration in traditional occupational programs, and open a
new, challenging, and we believe, fruitful area offering promise in assist-
ing women to overcome traditional perceptions of women's education and
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employr The fact that the mixed group represents nearly a third of all

women ft-lining in postsecondary AVTS lends further weight to our contention

that further analysis of this population is needed.

3. Types of Mixed Occupations

Thirty-one of the 51 occupational programs which comprise the mixed

category were represented by women in the control sample. Progrnms in

each of the seven broad vocational education categories were included.

Fifty-two percent of the women in the mixed sample were training for

Business occupations and 25% were training for Distributive occupations.

The distribution by broad classification of mixed students in the

study sample generally matches the distribution of women nationally who

are in mixed training in postsecondary AVTS programs:

Table XII-a. Distribution of women in mixed occupational training in the

sample and in national enrollment, by broad classification

of study
.

Classification
of study

,
Distribution of women

tional train.

in mixed occupa-
ci (Percent)

National Survey sample

Agriculture 1.4 1.5

Distributive 16.5 24.6

health 14.6 9.7

Home economics 3.1 2.4

Business 44.3 51.8

Technical 7.8 3.3

Trades and industrial 12.4 6.6

,

While the survey sample contains a somewhat smaller percentage of

students in Trade and Industrial and in Health and a somewhat larger percen-

tage of students in Business and Distributive, the sample profile is gener-

ally representative of women in mixed programs nationally. A further exami-

nation of the characteristics of the Mixed women is certainly needed, but

on the basis of this study,preliminary, characteristics can be defined and

some hypotheses can be derived.

B. Demographic Characteristics of the Mixed Sample 1/

With few exceptions, the demographic characteristics of the Non-tradi-

tional and Traditional students were quite similar. In those instances

where the characteristics differed significantly, the characteristics of

the Mixed women tended to be more like the Traditional women than the Non-

traditional women overall. In areas other than demography, however,

involving issues of women moving away from traditional behavior, or insti-

1/ See Volume II, Chapter III, Tables 1 - 13.
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tutions responding negatively toward non-traditional behavior, Mixed won

tended to be more like Non-traditional women.

1. Geographic Location

A higher percentage of Traditional and Mixed women were located in

rural areas than were Non-traditional women, although the percentage for

the Mixed was slightly less than that for the Traditionals.

Table XII-b. -- Urban/rural location of students

Location

Students (percent)

N on-traditional Mixed Traditional1

Urban
Rural

4

75.7 68.8
24.3 31.2

66.7
33.3

2. Age

The age distribution of Mixed women is similar to the age distribution

of Traditional women, both groups having proportionately more young women
and fewer older women than the non-traditionals.

Table XII-c. -- Age distribution of students

Age

Students (percent)

Non-traditional I Mixed Traditional

17-19 years 35.2 44.5 46.2

20 years 12.9 16.1 13.3

21-24 years 17.7 16.5 17.5

25-29 years 15.7 8.5 8.4

30 years and over 18.5 14.4 14.6

Findings from an earlier section (see Section IX, Problems and Diffi-

culties) suggest that older women are better able to adjust themselves to

non-traditional occupations than younger women. This factor may explain

why there were fewer young women 25 and under in the Non-traditional sample

(66%) than in the Mixed (77%) or Traditional (77%) samples.
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3. Race

The racial/ethnic distributions of women in each of the three groups

were quite similar.

Table XII-d. Racial/ethic distribution of students

Racial/ethnic
group

Students (percent)

Non-traditional Mixed Traditional

White
Minority

Black

84.8 88.2 86.7

15.2 11.8 13.3

9.9 9.3 9.5

4. Characteristics of Parents

There is very little variation in characteristics of the parents among

any of the three groups. Slightly more of the Mixed and Traditional women
have mothers who have never worked than do the Non-traditional women;
otherwise, the parents employment characteristics of Mixed women were
similar to those Traditional and Non-traditional women. A slightly higher
percentage of Mixed students mothers and fathers were high school graduates
than either of the other two groups, but the overall educational profiles
of the parents were quite similar.

5. Income

The income profile of Mixed women is similar to that of Non7.traditional

women. More family incomes are concentrated at either end of the spectrum;
there are more families who are poor and more families who are well-to-do
compared to the Traditional women. Like the households of the Non-tradi-
tional women, households of Mixed women are less commonly in the middle

income ranges.

Table XII-e. -- Household income of students

Household
income

Students (percent)

I

Non-traditional i Mixed Traditional
,

$0-5,000 15.9 15.9 12.0

$5,001-10,000 19.9 20.8 20.2

$10,001-15,000 20.3 18.9 28.5

$15,001 or higher 43.8 44.4 39.3
_
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C. Analysis of Influential Persons 1/ and Events

1. Non-School Persons

Women in the sample were asked if certain persons outside of school,

including Mother, Father, Husband, etc., had been influential in their

career choice. In almost all cases, the percentage of women who identified

specific "significant others" as Deinc; 1:fluential was midway between the

percentage of Traditional and Non-tradit,IDnal women who identified such

persons Els being influential.

Table XII-f. -- Importance of family and friends in influencing students

selection of training

Influential
Percent responding person was importa.it

persons Non-traditional Mixed Traditional

,

Mother 50.3 59.7 72.8

Father 44.3 53.1 56.2

Husband 46.0 50.3 58.2

Men friends 43.1 45.2 39.7

Women friends 44.1 52.4 54.7

Men relatives 25.5 22.6 23.3

Women relatives 24.1 27.4 38.7

,

Only the percent of Mixed who were influenced by male friends was slightly

higher. Forty-five percent of Mixed women, 43% of Non-traditional women

and 40% of Traditional women were influenced by male friends.

2. School Personnel

Responses on the relative influence of school personnel were analyzed

by school level--secondary and postsecondary, by the sex of the influential

person, and their role in school--teachers, counselors, other school personnel.

Mixed women, like the Non-traditional women, are influenced more by

men school personnel than by women school personnel, but the difference in

influence between men and women is much smaller for the Mixed (5 percentage

points) than for the Non-traditional women (14 percentage points) . Tradi-

tional women, on the other hand, are more greatly influenced by women

school personnel than men (with a difference of 10 percentage points).

1/ See Volume II, Chapter V, Tables 1 - 20.
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Table XTI-q. Influence of mc,n ,

choice of training

School person-
nel grouped by

sex

Students considering one or more persons in
the croup influential ( )ercent)

Non-traditional Mixed Traditional

Men
Women

50.7 c, -, 48.

37.1 48.5 58.3

At the postsecondary level Mixed women found teachers and counselors about
equally influential in the case of both men (27%) and women (22). At the

secondary level, Mixed women found women teachers more influential than
women counselors, but they found men teachers and counselors to be of

about otiai influence. Overall, Mixed women found men and women school
personnel to be of about equal influence at the secondary level, while at
the postsecondary level, the Mixed women tended to find men school personnel

more influential than women school personnel.

Table XII-h. Importance of school personnel in influenciny students
selection of training, by school level, position, and sex
of influential person

Influential
school
personnel

Percent responding person was important

Non-traditional Mixed Traditional

Teachers
Senior high men 24.9 28.3 28.8

Senior high women 17.7 30.5 38.2

Post high men 31.9 26.9 23.4

Post high women 17.6 21.7 33.8

Counselors
Senior high men 18.8 25.7 26.3

Senior high women 16.2 23.9 30.2

Post high men 24.8 26.8 22.4

Post high women 15.2 21.5 26.5
.-------.0

3. Most Important Event 1/

Students were asked if an important event had influenced their choice

of training. Interestingly, many of the events cited were negative ones
such as unsuccessful job seeking effort, dissatisfaction at another job,
need to provide financial support, and a change in family situation

(generally associated with financial problems).

1/ These data were not separately analyzed in an earlier analysis because
there were no significant differences between Non-traditional and Tradi-
tional women.
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Table XII-i. --Most important event influencing students in selection
of training

Most important event
Student response (percent)

Non-traditionall Mixed [Traditional
sifa ger

Previous exposure to tasks 36.9 29.8 38.1
Need to provide financial support 5.2 8.1 8.8
Unsuccessful job seeking 4.2 7.3 4.8
For advancement 12.4 10.5 10.2

Dissatisfaction elsewhere 10.5 13.7 10.2

Wanted skill 7.2 6.5 10.9

Family situation changed 8.5 11.3 8.8
Aware of women's opportunity 4.6 1.6 0.0

Others 10.5 11.3 8.2

'

_

These events represented 40% of those reported by women training in mixed
occupations, compared to 28% and 33% for the Nor-traditional and Tradi-
tional students, respectively.

It is also noteworthy that a smaller percentage of Mixed (30%) than
either the Traditionals (38%) or Non-traditional (37%) were influenced in
their training selection by a positive experience based on previous ex-
posure to the tasks performed. This suggests that fewer of the Mixed

women are changing jobs within a particular employment area. It also sug-

gests that fewer Mixed women were exposed in high school to the occupational

skills needed for their present training.

D. Impact of Counseling Methods and Techniques 1/

Mixed women found most counseling techniques more useful than Non-
traditional women, but less useful than Traditional women. Only one
counseling technique, job site visitations, was considered less useful by
Mixed women (44% important) than either Non-traditional women or Tradi-
tional women (48% and 55% respectively) . This is in accord with the low
response of Mixed women to previous exposure to tasks as the most important
event which influenced their decis'on.

1/ See Volume II, Chapter VI, Tables 1 - 21.
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Table XII-j. Importance of methods of counseling and career informa-

tion programs in aistjna selec of tr

Programs

.......4.

Percent responding program was important

Non-traditional Mixed Traditional

Individual counseling 49.8 56.2 59.0

Group counseling (men and
women) 20.7 20.8 24.2

Group counseling (women
only) 18.3 17.7 27.6

Career education 42.7 51.3 59.3

Career orientation 35.2 41.2 50.5

Job site visits 47.6 44.0 54.6

I:1,1trial representative
visit 33.3 33.2 37.9

vocational testing 34.8 39.2 42.8
_.

The Mixed women's assessments of the various other counseling techniqut..;

seem to occupy the middle ground between Non-traditional and Traditional

responses. However, where their responses resemble those of another group,

they tend to be more like the Non-traditionals in response than like the

Traditionals (e.g., group counsel ing and industry representatives). Only

on the issue of individual counseling did the Mixed respond like the

Traditionals.

On other issues about school services, such as the availability of

school assistance in job placemen t as related to job training, responses of

Mixed women either occupied the middle ground between non-traditional and
traditional responses, or were more similar to non-traditional responses.
This pattern would seem to suggest that the services provided by the schools
are better designed to meet the needs of Traditional women than either Non-
traditional or Mixed women.

E. High School Curriculum 1/

The high school education of the mixed group included a lower percentage

of women in general education tha n either of the other two groups. However,

the percentage of Mixed women in college preparatory curriculum was similar

to the Non-traditional group and the percentage of Mixed in vocational
education, particularly business vocational education, was similar to the

Traditional women.

-

1/ See Volume II, Chapter VII, Tables 1 - 27.
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Table XII-k. -- High school curriculum of students

High school
1curriculum

Students (percent)

Non-traditional Mixed
-

Traditional

College preparat
General education
Vocational Education

Business (percent of
voc. ed. students)

37.1
335.
29.3
54 2

35.5
25.9
38.6
68.2

29.6
28.5
41.9
72.7

1. Math and Science

Relatively more women in the Mixed group had extensive math backgrounds
than either the Non-traditional or Traditional groups. Thirty-nine percent
of the Mixed women had five or more courses of math compared to 34% of the
Non-traditional and 29% of the Traditional women. This may reflect the
fact that a high percentage of Mixed women had been enrolled in the college
preparatory curriculum in high school. However, the high math background
is llso related to the fact that more than half (52%) of the students in
mixed programs were in accounting and computing occupations and business
data processing, both of which require extensive math training. Compared
to Non-traditional and Traditional women, a similar proportion of Mixed
women had had five or more semesters of science, but more had had three
to four semesters of science.

2. High School Preparation

In the earlier analysis of high school preparation, it was concluded
that Non-traditional students who in high school had relatively more math
and/or science, had vocational education curricula, or had matching
secondary and postsecondary vocational programs,felt relatively more
prepared for their present training than other students. These variables
are also being analyzed in relation to Mixed students perceptions of their
high school preparation.

As we have noted, the math and science backgrounds of the Mixed sample
was relatively high. The percentage of women in the Mixed sample whose high
school vocational education curriculum was related to their present training
was also high in comparison to the non-traditional sample though not as high
as in the traditional sample. Nineteen percent of the entire Mixed sample
had matching secondary and postsecondary vocational curriculum. This repre-
sented 49% of all Mixed students who had been in vocational programs in high
school.
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Table XII-1. -- Relationship of training in high school to postsecon-
dary program

Relationship
of training

e

Students (percent)

Non-traditional I

.
Mixed Traditional

Matching programs
Programs do not match

6.2 19.0
93.8 81.0

,

25.8

74.2

In contrast 26% of all Traditional students had matching secondary and
postsecondary curricula (62% of all Traditional students who had been in
vocational programs in high school), and only 6% of all Non-traditional
students had matching secondary and postsecondary curricula (only 21't, of
all Non-traditional students who had been in vocational programs in high
school).

Given these characteristics, it is not surprising that a relatively
low percentage of women in mixed training programs said that high school did
not prepare them at all. Thirty-five percent of Mixed women compared to
25"'. of Traditional women and 54% of Non-traditional women said they were
not prepared.

Table XII-m. -- Preparation in high school for present prorarn

High school
did prepare

Students (percent)

Non-traditional Mixed Traditional

Yes
No
A little

13.3 18.3 34.4
54.0 34.8 24.5
32.7 47.0 41.0

What is surprising is that, although there were relatively more Mixed
women than Traditional women with extensive math/science backgrounds and
college preparatory backgrounds, and although there were nearly as many
Mixed students as Traditional students who had had vocational education
programs in high school and matching secondary/postsecondary programs,
there were still relatively more Mixed students than Traditional students,
who felt that high school did not prepare them adequately for their present
program.

Among students with matching secondary and postsecondary vocational
education programs,19% in mixed programs and only 8% in traditional programs,
said high sch-ol did not prepare them.
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Table XII-n. -- Preparation in high school, by relationship of high school
training to program

_

High school
did prepare

(student
response)

High school training matches present program

Non-traditional Mixed Traditional

Match

,

No
I

match
Match

No
I

match
Match

Nc
1

TriatC.

Yes
No

A little

40.4 11.5

23.1 56.0

36.5 32.5

36.5 14.0

18.8 38.5

44.7 47.5

64.3 24.

7.6

28.0 45.,

These findings leave open to question which elements of a high school edu-

cation are best suited to providing the student with adequate preparation,

particularly women students whose occupational goals are different from

what is traditionally expected.

F. Earnings as a Factor in Selection 1/

The issue of Earnings is a key factor in the selection nf training for

women in mixed occupations. Fifty-two percent of Mixed womeh comarod

37% of Non-traditional and 42% of Traditional women consider Earnings ':ery

important. Only 6% of Mixed women considered it not important.

Table XII-o. -- Importance of earnings as a factor in se-
lection of training

Importance of
earnings

....
Student response (percent)

Non-traditional Mixed Traditional

Very important
Somewhat important
Not important

36.5 51.5 41.8

45.7 42.5 44.0

17.8 6.0 14.2

Clearly women in mixed training, rather than women in non-traditional
training, were the group fcr whom the selection of an occupation was influ-

enced by the amount of money they would be earning. The large percentage

(47%) who had considered traditional occupations, presumably business and

health occupations, before they decided to enter the mixed occupations

suggests that higher earnings was an important consideration in their shift

from traditional to mixed occupations.

1/ See Volume II, Chapter VIII, Tables 1 - 7.
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In both the Traditional and Non-traditional samples, Earnings were much
more important to the Minority students than to their White counterparts.
Among mixed students, however,Earnings were very important to all students,
both Minority and White.

Table XII-p. -- Importance of earnings, by students racial/ethnic
characteristics

Percent responding earnings is important

Non-traditional

rMi

ite

nority
Black

80.5
87.5

92.8

91.9
88.7
90.5

84.7
88.8
88.7

The degree to which Earnings were important to Minority Mixed students was
similar to the degree to which Earnings were important to Minority Non-
traditional students and Minority Traditional students. The importance
of Earnings for White Mixed students, however, was greater than for either
the White Non-traditional students or the White Traditional students.

Earnings are a more important factor in selection (59% very influ-
ential) for Mixed women with family incomes less than $15,000, than it is
for women whose incomes are over that figure (46%) or who didn't know what
their family incomes were (44%).

G. Problems and Difficulties 1/

Data from the chapter, Problems and Difficulties, indicate that the
more wLmen in the class, the better adjustment that women make. The advan-
tage of mixed training is that women are able to move out of traditional
occupations into a training and employment environment that is not as
isolated or as male-dominated as the environment prevalent in non-traditional
training and employment.

H. Employment

The percent of Mixed women who are employed is midway between the
percent of Traditional and Non-traditional women who are employed.

1/ The Problems and Difficulties questions were only addressed to the non-
traditional sample, and not to either the mixed or traditional control sample.
2/ See Volume II, Chapter X, Tables 1 - 13.
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Table XII-q. -- Student employment characteristics

Characteristics

ii

Student response (percent)

Non-traditional Mixed Traditinnal

Employed
Not employed

58.0 53.3
42.0 46.7

47.3

.5::.7

Less than half of all Mixed women are employed in jobs that are re-

lated to what they are studying, a situation similar to that experi,, I hy

Non-traditional women, but unlike the situation experienced by T!-

women.

Table XII-r. -- Relationship of job to training

Job is related Student response (percen

to

training Non-traditional Mixed Traditional

Yes
No

48.3

51.7

46.6 59.6

53.4 40.4

This is apparently a 1,uduct, in part, of whether or not the school is

involved in helping the students to get their jobs. More Traditional women

(34%) than either Non-traditional women (24%) or Mixed women (24%) are

assisted by the school to obtain their jobs.

Table XII-s. -- School assistance in job placement

School helped
place student

,

Student response (percent)

Non-traditional Mixed Traditional

Yes
No

24.0 24.4 34.2

76.0 75.6 65.8
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The results of the schools assistance in helping Mixed women obtain a
job is virtual." !he same as for Non-traditional women.

Table XII-t. -- School assistance in job placement, by relationship
c' ,J1D to training

Job is
related
(percent)

Yes

No

Nun-traditional
I

Mixed i Traditional

School helped place student

66.1 66.7 84.4
33.9 33.3 15.6

I

Yes

No

School did not help place student

42.9 40.7 46.5
57.1 59.3 53.5

Where the school helped in job placement, two-thirds of the non-traditional
and mixed jobs were related. Eighty-four percent of traditional jobs were
related. Where the school did not help, the percentages of jobs that were
related to their area of training were about the same for each group at 43%,
41%, and 47%, respectively. In other words, the likelihood of women in any
classification obtaining a related job, if she sought one herself, is about
the same. If the school helps she is more likely to obtain a job related
to her training, but she is much more likely to obtain such a job if she is
in traditional training than if she is in mixed or non-traditional training.

I. Alternatives Occupations Considered by Women 1/

More Mixed women (77%) considered alternative occupations than either
Non-traditional (73%) or Traditional (67%) women.

Table XII-u. -- Consideration of alternative occupation

Considered
alternative

Student response (percent)

Non-traditional I Mixed Traditional

Yes
No

72.6 76.7 67.4
27.4 23.3 32.6

-

1./ See Volume II, Chapter XI, Tables 1 - 9.
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Of the alternatives that Mixed women considered, 37% examined other
mixed occupations, but 47% considered traditional occupations, which is
as large a percentage of women considering traditional occupations as in
the traditional sample.

Table XII-v. -- Typology of alternative occupations considered

by students
..

Typology of
alternative

Percent of those considering an
alternative occupation

Non-traditional Mixed I Traditional

Non-traditional
Mixed
Traditional

30.8 16.0 12.6

35.6 36.6 39.5

33.6 47.4 47.8
_

A comparatively small 16% considered non-traditional occupations. It

is likely that some Mixed women had moved from their original choice in
the traditional occupations to similar occupations in mixed areas that
offered broader opportunities.

Somewhat fewer Mixed women considered professional occupations than
either Traditinal or Non-traditional women and markedly fewer considered
non-traditional occupations than did Non-traditional women. On the other
hand, slightly more Mixed women considered non-traditional occupations than

Table XII-w. -- Occupational fields of alternatives consiCered

Alternative occupations
considered

_

Percent of those considering
alternatives

'

Non-traditional Mixed Traditional
1

Professional 34.1 30.0 33.8

Trade and industrial,
cal, agriculture

techni-
25.8 15.8 12.9

Business 16.0 22.7 19.5

Health 17.5 20.9 22.8

Distributive 1.3 2.1 4.6

Other 5.3 8.5 6.3

did Traditional women. Business occupations were considered more often by
Mixed women than by any other group. With the high percentage of Mixed
women who considered traditional occupations and the large number in the
sample enrolled in mixed Business occupations (52%) , it would seem logical
that many Mixed women had considered traditional Business occupations and

XII -17
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then selected Business occupations in the mixed category. The mixed occu-
pations usually pay higher salaries, an issue we have seen of particular
importance to Mixed women. Health, another occupation that employs many
Mixed and Traditional women is considered more often by Mixed (21%) than by
Non-traditional women (18%) and less often than by Traditional women (23%).
Consideration of Distributive occupations is low, although most such occu-
pations are in mixed classifications.

Forty percent of Traditional women who considered an alternative occu-
pation considered an alternative in the mixed occupations. This is equal
to 24% of the entire Traditional sample including those persons who did not
consider alternatives. If this proportion were extended to all Traditional
women enrolled in AVTS nationally, another 55,000 women who entered tradi-
tional training might have, with some additionil -;upport and encouragement,

Table XII-x. Typology of alternative occupations considered by
students, by percent of total sample

Non-
traditional

.

Mixed
Tradi-
tional

Type of alternatives 1

(percent)

Non-traditional alternative 20.2 11.5 7.7

Mixed alrative 23.4 26.3 24.0
TraditiorlA alternative 22.1 34.1 29.1
Alternative missing or un-

classifiable 5.2 3.8 5.2

Did not consider alternative 29.1 24.3 34.0

entered mixed training. This potential mixed occupation pool is equal to
52% of the women already in mixed training. Were this potential fulfilled
the percentage of women in each of the training groups (assuming no shift
from the Non-traditional group) would be 9% in Non-traditional training,
44% in mixed training and 47% in traditional training. While it is unlikely
that a large number could be moved into Non-traditional training in the
immediate future, placing a similar emphasis on mixed occupations could
produce a situation where the majority of women woaie trained for occu-
pations that are not traditional.

J. Summary

With few exceptions, the demographic characteristics of the three groups
were similar. Where they were different, however, urban/rural location, age,
and some parental characteristics, the Mixed students characteristics were
more similar to the Traditional students.

I fj r;,
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Traditional and Mixed students were similar in the percentage who had
been in vocational education in high school, particularly in the percentage
who had been enrolled in business curriculum. The high school curricula of
the Non-traditional and Mixed women were similar in terms of the percentages
of women who had had a college preparatory curriculum and who had had exten-
sive background in math and science. Unlike both other groups, the Mixed
group had fewer women in general education.

A relatively greater number of Mixed women felt that high school had
prepared them than the Non-traditional women, but significantly fewer Mixed
women felt prepared by high school compared to Traditional women. This

trend of greater effectiveness of educational services for Traditional
students than for either the Non-traditional or Mixed students, is repeated
in the response of the Mixed women to effectiveness of counseling techniques.
They generally felt less influenced by the te,:hniques than the Traditionals,
but usually more influenced than the Non-traditionais. In some cases, such

as group counseling, career orientation, job site visits, and visits from

representatives of industry, Mixed women felt as little influenced as did
the Non-traditional women.

On the issue of the school providing assistance in job placement, the
Mixed and Non-traditional students were again assisted to a lesser degree
than Traditional students. The schools, therefore, were more successful
than the students in finding jobs related to their study, and Mixed and
Non-traditional women acquired relatively fewer jobs which were related to
their area of study than did the Traditional students.

Mixed students are receiving fewer or less effective services from

their schools. Perhaps the reason the services are less effective for the
Mixed women is that these women are more dissatisfied (based on their
identification of their "Most Important Event") with a traditional role.

The Mixed women tend to be more decisive in their career choice; are
more likely to choose college preparatory curricula with strong math and
science backgrounds; and more likeSy to choose vocational education with
a substantial number continuing in their field (mixed) in postsecondary

school (50%). Fewer choose the general curriculum. More of these women
explored alternatives than either the Non-traditional or the Traditional
women, and more were dissatisfied with whatever they had chosen originally

and were ready to move to something new in postsecondary school than the
Traditional women. They are also more interested in higher earnings
which cannot be provided by most of the Traditional occupations.

The Mixed women, like the Non- raditional women, seem to rely on men
teachers when they explore fields which are dominated by men. And yet,

there is still a substantial amount of influence from women teachers and
counselors which indicates that they are still more traditional than the
women in non-traditional occupations.
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This, of course, is speculation based on only a preliminary analysis.
The total picture, however, suggests that there is a large number of women
who are seeking a role other than the traditional one, and the patterns
are sufficiently consistent to support the contention that the Mixed women
are a separate group with characteristics that differ both from the Tradi-
tional and the Non-traditional women.

The mixed occupations offer areas which require skills in math and
science, in business and sales, and in management. This range is great
enough to offer something to women who are seeking different roles from the
traditional ones,but who are insecure about how far into the non-traditional
fields they are able or desire to go. Mixed opportunities would permit women
to move through the accounting and business data processing fields to the
more non-traditional fields such as scientific data processing, which is
rapidly expanding. By moving into some of these mixed fields, the Mixed
women will provide role models for other women with math and science
abilities to move into more technical areas, some of which are in mixed
fields (dental, chemical, and health technicians) and some of which are in
the non-traditional areas (engineering and scientific technicians). By
moving into these fields where they would be working with more men employees,
these women will provide role models for women considering moving further
into the non-traditional neutral areas 1/ such as appliance repair, air
conditioning installation, and drafting. The mixed occupations offer
opportunities in wholesale trades and marketing which can lead to exciting
opportunities for advancement into management, and which, in most cases,
pay considerably more than most traditional jobs. Most of these mixed
occupations are neutral in their image and expectations, so that women
entering them will not experience the problems identified by those women
who are now entering the masculine non-traditional oocupations.

Women in mixed occupations, by providing role models, cs; open more'
neutral non-traditional occupations to other women seeking new roles and
opportunities and can offer a new way for women to expand their oppor-
tanities and their incomes without expecting them, overnight, to eliminate
barriers that have been in existence for generations.

1/ For further explanation, see Chapter I, Introduction.
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Appendix A

Methodology

Data for women stu,:lents in vocational education by detailed training
classifications were not available at the time this study was started in

1975. The enrollment data colleL.ted by Office of Education from vocational
education schools, although it is collected by detailed training classifi-
cation, did not include enrollment by sex for 1974.

In 1974, however, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) collected enroll-
ment data from Area Vocational Technical Schools (AVTS) by sex and racial/
ethnic group, and by detailed training classification. An AVTS may be a
technical school, a vocational technical division of a junior college, or a
specialized vocational school serving a large gecgraphic area (often part
or all of a metropolitan area or a group of rural counties.) The data avail-
able from the AVTS were particularly useful for our survey because, by
definition, t.hey offer two-year courses designed to qualify persons for

employment.

The data available from the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) were based on
a national survey of 1,500 of the 2,500 AVTS in the country. Six hundred
and forty-three of the schools provided vocatir-lal technical education at
the postsecondary level. These 643 postseconda y AVTS, originally selected
by OCR, constitute our sampling frame. Schools selected by OCR represented those
for which OCR had not determined compliance to Title V/ of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964. 1/ Because of this objective, the OCR sampling of AVTS includes
a larger proportion of all schools in the South (67%), where more schools had

been recently established, than in the North Central (61%) and West (61%); and
a very small sample of schools in the Northeast (22%;. 2/

A. Sample Selection

1. Schools/Non-traditional Students

The 643 postsecondary schools in the OCR survey had enrollment total-
ing 221,807 women identified by their race/ethnicity and their detailed

training program. Training classifications were reported by code number

from Vocational Education and Occupations, OE-1'1061, (July 1969). Nine

percent (19,815) of the women were enrolled in :on-traditional training

programs (in which 0 to 25% of the students enrclled nationally were women).

In order to select schools for our survey, we fir3t needed to determine the

location of women in non-traditional training. t found that a great

many schools had no women in non-tiaciticna) f aining; some had only a

handful. Therefore, to increase tTh c's f ,:iveness of the survey,

schools that reported less than ten wrler .cudents in training for non-

1/ Holmes, Peter E., Enforcement of Civil Rights Statutes in Area Vocational
Technical Schools, May 1974. Paper presented at the annual meeting of
State Directors of Vocational Education, Washington, DC,.May 1974.

2/ U.S. Census, Major Regions.
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traditional occupations among the 643 AVTS were not considered for inclusion
in the survey. Approximately 87% of all Non-traditional women students
identified in the OCR data were enrolled in the remaini;l7 280 schools.

Based on expected administrative and student response rates and the
desire to have a sample large enough to analyze for racial/ethnic groups
and possible regional differences, all 280 schools with ten or more Non-
traditional women were asked to participate in the study. Each school was
sent a letter explaining the purpose and design of the survey and asked if
they were willing to cooperate in the survey by distributing the question-
naire. Ninety-four schools agreed to participate in the survey. The re-
sponse rate from each region was approximately equal. The 94 responding
schools had an estimated enroliTMent of 4,000 to 5,000 Non-traditional woman
students. An expected response rate of 25% would have produced an estimated
1,000 - 1,250 returns. In order to ensure the largest possible response
from Minority students and the widest possible geographic distribution, all
94 schools willing to participatewere included, and all women enrolled in
non-traditional training in these 94 schools were designated to receive a
questionnaire. The number of questionnaires sent to each school was de-
rived from the number of students enrolled in each non-traditional course in
1974 with an additional adjustment upward of 15%. Although the OCR data were

2 years old at the time the questionnaires were mailed, we assumed that
there has been no dramatic changes in the enrollments in these AVTS. Because
of the recent rapid growth of vocational education (11.6 million enrolled ir
1972, 13.5 million enrolled in 1974), we were predicting that these schools
would have an even higher enrollment (15%) at the time of our mailout than
that indicated by 1974 OCR data. 1/

2. Control Sample

The control sample was designed to meet several objectives:

(]) to provide a sample of students from a wide variety of
training programs

(2) to make the distribution of questionnaires as simple as
possible for the participating schools

(3) to produce a sample large enough to include a wide geo-
graphic distribution of students and a sample of Minority
students large enough for analysis

In the c!nt,-(1 courses from the OCR sample of 643 postsecondary schools
thare wlre 202,002 women students, 63,544 (31.5%) in mixed courses (women in
vocutionaJ train!oy programs where 25,1% - 75,0% of the enrollees nationally
were vxneL, and i:;?,458 (63.5%) in traditional courses (women in vocational
traihnq r)rograrnr; where 75.1% - 100% of the enrollees nationally are

women). (Sa /'L.t,s2ndix A, Table 1-4.) There were 51 training classifications

1/ Vocational and Technical Education, Selected Statistical Tables, FY 1974
and FY 1972,U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, OE, BOAE,
June 1975, June 1973.
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mixed vocational courses and 33 classifications of traditional courses includ,.d
in the sampling. We decided to select our control from each of the 94 parti-

cipating schools. The geographic distribution of the 94 schools included both

urban and rural schools from every region. Given the number of participatin4.

schools it was not possible to control for tbe minority component.

In order to reduce bias and splectivity, the courses were randomly
selected among the mixed and traditional courses: of fered (nationally) and
among the major vocational areas, i.e., Distributiv e Education, Clerical
Occupations, Health Occupations, etc. Each school was randomly assigned
four courses--two from among the cou rses taught at the school from the
mixed classifications and two from the traditional classifications. Ninety
to 100 questionnaires per school were sent to be d istributed among the four

courses. Where possible, no more than one course from any of the major
occupational areas was required from any one school. oince the mixed courl.2

tend to have fewer students per school than the traditional courses, the r.iti
of Mixed to Traditional students in the sample was expected to be clos(_. to

of the universe (32% to 68%).

This method was designed to assure randomizat ion of courses while re-
ducing the task load for the school adMinistrators and instructors, so
that each school would have a minimum number of classes to which they would
have to distribute questionnaires. This method also avoided their having
to randomly select the control sample from their own files, which would have
entailed considerable work.

The random selection of courses did not alwayii produce an expected
Ftudent enrollment of 90-100 students For schools where this enrollment
was not reached, enrollment data were adjusted for increases since 1975 in
order to reach as many students as possible. This -Dccurred in 11% of the
urban schools and 32% of the rural schools. For schools where more than 100
students were enrolled in the selected courses, a maximum of 100 q uestionnaires
were distributed among the four courses in proportion to their total enroll-
ment.

B. Distribution of Survey Instrume;)fs

Each of the 94 schools which consented to participate was sent a packet
including a letter of instruction, a complete list of non-traditional train-
ing programs, and questionnaires (see Appendix B), adequate to cover the es-
timated number of Non-traditional students enrolled in programs at their
school. The schools were asked to distribute these questionnaires to stu-

sdents in the specified programs and in any other non-traditional course on

the list that had been established f rom the 1974 OCR survey.

The schools were also asked to distribute a Second color-coded set of
questionnaires to the designated nwmber of students in each of the four
ascigned control courses (two traditional and two mixed). 1/

11 The following color coded questionnaires were distributed: green for stu-
dents in non-traditional vocational training; yellow for educational per-
sonnel; white for controls.
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C. Follow-Up

Four weeks after mailing, all schools were contacted by telephone ask-
ing them to urge students who had not responded to complete and return the
questionnaires. Each participating school was asked whether the estimated
number of Non-traditional students was close to accurate. Eighteen schools
indicated that too many questionnaires had been received, six reported
needing extra copies to cover all women in non-traditional vocational training.
The requested copies were sent.

A second round of telephone calls-was made three weeks later in order
to obtain as many ouestionnaires as possible.

D. Response Rate

1. School Response

Although the response from participating schools was lower than expected,
the hoped-for geographic distribution did occur. Of the 280 original schools
with 10 or more Non-traditional women, 173 (62%) were urban and 107 (38%) were
rural. Among the final 81 schools from which questionnaires were returned,
53 (65%) were urban and 28 (35%) were rural.

The Regional 1/ distribution of schools in the sample was also similar
to the origin& 280 schools in the OCR sample that had more than 10 women
enrolled in non-traditional training.

Table AA. -- Regional representation of schools participating in the student
survey compared to selected Office for Civil Rights sample of

Schools

........---...

Region

Northeast/
North Central

South West

(percent)

280 original schools
(OCR Sample)

81 responding schools
1

29.3

29.6

42.9 27.9

38.3 32.1
.....0

2. Student Response

Twenty three hundred control instruments were returned, approximately
1,650 from Traditional and 650 from Mixed students-- providing a control

sample of 72% Traditional and 28% Mixed. This compared well with the data
on the control which indicated an expected ratio of 68% Traditional and 32%

Mixed.

Eight hundred and sixty useable forms were returned from women in
non-traditional training.

1/ U.S. Census, Major Reg:ons. 1 4 1
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The response rate from control students was much higher than originally
expected. This is likely due to the fact that drawing from four classes in
each school meant that a large percentage of students received the question-
naire simultaneously in the classroom. Returns of large numbers from a
single school or class from a single mail delivery indicated that perhaps
class time was used to complete the form.

We had assumed the schools had more difficulty distributing tne non-
traditional forms, and that group response was not possible for the women in
non-traditional training classes. In most cases, there were fewer than six
women in classes that were predominantly men, and, therefore, class time

allotted for filling out the forms would not have been practical. Therefore,

since the Non-traditional women had to complete the forms individually and on
their own time, fewer responded.

Since the response rate for the control students was so much higher, it
was not necessary to computerize all responses in order to obtain an adequate
sample. Response forms were given a log number in order of their return.
Responses were then selected at random, based on the log numbers; one control
response was selected for each non-traditional response which was computerized.
An extra 170 responses were randomly selected from the Mixed group to bring
the sample of Mixed students to a size large enough for preliminary analysis.

There was an insufficient response to enable us to analyze each racial/
ethnic group separately, however analysis of Blacks, and "All Minorities"
(including Blacks) was possible.

3. Response Distribution

Tables showing the distribution of women students in the national OCR
sample by broad and detailed classification and our sample are in the

Appendix. (See Tables A-1 - A-7.)

Fifty-three courses were represented in our non-traditional sample,
31 in our mixed sample, and 23 in our traditional sample. (See Tables A-5 -

A-7.) Although the traditional sample had the lowest number of courses, this

is because so few courses are defined as traditional. Only 33 courses in the

National sample were traditional, compared to 72 non-traditional programs and

52 mixed programs. (See Tables A-1 - A-3.)

In each of the samples there is a higher concentration of students in

some of the broad classifications than there were in the National sample

taken by OCR. Except in the mixed sample, this is not due to over-sampling

in the programs with the largest enrollments. If we compare National

enrollment in the five largest programs in the non-traditional, traditional,
and mixed categories with our samples, we find these courses well represented

in the non-traditional and traditional samples, however, 3 of the 5 largest

programs in the mixed sample are somewhat overrepresented. (See Tables A-9 -

A-11). For the traditional and non-traditional, the overrepresentation in

broad classifications is simply due to the accumulation of students from

several courses.
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Students in the sample were also well represented by grade level. Fifty-
three percent to 56% of each of the responding samples were first year stu-
dents, and 44% to 47% were second year students. (See Table A-12.)

E. Educational Personnel Survey

In the second stage of our survey, we contacted educational personnel
named by the Non-traditional students as very influential in their decision
to enroll in their present training programs.

As responses fram the women students were received, names and addresses
were catalogued and coded (for tracking responses) and a questionnaire was
mailed to the school personnel. The questionnaire contained a cover letter
explaining the objectives of the study and how the individual had been
selected for the survey. (See Educational Personnel Questionnaire, Appendix
B.)

Students named 132 secondary school personnel (including 4 junior high school
personnel) and 158 P ostsecondary school personnel. Three to four weeks after the
initial mailing, if no response had been received, a reminder letter was
sent to the educational personnel repeating our request for information and
enclosing a duplicate of the questionnaire. Three to five weeks later a
postcard reminder was mailed encouraging the educational personnel to com-
plete and return the forms_

Code numbers were removed from the completed forms to assure confi-
dentiality. seventy-eight returns (59%) were received from the secondary
school personnel and 88 (56%) fram the postsecondary personnel. Twenty
additional forms that were returned were incomplete, and therefore not
useable.

F. Data Analysis

The data analysis was designed to test a set of hypotheses, some of
which have been shown to'be true for Non-traditional professional women;
other hypotheses were derived from previous educational and sociodemographic
research, and still others were new ideas formulated by the research team.
Most hypotheses were stated in the form of the expected differences between
the sample groups.

Data are presented in two forms. For each difference between the groups
which was shown to be significant, a brief summary table for the non-traditional
and traditional samples showing the percentage differences is placed within
the body of the chapter. In Volume II more detailed back-up tables for
each chapter show the raw sample data and percent distributions for all
three groups: non-traditional, mixed, and traditional. Th.! mixed chapter

is organized somewhat differently. Summary tables are included in the text
with data from the three samples. Footnotes at the beginning of each sec-
tion of the Mixed chapter refer the reader to the appropriate back-up tables
for previous chapters and contained in Volume II.
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Straight counts of students responses to each variable with 3 or

more optional responses were tested for validity of the hy,othesis (through

rejection of the null hypothesis) using the chi square statistic. Those

with less than 3 response options, were tested to determine if the difference

between two proportions was significant. The standardized normal variable

used to test for significance was:

=

X
1

-
X
2

-717 17Y

+ 1/N2d) P(1 -P)

X1 = occurrence in sample i

N1 = size of sample 1

Xl + X2

P N1 + N2

When two variables are cross-tabulated, the results for each sample
group shown in a single contingency table were tested by using the X2. Since

it was not possible to compare contingency tables or X2 statistics among
sample groups, the test for the difference between two proportions was uti-
lized. For example, we could not test directly whether there was a greater
differential in fathers occupational distribution among various age groups
of Non-traditionai students, than among age groups of Traditional students.

However, we could test for differences in the proportions of fathers in a
particular occupational status between Non-traditional and Traditional stu-
dents of a particular age group. We could test for 20 year olds to see
whether there was a significantly higher proportion of students whose
fathers were blue collar workers in non-traditional than traditional samples.

Furthermore, using this test for the difference between two proportions,
we could test whether there was a difference in a particular response for

one age group compared to all other groups or between two age groups. Often

the entire distribution was not significantly different, but the difference

between particular groups within the distribution was significant. As an

example, difference in a variable tested against the age distribution might
not be significant for the entire distribution, but the variable might be
significantly different for women 30 years of age and older. This difference
might occur for Non-traditional women between those 30 years of age and those

who are younger, it might also be tested between Non-traditional and Traditional

women 30 years of age and older.

Data comparing non-traditional and traditional samples were tested

for significance. Data for educational personnel and data on the Mixed

students were not so tested. The former was not tested due to insufficient
samp]e size, and the latter, partly due to sample size, but more importantly,

due to the nature of the data itself. (For explanation see Chapter XII,

Women in Mixed Vocational Training.)

We would emphasize that our analyses are preliminary. The intent of

the study was to raise questions for further research, and to establish

hypotheses which need further research to substantiate interpretations of

data included herein.
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Table A-1. -- Non-traditional vocational trajming programs, by detailed
classification, by percent of students in the training
nationally that are women: Office of Civil Rights sample
of selected postsecondary AVTS,

Training programs

metallurgy occupations
Heavy equipment maintenance
Diesel mechanics
Air conditioning repair
Maritime occupations
Plumbing and pipefitting
Masonry
Carpentry
Tool and die making
Refrigeration repair
Machine tool operations
Electrical occupations
Machine shop
Aircraft maintenance
Agriculture mechanic repair
Business machines maintenance
Automotive technician
Plastics occupations
Welding and cutting
Instrumentation technology
Radio and television repair
Body and fender repair
Automotive sales
Mechanical technology
Electromechanical technology
Auto mechanics and other automotive training
Metalworking occupations
Electrical technology
Machine shop
Electronic technology
Fire and fire safety technology
Appliance repair
Leatherworking
Blue print reading
Electronic occupations
Construction and maintenance
Petroleum technology
Fireman training
Industrial technology
Civil technology
Woodworking occupations
Instrument maintenance
Ground operations
Nuclear technology
Forestry technology
Forestry

1.48
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United States,

Percent women

1974

Number of
women enrolled

0.0 0

0.0 2

0.2 9

0.3 21
0.4 5

0.4 3

0.4 3

0.5 34

0.5 3

0.6 12

0.7 16
0.8 43
0.8 120
0.8 15
0.8 13

1.0 5

1.2 40
1.3 .2

1.3 173
1.4 8

1.4 197
1.5 74
1.5 7

1.5 182
1.6 23

1.7 286
1.8 55

1.8 75
1.8 120
1.9 367
2.2 59

2.4 28
2.7 1

3.0 9

3.1 120
3,2 60
3.6 4

3.9 81
4.1 101
4.3 169
4.5 40
5.6 26
59 3

6.5 12

6.8 109
7.2 78



Table A-1. -- Non-traditional vocational training programs, by detailed

classification, by percent of students in the training
nationally that are womer: Office of Civil Rights simple of
select,id postsecondary AviS, United States, 1974 (Continued)

Number of

Training programs Percent women women enrolled

Architectural technology 7.8 379

Metallurgic technology 8.1 42

Drafting
8.2 960

Commercial pilot training 8.8 111

Small engine repair 9.4 149

Aircraft operations
9.6 9

Oceanographic technolor' 9.6 125

Waste and water techno 11.0 39

Agricultural supplies 11.4 276

Environmental technology 11.7 79

Custodial 12.0 60

Agricultural production 12.5 673

Police science 13.9 2,570

Aeronautical technology 14.1 157

Wholesale trade, other 14.1 31

Agricultural rescirces 14.5 136

Foreman and/or supervisory 14.5 543

Law enforcement
14.9 1,830

Commercial fishery 15.1 63

Agricultural products 20.0 68

Scientific data technology 20.7 455

Graphic arts
20.9 903

Agriculture, other 21.0 619

Supervisory occupations 21.4 4,751

Mortuary science
23.3 65

Agricultural technology 24.2 248
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Table A-2: -- mixed vocational training programs, by detailed classi-
fication, by percent of students in the training nation-
ally that are women: Office of Civil Rights sample of

selected postsecondary AVTS, United States, 1974

Number of
Training piagrams -'ercent women women enrolled

Distributive c.ducation, other 25.1 1,662
Trade and industry, other 25.6 1,690
Retail trade 26.8 623

Che7ical technology 27.5 237

Commercial photogiaphy 27.9 665

Material snpport 28.2 24

General merchandise 28.4 2,313

Ornamenta3 horticulture 28.9 903

Recreation and tourism 29.5 809

Opthalmic 30.1 90

Hotel and lodging 30.4 353

Barbering 30.5 159

Real estate 31.0 2,919

Upholst2ring 31.7 368

Insurance 31.8 88

Fabric maintenance 31.8 7

Food service (sales) 32.4 379

Quantity foods 34.2 680

Miscellaneous technology 37.3 3,924

Business data processing 38.1 8,417

Office technology . 40.5 375

Electroencephalographic technology 41.3 52

Electrocardiographic technology 42.2 43

Dental, othei 42.6 26

Air pollution tedhnology 43.7 135

Environmental health 44.2 327

Finance and credit 44.4 851

Accounting and computing occupations 44.9 12,184

Other public service 45.3 675

Dental lab technology 45.7 509
Other personal services 47.3 220
Food distribution 49.5 383
Inhalation therapy 50.6 1,022
Advertising services 51.0 789

Commercial art occupations 51.4 2,916

Transportation sales 53.0 929

Information and communications occupa-
tions 53.1 1,329

Personnel training 55.6 1,169

Family.relations 57.2 303

Nuclear medicine technology 58.8 21

Rehabilitation, other 5907 148

Food management 59.7 1,002
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Table A-2. - Mixed vocational training programs, by detailed classifi-
cation, by percent of students in the training nationally
that are women: Office of Civil Rights sample of
selected postsecondary AVTS,

Training programs

United States, 1974

Percent women
Number of

women enrolled

Personal services 62.4 53

Radiologic technology 62.6 2,066

Textile products 63.2 668

Radiologic, other 66.0 35

Health related technology 66.7 254

Office occupations, other 67.7 5,015

Health occupations, other 73.3 2,623

Mental health technology 73.5 2,303

Food and nutrition 73.9 671

A-11
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Table A-3. -- Traditional vocational training programs, by detailed
classification, by percent of students in the training
nationally that are women: Office of Civil Rights
sample of selected postsecondary AVTS, United States,
1974

Number of

Training programs Percent women women enrolled

Home furnishings 76.4 487

Other medical laboratory technology 76.9 1,906

Housing and home furnishings 78.9 455

Home economics related technology 78.9 243

Medical laboratory assistant 81.4 1,148

Physical therapy 81.9 516

Institutional management 84.1 127

Homemaking, other 84.2 849

Community health aid 85.0 155

Typing and related occupations 85.8 6,544

Filing, office machines 86.3 8,417

Cytology 86.8 79

Consumer education 87.6 758

Homemaking 87.6 4,666

Floristry 87.8 194

Apparel and accounting sr-les 88.0 1,406

Nursing (associate degree) 89.0 25,544

Care and guidance of children 89.6 5,0'3

Nursing, other 90.5 2,165

Clothing and textiles 90.5 861

Cosmetology 92.4 3,960

Occupational preparation 92.7 2,221

Nursing assistant 92.9 3,522

Steno/secretarial occupations 93.7 37,689

Occupational therapy 94.2 375

Medical assistant 94.9 2,702

Dental hygiene 95.3 2,732

Child development 96.0 2,560

Dental assistant 96.1 3,847

Practical nursing 96.2 16,054

Clothing, management 96.9 1,084

Histology 100.0 54

Home management 100.0 75
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Table A-4. -- Student enrollment in vocational training programs nationally

and in the student survey sample, by broad classification of

study and N-M-T category: Students from Office of Civil Rights

sample of selected AVTS, United States, 1974, and a selected

sample of students in AVTS, United States, Spring 1976

Student enrollment

Broad classification
of study

Non-traditional Mixed Traditional

1 Survey
National

sample
Nationa

11 Survey
sample

I Survey
National sample

,

(percent)

Agriculture 9.1 2.2 1.4 1.5 0.0 0.0

Distributive 8.6 2.9 16.5 24.6 1.2 1.6

Health 0.3 0.0 14.6 9.7 43.9 41.5

Home economics 0.0 0.0 3.1 2.4 13.9 6.2

Business 24.0 11.9 44.3 51.8 38.0 47.5

Technical 27.0 40.9 7.8 3.3 0.2 0.2

Trade and industrial 30.7 42.1 12.4 6.6 2.9 2.9

(number)

Agriculture 1,863 19 903 7 0 0

Distributive 1,700 25 10,489 111 1,600 10

Health 65 -- 9,265 44 60,799 254

Home economics -- -- 1,976 11 19,206 38

Business 4,751 102 28,138 234 52,650 291

Technical 5,354 352 4,925 15 243 1

Trade and industrial 6,082 362 7,848 30 3,960 18
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Table A-5. Number of 1...,men in non-traditional training programs, by Office

of Education detailed classifications: Sample of AVTS students,
United Sta-cs, Spring 1976

Number of women
in the sam.le

Number of women
in the seaple

Program
Number Percent

Program
Number Percent

Agriculture 19 2.2 Technology (Continued)

Agricultural production 5 Forestry technology 11

Agricultural resources 3 Oceanographic technology 13

Forestry 8 Police science 127

Agriculture, other 3 Water and waste water
technology 3

Business 102 11.9

Supervisory and ad- Trade and Industrial 362 42.1

ministrative manage- Air conditioning in- 1

ment 102 stallation

Aircraft operations 5

Appliance repair 2

Distributive 25 2.9 Body and fender repair 1

Automotive sales 4 Auto mechanics and other
Wholesale trade 7 automotive training 18
Distributive, educa- Blueprint reading 2

tion, other 14 Business machine main-
tenance 4

Health 0 -- Commercial fisher occu-__
pations 1

Home Economics 0 -- Carpentry 3

Custodial services 1

Technology 352 40.9 Diesel mechanics 1

Aeronautical tech- Drafting 90
nology 2 Electronic occupations 6

Agricultural tech- Radio and television 3

nology 8 Foreman, supervisor and
Architectural tech- management development 14

nology 43 Graphic arts occupations 57
Automotive technology 3 Law enforcement train-
Civil technology 14 ing 127
Electrical technology 3 Metalworking occupa-
Electronic technology 32 tions 2

Environmental control 6 Machine shop 4

Industrial technology 7 Machine tool operation 1

Instrumentation tech- Welding and cutting 11
nology 2 Tool and die making 1

Mechanical technology 8 Metallurgy occupations 2

Nuclear technology 1 Small engine repair 1

Petroleum technology 3 Woodworking occupations 4

Scientific data proces-
sing 63

Commercial pilot train-
ing 2

Fire and fire safety
technology 1

A-14
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Table A-5. -- Number of women in non-traditional training programs, by Office

of Education detailed classifications: Sample of AVTS students,

United States, Spring 1976 (Continued)

Additional classifications that are non-traditional, but

did not a.pear in the sam.le

Program
Program

Agriculture
Trade and Industrial (Continued)

Agricultural supplies/services
Agricultural mechanics
Agricultural products

Health

Masonry
Plumbing and pipefitting
Fabric maintenance services
Leather working
Plastics occupations
Fireman training
Instrument maintenance and repair

Maritime occupations
Refrigeration

Mortuary science

Technology
Electromechanical technology
Metallurgical technology

Trade and Industrial
Aircraft maintenance
Electrical occupations
Ground operations
Heavy equipment maintenance
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Table A-6. -- Number of woMen in mixed vocational training programs, by Office
of Education detailed classifications: Sample of AVTS. students,

United States, S ring 1976
Number of women
in the sam le

Program

Number of women
in the samle

Number Percent
Program

Number Percent

Agriculture 7 1.5

7

44 9.7

19

13

4

3

1

4

234 51.8

Technology 15 3.3

5

6

3

1

111 24.6

Ornamental horticul-
ture

Health

Chemical technology
Health-related

technology
Office-related

technology
Miscellaneous technical

occupations, other

Distributive

Radiologic technology
Mental health technology
Inhalation therapy

technology
Dental laboratory

technology

Opthalmic
Miscellaneous health

occupations, oth.2r

Business

Advertising services
Finance and credit
Food services
General merchandise

sales
Real estate sales
Recreation and tourism
Transportation
Retail trade

Home Economics

1

7

5

40
13

20

12

13

11 9.4

8

2

1

--

Accounting and computing
occupations

Business data processing
Personnel training and

related occupations

Trade and Industrial

149
84

1

3C 6.6

21

3

2

2

1

1

Food management,
production, and
services

Foods and nutrition
Family relations

Commercial art
occupations

Quantity food occupations
Textile production and

fabrication
Upholstering
Barbering
Other personal services

Additional classifications that are mixed, but did not appear in +be sample

Health Technology
Electroencephalograph

technician
Electrocardiograph

technician
Environmental health
Nuclear medical techno-

logy
Dental, other
Rehabilitation, other
Radiologic, other
Miscellaneous health

occupations, other

Trade and Industrial

Agricultural-related
technology

Air pollution technology

Distributive
Food distribution
Hotel and lodging
Insurance
Personal services

Business
Information communica-

tions
Materials support
Office occupations, otherCommercial photography

occupations
Public service occupations,

other
Trade and industrial occupa- 156

tions, other
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Table A-7. -- Number of women in traditional training program,,
Education detailed classifications: Sample of
United States, Spring 1976

Program

Number of women
in the sample

Agriculture

Distributive
Floristry
Apparel and accessories

sales

Health
Dental assistant
Dental hygienist (associ-

ate degree)
Medical laboratory labo-

ratory technology
Nursing (associate degree)
Practical (vocational)
nursing

Nursing assistant or aide
flccupational therapy
Medical assistant
Medical laboratory

assistant

Community health aide

Home Economics
Homemaking
Child deveiopment
Clothing and textiles
Institutional and home .

management
Occupational preparation
Care and guidance of child-

ren
Clothing management, pro-

duction and services

Number

0

10

7

3

254

25

16

19

92

60

6

1

26

9

0

38

1

19

8

1

1

7

1

Percent
of total

0

1.6

41.5

6.2

Program . um,

S. atm ...As.. 13 _ 4-1.-

Business and Cff:I.

Filing, office ma-_:::.1.eF]

and clerical occupa-
tions

Stenographic, secre-
tarial, and related
occupations

Typing and related
occupations

Technology
Home economics and

related technology

Trade and Industrial
Cosmetology

18

18

17 . 3

0.2

2.9

Additional classifications that are traditicnal,
but did not appear in the sample

Health
Cytology
Histology
Physical therapy
Nursing, other

Home Economics
Consumer education
Home furnishing
Home management
Housing and home furnishinq
Homemaking, other

A-17
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Table A-8. -- Regional representation of participating schools: Office
of Civil Rights sample of selected AVTS, United States, 1974,
and a selected sample of students in AVTS, United States,
Spring 1976

rherAJWASIZT,

Schools

Region

(number)
1, SNOWMEN

280 original ?

schools i

(OCR sample) 1 29.3

i
81 participat-

ing schools 1 29.6

42.9 27.9 81 120 78

38.3 32.1 2 31 26
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Table A-9. -- Sample representation of the five non-traditional training pr :,ms
with the largest enrollment: Students from Office of Civil
sample of selected AVTS, United States, 1974, and a selected san,)le
of students in AVTS, United States, Spring 1976

Training program

National
enrollment

Survey
sample

National
enrollment

Survey
sample

(percent) (number)

Business supervisory 24.0 11.9 4,751 102

Law enforcement 9.2 14.8 1,830 127

Police science 13.0 14.8 2,570 127

. Drafting 4.8 10.5 960 90

IGraphic arts 4.6 6.6 903 57 _.]

Table A-10. -- Sample representation of the five mixed training programs with
the largest enrollment: Students from Office of Civil Rights
sample of selected AVTS, United States, 1974, and a selected
sample of students in AVTS, United States, Spring 1976

Training program

National
enrollment

Survey i National
sample enrollment

1 Survey
sample

(percent) (number)

Accounting and computing 19.2 33.0 12,184 149

Business data processing 13.2 18.6 8,417 84

Real estate 4.6 2.9 2,919 13

Commertlial art 4.6 4.6 2,916 21

General merchandise 3.6 8.8 2,313 40

Table A-11. -- Sample representation of the five traditional training programs
with the largest enrollment: Students from Office of Civil
Rights sample of selected AVTS, United States, 1974, and a se-
lected sample of students in AVTS, United States, Spring 1976

Training program

National
enrollment

Survey
sample

National
enrollment

Survey
sample

(percent) (number)

Stenographic and secre- .

tarial occupations 27.2 32.0 37,689 196

Nursing (associate de-
gree) 18.4 15.0 25,544 92

Practical nursing 11.6 9.8 16,054 60

Filing and office ma-
chines 6.1 11.1 8e417 68

Typing and related occu
patings 4.7 4.4 6,544 27

A-19
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Tabl. A-12. -- Students in the sample, by grade level and N-M-T cate-
gory: Sample of AVTS students, United States, Spring
1976

7rade level
,A ..,11 postsec-

Iondary school

Non-

,:.t..11-1 Mixed
Tradi-
tional

Non-
traditional Mixed

Tradi-
tional

(percent) (number)

1

First year
Second year

Missing

53.1 55.0 56.6
46.9 45.0 43.4

432 238 336
3.,2 195 258

46 19 18
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APPENDIX B

Ouestionnaires

B-1
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R.
io associates

January 5, 1976

Dear Student:

Under a contract from the Office of Adult and Occupational
Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (DHEW),
Rj Associates, a woman-owned consulting firm, is undertaking a study
designed to better understand the occupaticnal choices of young
women, and eventually to assist in increasing occupational optiors
for all women.

The purpose of the research is to pinpoint those factors which
influence the decisions of youro women to enter various vocational
educational programs.

We would like you to fill out the attached questionnaire,
which will provide much needed information, and return it to .1s
in the stamped pre-addressed envelope. Your answers together
with those from other women in similar vocational training progra7ls
will help others to benefit from your experiences.

You are not required to participate in this study, but we wov:ld
sincerely appreciate your participaton.

RDK/lr
encl.

Sincerely,

Roslyn D. Kane
Project Director and
President

Rj Associates
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POSTSECONDAPY WO:',EN IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Student Questionnaire - CTRL

Please res ond to all questions.

I. background information

1. What grade now in?
(check one) 3

a.

4111

13th or first year of college

114th ur second year of college

2. how ola are you?

OMB No. 51-S7505b
Expires 7/76

Which of the following best describes your
racial/ethnic group? (check one) LA

a.. 7' lack /Negro

b.[A Caucasian/White

c.

d.

e.

Hispanic*

Asian or Pacific Islander**

American Indian or Alaskan Native***

4. What is (was) your father's usual occupation? Select among the followin.
7ir:le one anl place an "F" before yourf;election.. If his occupation is
not listed among the examples, please fill in the ulank rarked "Other."

Occupational List

GFu:. A - - bank teller,

bookkeeper, cashier, mail carrier,

ofrice machine operator, payroll

receiving, shipping or stock clerk,

secretary, telephone operator, ..ypist...

GROUP ii - SKILLED WORKER - baker,
construction man, crane man, foreman,

machinist, mechanic, repairman...

(-OUT C - ACPICULTURE - farmer,
farm laborer, farm manager...

GROUP D - LABORER except farm -

construction laborer, freight,

stock or material handler, garbage

collector, gardener, lumberman,

car washer, warehouseman...

GROUP E - MANAGER and/or ADMINISTRATOR -
administrator, bank officer, buyer,
contractor, department head, manager,
owner of business...

1

CROUP F rEMI-SKILLED WORKER -
assembler, checker, dry cleaning operator,
gas station attendant, laundry operator,
mpchine operator, packer, bus, truck,
or taxi driver, welder...

GROUP G - PROFESSIONAL or TECHNICAL WORKER
accountant, clergyman, computer
programmer, draftsman, engineer, hea:th
technician, lawyer, nurse, performer,
physician, scientist, social worker,
teacher...

GROUP H - SALES WOPK!.:V - advertising

agent, insurance agent, real estate
broker, sales clerk, salesman...

GROUP I - SERVICE WORKER - barber,
childcare worker, elevator operator,
fireman, food service worker, guard
hairdresser, janitor, maid, police...

Other
(specify father's occupation)

[]

5. Does your mother work? D.e]

41111I

011.
Yes

What is (was) your mother's usual occupation? Lielect one from the Occupational List
above, draw an "X" through your selection and place an Ildi" before it (77 ). If

'her occupation is not listed above, fill in thr blank marked "Other."

Other (specify mother's occupation) 19

pispanic includes: Mexican, Puerto Rican, .:uban other Spanish origin.

**Asian or Pacific Islander includes: persons having origins in any of the
original peoples of the Far Rapt, Southeast Asia, or the Pacific Islands.

***American Indian or Alaskan Native includes: persons having origins in any

of the original peoples of North America.
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7. During
(c

your lifetime, about how many
eck o.e) 20

years has (or did) your mother work?

1. Under 5 years 3.0 Betveen 10 and 14 years

2.0 Between 5 and 9 years 4.[I] 15 or more years

8. How much education did your parents complete? (check one for each parent

a. 8th grade or less

b. Did not finish high school

c. High school graduate

d. :;ome college

e. College graduate or beyond

MOTHER 21

e.F-1

(0-8)

(9-11)

(1')

(13-15)

(lt: or more)

FATnE:'

a.

c.

d.

e.E

22

9. In your
total

estimation which of the following is closest to your household's

income? (check one) p]

1. Less than $5,000 4.1-1 $15,001 - $20,000

2.17 $5,001 - .$10,000 $20,001 & over5,

3.0 $10,001 - $15,000 6.[I] Don't knmr

II. EDUCATIONAL EXPERIEN

10. What was your major curriculum in high school? (check one) (24-25)

1. Vocational:

Agricultural occupations

b

c.rl

Business or commercial
occupations

Distri' 'tive -!ducation

d.E1 Health occupations

2.0 General

11. How many semesters of mathematics
Course Number of semesters

ejli Home economics occupations

f.E] Technical occupations
4,I

g Trade or industrial
occupations

L..] Other vocational occupetiow;

3.1--) College Preparatory

A. Mathemntics

B. Biology

C. Chemistry

26

27

and science did you take in high school?
Course Number of :;emesters

D. Physics
.1"

E. Earth ::cience

28 F. eneral f;cience

164 G. Other cience ri



12. Below is a list of educational programs. Please check the program that most
closely resembles the one in which you are now enrolled. (33-34)

Title

1 Ornamental Horticulture 43

2 Advertising Services 44

3 Apparel and Accessories Sales 45

4 Finance and Credit 46

5 Floristry 47

6----Food Distribution 48
7 Food Services
8 General Merchandise Sales 49

9 Hotel and Lodging
10 Insurance 50

11 Personal Services 51

12 Real Estate Sales
13 Recreation and Tourisr 52

14 Transportation
15 Retail Trade 53
16 Dental Assistant 54

17 Dental Hygienist
(Associate Degree) 55

18 Dental Laboratory Technolory 5
19 Cytology 57

20 Hi:Aology
21 Medical Laboratory Assistant 58
22 Other Medical LaboratorY

Technology 59
23 Nursing (Associate Degree) Go
24 Practical (Vocational) Nursing 61

25 Nursing Assistant or Aide 62

26----Occupational Therapy 63
27 Physical Therapy 64

28 Radiologic Technology 65
29 Nuclear Medical Technology 66

30 Ophthalmic 67

31 Environmental Health 68
32 Mental Health Technology 69
33 Electroencephalograph Technician 70
34 Electrocardiograph Technician 71
35 Inhalation Therapy Technolou 72

36 Medical Assistant
37 Community Health Aide 73
38 Homemaking
39 Child Development 74

40 Clothing and Textiles
41 Consumer Education
42 Family Pelations

Title

Foods and Nutrition
Home Management
Housing and Home Furnishing
Occupational Preparation
Care and Guidance of Children
Clothing Mangement,
Production and Services

Food Management, Production
and Services

Home Furnishing
Institutional and Home
Management
Accounting and Computing
Occupations

Business Data Processing
Filing, Office Machines, and
Clerical Occupations

Information Communications
6Materials Support

Personnel Traininp and Related
Occupations

Stenographic, Secretarial, and
Related Occupations

Typing and Related Occupations
Chemical Technology
Agricultural-Related Technology
Health-Related Technology
Office-Related Technology
Home Economics-Related Technology
Air Pollution Technology
Commercial Art Occupations
Commercial Photography Occupations
Barbeting
Cosmetology
Other Personal Services
Quantity Food Occupations
Textile Production and
Fabrication

Upholstering

Other

13. lAcl your high school courses prepare you for the program in which you
are now enrolled? [31

a.0 Yes 1).[:] A Little
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14. Using the scale below, how would you rate

each of the following as influencing your

decision Lc enter your present training

program? (Enter 3, 2, or 1 in each

space provided.)

3 = very important
2 = somewhat important
1 = not important

A.

C.

D.

E.

Am likely to earn
a good tncome

Attracted by working
aveilable jobs, opportunity

Had been working and

Other (Please Specify)

B. Have interest
36 ability

(steady work, many
for advancement, etc.)

to change or improve work

in the
or

area

38conditions

wanted skills. 39

40

rating

15.' riere the following persons available to discuss your vocational decisions?

For each person and level of schooling listed please circle:

1 if the person was generally available for discussion

2 if the person was generally not available for discussion

6 if no such person was employed at your school

Teachers
Women
1 2 6

Men

(41-44) Jr. High School* 1 2 6

(45-48) Sr. High School** 1 2 6

(4)-52) Post High School 1 2 6

l 2 6

1 2 6

Counselors
Hen Women

1 2 6 1 2 6

1 2 6 1 2 0

1 2 6 1 2 6

16. Using the scale below, please rate the influence of the following methods

in helping you decide to enroll in your present educational program.

(Enter 3,2,1 or 6 in each space provided.)
3 = very important

A. Individual counseling 2 somewhat important

or discussion 53 1 not important
6 u tried to change my mind

Group Counseling
R. Mixed groups of

men and women

C. Groups of
women only [I-1 55

D. Career education
program 56

51s

F. Career orientation
program

G. Visiting potential
job siten

58

I

LH. Having representatives from
industry visit your class

E. Vocational tenting [ Other
51

rrogram

+-..----

(specify)

61 E] rating

*Grades 7-) **Gradeu 10-12
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17(1). Using the scale below, please rate the influence of the following persons
in helping you decide to enroll in your present educational program.
(Enter 3, 2, 1, or 6 in each space provided.)

A.

3 = very important 1 = not important
6 = tried to change my mind2 = somewhat important

Mother 62 B.

D/E. Other relatives

F/G. Friends

h/I. Teachers: Jr. High School

Father 63

D.

F.

H.

J/K. Sr. High School J.

L/M. Post High School L.

N/0. Counselors: Jr. High School a.

Sr. High School P.

HIS. Post High School R.

Other School Personnel:

T/U. Jr. High School T.

v/w. Sr. High School V.

Man

C. Husband

Woman

64

65 E. 66

67 G. 68

69 70i

71 K. 72

73 M. 74

75 O. 76

77 Q. 78

79 S. 80

6 U. 7

8 w. 9

X/Y. Post High School X. 10

Other
(Please Specify) AA. 112

Y. 11

BB. 13

e2:3

17(2). If any one of those persons in 17(1) was more impo nt than all others,
please circle your response (for example,Q)._:)o Q. etc.). (14-15)

17(3). If any even,t.,. rather than person, influencd your decision, briefly
describe. 16:
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20. A. Did you ever seriously consider training

for any other alternative occupation? rog Yes

b. If yes, what alternatives did you consider? (Please Specify)

No

21. In addition to attending school:

A. Are :4" presell'' . 1./orking?

if

ri Yes

41

b. If yes, is your job related to
the occupation for which you are

studying? pl
id the school you are attending

help you get the job? [141

Yes

Yes

No

When you have completed the questionnaire, fold it in thirds, insert it in the

preaddressed envelope, and mail directly to:

Rj Associates, Inc.
1013 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, Va. 2220)

You will need no stamps for the mailing.

Thank you for your help.
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POSTSECONDARY WOMEN IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Student Questionnaire - NTVT

Please respond to all questions.

I. Background InformatIon

1. What grade now in.
(check one) 3

a.Li 13th or first year of college

b. 14th or second year of college

2. How old are you?

(114-15)

OMB No. 51-S75088
Ex ires 7/ 6

. Which of the following best describes your
racial/ethnic grouT, (check one) [lel

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Black/Negro

Caucasian/White

Hispanic*

Asian or Pacific Islander'

American Indian or Alasr.an Native***

. What is (was) your father's usual occupation?_ Select among the following.
Circle one and place an "F" before yourtEelection-:, If his occupation is
not listed among the examples, please fill in the blank marked "Other."

Occupational List

GROUP A - CLERICAL - bank teller,

bookkeeper, cashier, mail carrier,

office machine operator, payroll

receiving, shipping or stock clerk,

secretary, telephone operator, typist...

GROUP B - SKILLED WORKER - baker,
construction man, crane man, foreman,

machinist, mechanic, repairman...

GROUP C - AGRICUT,T,7RF - farmer,

farm labore:r,

GROUP D - LABORER except farm -

construction laborer, freight,

stock or material hsndler, garbage

collector, gardener, lurberman,
car washer, warehouseman...

GROUP E - MANAGER and/or ADMI'lISTRATOR -
administrator, bank officer, buyer,
contractor, department head, manager,

owner of business...

GROUP F - SEMI-SKILLED WORKER -
assembler, checker, dry cle.ani- operator,

gas station attendant, laundr. ,v;)erator,

machine operator, packer, lirs, truck,

or taxi driver, welder...

GROUP G - PRCFESSIONAL or TEC"TIflIC ',4()RK:.!

accountant,
programmer,
technician,
physician,
teacher.,.

clergyman, eolapuLr
draftsman, engineer, he.'111
lawyer, nurre., pcifor,
scientist, social weAd..,

GROUP H - SALES WORKER -
agent, insurance agent, e't:3: estate

broker, sales clerk,

GROUP I - SERVICE WORKEI - barber,
chiThcare worker, elevs%:r operator,
fireman, food service worker, guard
hairdresser, janitor, maid, police...

IOther
0,41W IT

specify fater'... occupation)

. Does your mother work? EA ri Yes

Kat is (was) your mother's usual occupoAon? jelect one from the (P.upational List
above, draw an "X" through your selectiot and place an "M" bcfore it (01 ). If

her occupation is not 'listed above, fir in the blank marked "Other."

---
HOther (specify mother's occupation). 19

Hispanic includes: Mexicans Puerto Rican, Cuban, other Span sh origin.

**Asian or Pacific Islander includes: persons having origins in any of the

original peoples of the 7ar East, Southeast Asia, or the Pacific Islands.
***American Indian or Alaskan Native incldes: persons having origins in any--------------------

of the original peoples of North Ameri:a. 170



Rv associates

January 5, 1976

Dear Student:

Under a contract from the Office of Adult au', Occupational
Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education T.V1 We'fare (DREW),
Rj,Associates, a woman-owned consulting firm is undertaking research
designed to better understand the occupational choices of young
women, and eventually assist women to increase the occupational
options available to them. The purposes of the.research are to
identify those factors that influence the decisions of young women
to enter vocational educational programs which traditionally have
been dominated by men; to identify the various people who may have
helped in making that choice; and to develop information on.their
experiences in those programs.

Since you are one of the relatively few women in the United
qtates who have enrolled in a "non-traditional" vocational
program, your participation in the study is the key to its success.

We would like you to fill out the attached questionnaire,
which will provide much needed information, and return it to us
in the stamped pre-addressed envelope. Your answers together
with those from other women in similar vocational training programs
will help others to benefit from your experiences.

You are not required to participate in thiJ study, but we
would sincerely appreciate your participation.

RDK/lr
enc].
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Sincerely,

,

Roslyn D:JKane
Project Director and
President

Rj Associates

1(!14111 .018 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia 22209 0031 524-3380



7. During your lifetime, about how
(c eck one) 20

1. Under 5 years

2.0 Between 5 and 9 years

many years has (or did) your mother work?

3.0 Between 10 and 14 years

4.0 15 or more years

S. How much education did your parents complete?

a. 6th grade or less

b. Did not finish high school

c. High school graduate

d. :;orne college

e. College graduate or beyond

MTHER

(check one for each parent)

21 FATHER 22

(0-6)

,(9-11) b.

(12)

(13-15) d. IMIN.

(16 or more) e.0

9. In your estimation which of the
total income? (check one)

Less than $5,000

2.11 $5,001 tloxo

3.

0.",
$10,001 - $15,000

following is closest to your household's

4.r-] $15,001 $20,000

5.0 $20,001 & over

6.0 Don't know

II. EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES

10. What was your major curriculum in high

1. Vocational:

a.0 Agricultural occupations

b.0 Business or commercial
occupations

c.[:] Distributive education

,(1.0 Health occupations

2.0 General

school? (check one) (24-25)

Home economics occupations

Technical occupations

Trade or industrial
occupations

h.0 Other vocational occupations

3.0 College Preparatory

11. How many semesters of mathematics
Course Number of Semesters

A. Mathematics

B. Biology

C. Chemistry

26

11.1.1111

and science did you take in high school?

Course Number of Semesters

D. Physics

27 E. Earth Science

1-128 F. General Science

I 7 1 G. Other Science

F-129

3.

31

32



12. Below is a list of educational programs. Please check the program that most
closely resembles the one in which you are now enrolled. (31-34)

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 Environmental Control
20 Industrial Technology
21 Instrumentation Technology
22 Mechanical Technology
23 Metallurgical Technology
24 Nuclear Technology
25 Petroleum Technolury
26---Mcientific Data Processing
27 Commercial Pilot Training
28 Fire and Fire Safety Technology
29 Forestry Technology
30 _Oceanographic Technology
31 Police Science
32 Water and Waste Water

Technology
33 Air Conditioning Installation

and Repair
34 Appliance Repair
35 Body and Fender Repair

Title

Agricultural Production 36
Agricultural Supplies/r,ervices

37Arricultural Mechanics
Agricultural Products 38
Agricultural Resources 39
Forestry 40
Automotive Sales 41
Wholesale Trade 42
Mortuary Science 43
Supervisory and 44
Administrative Management 45

Aeronautical Technology 46
Agricultural Technology 47
Architectural Technology 48
Automotive Technology 49

Civil Technology 50
Electrical Technology 51
Electronic Technology 52
Electromechanical Technology 53

Title

Auto Mechanics & Other
Automotive Training

Air Craft Maintenance
Air Craft Operations
Ground Operations
Blueprint Reading
Business Machine Maintenance
Commercial Fishery Occupations
Carpentry
Heavy Equipment Maintenance
Masonry
Plumbing and Pipefitting
Custodial Services
Diesel Mechanics
Drafting
Electrical Occupations
Electronic Occupations
Radio & TelevisiAl

Fabric Maintenance Services
54---7Foreman, Supervisor &

Management Development
55 Graphic Arts Occupations
56 Instrument Maintenance and

Repair
57 Maritime Occupations
58 Metalworking Occupations
59 Machine FIlOp
60 Machine Tool Operation
61 Welding & Cutting
62 Tool and Die Making
63 Metallurgy Occupations
64 Plastics Occupations
65 Fireman Training
66----haw Enforcement Training
67 Refrigeration
68 Small Engine Repair
69 Leather Working
70 Woodworking Occupations

71 Other

(Please Specify)

13. Did your high school courses prepare you for the program in which you

bi-1 A Little c.r--1 No

are now enrolled?

a. Yes
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14. Using the scale below, how would you rate
each of the following as influencing your
decision to enter your present training
program? (Enter 3, 2, or 1 in each
space provided.)

A. Am likely to earn
a good income

36 al"

3 = very important
2 = somewhat important
1 = not important

B. Have interest or
ability in the area

C. Attracted by working conditions (steady work, many
available jobs, opportunity for advencement, etc.)

38

D. Had been working and wanted to change or improve work skills.

E. Other (Please Specify)

39

4o

rating

37

15.' Were the following persons available to discuss your vocational decisions?
For each person and level of schooling listed please circle:

1 if the person was generally available for discussion
2 if the person was generally not available for discussion
6 if no such person was employed at your school

(41-44)

(45-48)

(49-52)

Teachers
Men Women

Counselors
Men Women

Jr. High School* 1 2 6 1 2 6 1 2 6 1 2 6

Sr. High Schoo," 1 2 6 1 2 6 1 2 6 1 2 6

Post High School 1 2 6 1 2 6 1 2 6 1 2 6

16. Using the scale below, please rate the influence of the following methods
in helping you decide to enroll in your present educational program,
(Enter 3,2,1 or 6 in each space provided.)

A. Individual counseling
or discussion

Group Counseling
B. Mixed groups of

men and women 514

3 = very importpnt
2 = somewhat im,Jrtant
1 = not important
6 = tried to change my mind

F. Career orientation
program

C. Groups of G. Visiting potential
women only [ 55 job sites

D. Career education
program

E. Vocational testing
program

56

57

59

H. Having representatives from
industry visit your class

I. Other

Go

(specify)

61L rating

*Grades 7-9 **Grades 10-12



17(1). Using the scale below, please rate the influence of the following persons
in helping you decide to enroll in your present educational program.
(Enter 3, 2, 1, or 6 in each space provided.)

A.

3 = very important 1 = not important
6 = tried to change my mind2 = somewhat important

Mother 62 B.

DIE. Other relatives

F/G. Friends

Father 63 C.

Ian

D. 65

F. 67

h/I. Teachers: Jr. High School H. 69

j/K. Sr. High School J. 71

LIM, Post High School L. 73

N/0. Counselors: Jr. High School N. 75

Sr. High School P. 77

E/S. Post High School R. 79

Other L,chool Personnel:

T/U. Jr. High School T. 6

V/W. Sr. High School V. 8

X/Y. Post High School X. 10

AA/BB. Other
(Please Specify) AA. 112

Husband 64

Woman

E. 66

GI 168

I. 170

K. 72

M. 74

O. 76

Q. 78

S. bo

U. 7

w 9

Y.

BB.

11

13

17(2). If any one of those persons in 17(1) was more impo nt than all others,

(...!!please circle your response (for example,( D. o Q. etc.). (14-15)

17(3). If any ever4s. rather than person, influenced your decision briefly

describe. h..61

meow.
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17(4). If in question 17(1) you put 3 after any of the following: Teacher(s)
Counselor(s), or other School Persil:Inc, pleane list their names and
addresses below: [171

Tlosition Tteacher, counselor, etc.)

his or her school name
4,11.1,

his or her school address
0

:lame Position teacher, counselor, etc.)

his or her school name

his or her school address

18. Are you the only woman in your If no, how many others are there?
technical training classes? [4]

Ei Les

111.111r

(Insert appropriate number.)

19. In your technical training classes have you experienced any of the
following? (Please res ond to each question)

A. Men students find it difficult
to adjust to women students.

B. Teachers find it difficult to
adjust to women students.

C. Teachers pay more attention
to the male students.

D. Counselors pay more attention
to the male students.

E. Teachers expect women students
to perform at a highe:.' level
than men students.

F. On the whole, the men students
are better prepared than the
women students.

Yes Somewhat No
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l9.(continued)

If in 19F above you marked either
Yes or Somewhat, do you feel that
is because in high school:
G. Men students had more science

classes.

H. ren students had more
mathematics classes.

I. !!en had taken more trade
and/or technical subjects.

3-P. Other reasons (Please Specify)

Yes Somewhat No

1261

(22-35)_
20. A. rid you ever seriously consider training

for any other alternative occupation? 31 E Yes

B. If yes, what alternatives did you consider? (Please Specify)

nNo

21. In addition to attending school:

A. Are you presently working?

Efi

Yes

B. If yes, is your job related to
the occupation for which you are Yes ri No
studying? EA

C. Did the school you are attending
help you get the job? L] [1:1 Yes ri

D. Was it easier for the young
men in your class to get a Don't
training-related job than Eil yes 0 EP Know
it was for you? DI

When you have completed the questionnaire, fold it in thirds, insert it in the
preaddressed envelope, and mail directly to:

Ri Ase:xiates, Inc.
1018 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, Va. 22209

You will need r.,J stamps for the mailing.

Thank you for your help.
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R
tfr110 associates

Under a contract from the Adult and Occupational Education Office of

the Office of Education, Rj Associates, a woman-owned consulting firm, is

7onducting a study of young women training for occupations that traditionally

nave been dominated by men.

Tide study has been designed to identify those factors which have

1.1fluenced the decision of these women to enter such training, some charac-

teristics of these young women, and what their experiences have been in the

programs.

In a questionnaire recently distributed to young women in nontraditional

vocational training in postsecondary Area Vocational Training Schools, at

least one woman student indicated that you influenced her decision to

undertake this training. It is because you have been successful in assisting

a young woman to enter such training that we are asking you to contribute

to this study. Your responses and the iesponses of other educational
persoT_Iq like you are essential to open the dialogue which can lead to

devising comprehensive systems of guidance and counseling, to assist young

women to succeed in the broadest possible range of programs of their choice,

and in their career progressions.

Inasmuch as relatively few wnmen have moved into nontraditional fields,

and even fewer have been influenced by school personnel, information which

only you can provide is basic to this study. We urge you to respond by

completing the enclosed questionnaire. Only aggregate data will be released

from this study. No names will be attached to your responses.

For your convenience, we are enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope

in which you can return the completed questionnaire. We are eagerly awaiting

your response. Please return the questionnaire and any enclosures before

June 15, 1976.

RDK/ed
Encl.

Sincerely,

70ir,Th,
Roslyn D. Kane
Project Director and
President

1.77

1018 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia 22209 (703) 524-3360



WOMEN IN NONTRADITIONAL VOCATIONAL LDUCATION

School Personnel QuesLionnaire

Please respond to all questions

Background information

OMB #51-S7L)088

Expires 7/1c.

1. Sex: a. Male

b.( (Female

. Which of the following best describes
your racial/ethnic group?

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Black/Negro

White/Caucasian

Hispanic*

Asian or Pacific Islander**

American Indian or
Alaskan Native***

3A. What is your present job title
or posltion?

a. Teacher

b. Counselor

c. Principal

d. Other (specify)

313 If you checked teacher, please enter
your field of instruction in the
space below.

4. In the appropriate spaces below, please check:

Under 3 Between 3

years & 5 years

A. How long have you been in your
present jc.')?

B. How long have you worked in an
educational setting?

Between 6 Over 10

& 10 years years

5. In the appropriate spaces below, indicate il what fields you specialize (education,

psychology, etc.) and the highest degr9e's) you have attained for each specialty.

Field of Specialization

A.

B.

C.

BA/BS MA/PitS Ph.D
Additional credits
beyond highest
degree

*Hispanic includes: Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, other Spanish origin.

**Asian or Pacific Islander includes: persons having origins in any of the original

peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the Pacific Islands.
***Americun Indian or Alaskan Native includes: persons having origins in any of the

original peoples of North America.
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.15. Do you or your school utilize any of the following?
Don't

Yes No Know

A. Vocational Aptitude Tests ri ri fl
B. Interest Lnventories L] Li

7
C. Other similar instrwn-nts I I Li

7. If you or your school utilize such tests please list the names of these tests below:

8. Are students: Don't

Yes No Know

Ii
A. Required to take t;.1.2se tests?

B. Encouraged to take these tests?

C. Given these tests at their own

request?

If such tests are not mandatory in your school, about how many women students do you

estimate take such tests? (Please check one)

a.Li Under 10% b.

d.r-

1 Under 25%

51% t: 75% e./
c. 25% to 50%

76% to 100%

10A. In assisting young women to consider areas for training, how use`ul are these

tests for each of the following training areas?

Very Mocul:reately Not

Training Area Useful lul Useful

Nontraditional Vocational Trainin

Other Vocational Training

BAC. If you checked either very useful or moderately useful in the question above,

please identify these tests in the space(s) below:

B. Very Useful Teets C. Moderately Useful Tests

(1) (1)

(2) (2)

1 For the purpose the study, a vocational training program is defined as

nontraditional :f, nationally, fewer than 25.1% of the students enrolled in

the program are women. See back cover for a detailed list of programs.
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11. In order to encourage qualified young w,-Len to consider training for a nontraditional
occupatIon, has your school:

Yes No

(1) Developed its owr program?

(.)) 1.Jed a program developed elsewhere?

(0 Allowed or enco17raged individual
teachers/counselors to develop
their own program?

(4) Left it up to iniividual teachers/
ounselors to w,-k with a student
as the need occurs7

12A. If you checked yes in answer to (1) or (3) in question 11 above, please enclose
with your completed questionnaire a brief description of the program and any
speclai materials tho school or you have developed.

B. If you crieci,tA ves in answer to 2) above, please enclose with your completed
questionnaire a brIef description of the program and in the space below enter
the name and address where additional information about the program may be
obtained.

Name Name

Address Address

13A. Are there other resource materials you
would use if funds were available?

,001

Yes N.)

B. If yes, please list them below:

Title Publisher

(1)

(2)

(3)

14. In your experience, which of the following usually initiates the idea of a woman
being trained for a nontraditional occupatdon? (Check the appropriate box.)

a. Teacher

b. II Counselor

c. D Other
School
Personnel

d.Ti Parents g.,
e. Peers

111 Other
(Specify)

f-F-1 Student h.L] Don't Know
-Herself
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15. Please check which in your estimation is the usual response to be expected from the

following persons when a young woman considers training for nontraditional

occupations.
(1)

Very
Discouraging

Women friends

(2) (3)

Somewhat Somewhat

Discouraging Encouraging

(4)

Very

Encouraging

Mother

Father

Husband or
men friends

Men vocational
counselors

Women vocational
counselors

Men teachers

Women teaihers

16. Please rate the importance of the fDllowtng in helping women decide for

nontraditional occupations.
Has a Has no Is 7.?

negative usefulness somewhat very

effect useful use:u1

A. Individual counseling
or discussion

Group counseling:

B. Groups of men and

women

C. Groups of women only

D. Career education programs

E. Career orientation program

F. Visiting job sites

riI

G. Having a representative
from industry visit
the class

H. Consultation with
parents

I. Other (Please specify)

usefrniess
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17. Do you think women presently trainini; 4'or
nontraditional occupatic s need epcia-
support activities (exampleb liF+ed in #V8)
tailored specifically t their r cl-'

1 1
Yes

1

J No

18. _Adicate below what activities are uriercaken in your school and how you would rate
their importance in supporting wpm= in nontraditional training. Please rate each
program whether or not it is 7vailabll in your school.

Support Activity Available Ratin
somewrlt
important

(e-)

no
importar

(1)

yes no
very

important

(3)

Individual counseling

Group counseling:

Mixed groups of men
and women

Group:3 of women only

Counselin with potential
employers

Securing 1,arenta1 support

Talkines with women who
have sucessfally
"r..ade it" in

nontrauitional jobs

Otht_r (Please specify)

_I

19. Please rate th ,. following as to their
impo:tance in influencing a young woman 2

4.o train for or remain in a nontraditional 1

necupation. (Enter 2, 1, or 0 in each 0

ipaci provided.)

A. Occupation has
good earnings

C. Interest or ability in
the occupational area

= very important
= somewhat importelt
= not important

B. Enjoys working
with men

D. Attracted by working conditions (steady work, many available jobs,
opportunity for advancement, etc.)

E. Had been working and wants to change or improve work skills.,

F. Other (Please specify)
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20. Since 1970, about how many wumen
have you encouraged to train fcr
a nontraditional occupation?
(Enter an approximate number.!

How many have actually followed
the advice offered?

21. Based upon your experierce, ailproximately how many additional young women in

your achool should 'P encou: 3ed to train for a nontraditional occupation?

A. Number B. Percent (of women

[-----A
in your school)

22. Would you list qualities rmd/or skills which you feel are necessary for a woman
to succeed in nontraditiol.al vocational training which are different from

those necessary for wr:ma to succeed in training more traditionally selected

by women?

Please list:

A.

B.

D.

E.

F.

Please return the completed questionnaire and the requested enclosures in the
preaddressed envelope to:

Thank you for your help.

Rj Associates, Inc.
1018 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, Va. 22209
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Nontraditional Vocational Training Programs*

U.S. Office of Education Vocational Education Classification

Agri-Business Occupations

o Agriculture Production
o Agriculture Supplies/Services
o Agriculture Products
o Agricultural Resources
Agriculture Mechanics

o Forestry

Marketing & Distribution Occupations

o Automotive Sales
o Wholesale Trade
o Miscellaneous Distributive Education

Health Occupations

o Mortuary Science

Business & Office Occupations

o Business Supervisory Occupations

Technical Occupations

o AeronauLlcal Technology
o Agricultural & Agricultural

Related Technology
o Architectural Technology
o Automotive Technology
o Civil Technology
o Electrical Technology
o Electronic Technology
o Electromechanical Technology
o Environmenta3 Control Technology

Industrial Technology
o Instrumentation Technology
o Mechanical Technology
o Metallurgical Technology
o Nuclear Technology
o Petroleum Technology
o Scientific Data Technology

Commercial Pilot Training
o Fire & Fire Safety Technology
o Forestry Technology
o Oceanographic Technology
o Police Science
o Water & Waste Water Technology
o Miscellaneous Technical Occupations

Trade & Industrial Occupations

o Air Conditioning Inst..tllation
& Repair

Appliance Repair
o Body and Fender 'tepair
o Auto Mechanics t Other

Automotive Training
o Air Craft Maintenance
o Air Craft Operations
o Blueprint Reading
o Business Machine Maintenance
o Commercial Fishery
o Carpentry
o Heavy Equipment Maintenance
o Masonry
o Plumbing and Pipefitting
o Custodial Service
o Diesel Mechanics
o Drafting
o Electrical Occupations
o Electronic Occupations
o Radio & Television Repair
o Fabric Maintenance Services
o Foreman, Supervisor &

Management Development
o Graphic Arts Occupations
o Instrument Maintenance & Repair
o Maritime Occupations
o Metalworking Occupations
o Machine Shop
o Machine Tool Operation
o Welding & Cutting
o Tool & Die Making
o Metallurgy Occupations
o Plastics Occupations
o Fireman Training
o Law Enforcement Training
' Refrigeration
o Small Engine Repair
o Stationary Energy Sour ,A

Occupations
' Leather Working
o Woodworking Occupations

* For the purpose of the study, a vocational training program is defined as
nontraditional if, nationally, fewer than 25.1% uf the students tnrolled in

the program are women.
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APPENDIX C

Glossary

AVTS -- Area Vocational Technical Schools are departments or divisions

of junior colleges, technical or vocational schools, specialized
high schools, or separate departments of a high school approved
by the State Board of Education and used primarily for providing

vocational education courses in at least five occupational fields

for the purpose of preparing persons for employment.

Broad classification -- Overall classification of vocational education

courses by their subject area. Areas include:. Agriculture, Dis-

tributive Education, Health, Home Economics, Business and Office,

Technical, and Trade and Industrial.

Detailed classification -- Specific categorization of vocational educa-

tion training programs from the classification system developed

by the Office of Education. (For the listing, See Appendix :1i,

Tables 1 3 and 5 - 7).

Feminine image -- A way of describing occupations which,by subjective

public opinion,are, and by presumption will continue to be,held

by women. A classification system developed by Saul D. Feldman

for professional women in Escape from the Doll's House, (Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1974).

High Status Blue Collar Occupations -- Includes craftsmen, foremen, and

kindred workers as defined by the U.S. Bureau of Census.

High Status White Collar Occupations -- Includes professional, technical,

managerial and administrative workers as defined by the U. S. Bur-

eau of Census.

Low Status Blue Collar Occupation -
service.workers, as defined by

Low Status White Collar Occupation
workers as defined by the U. S

- Includes operatives, laborers, and

the U. S. Bureau of Census.

- - Includes sales and clerical

. Bureau of Census.

Masculine imATP -- A way of describing occupations wnich by subjective

public opinion are, and will continue to be,held by men. A classi-

fication developed by Saul D. Feldman for professional women in

Escape from the Doll's House, (Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-

ment of Teaching, 1974).

Math filter -- A term used to describe the situation where women progres-

sing through junior high and high school take too few math courses

and thereby are frequently prevented from advancing in non-

traditional professional,and probably non-professional,occupations.

C-1
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Minority -- Includes the following racial/ethnic gruups: Black/Negro,

Hispanic, Asian or Pacific Islander, American Indian or Alaskan

:7ative.

Mixed women students -- Women students enrolled in any training program
in which, nationally, 25.1 to 73.00 of enrolled students are women.

N-M-T category -- As used in back-up tables: N = Non-tradi...ional women

students, M = Mixed women students, T = Traditional women students.
(See derinitions for each catecy;ry.)

Neutral image -- A way of describing occupations which,by subjective
public opinion,could be held by -aither men or women. A classifi-

cation developed by Saul D. Feldman for professional women in Ei:A3

from the Doll's House, (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching, 1074.)

Non-traditional (Nt) women students Women students enrolled in any
training program in which, nationally, 0.0 to 25.0% oZ. enrolled

students are women.

North Central -- Includes the following states: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin.

Northeast -- Includes the following .tates: Connecticut, Maine, Massa-
chusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode

Island, Vermont.

Occupational status -- A categorization of occupations, see definition
of High Status White Collar, Low Status White Collar, High Status
Blue Collar and Low Status Blue Collar.

Region -- Division of the United States into four major parts as defined
by the U.S. Bureau of Census. See definitions of Northeast, North

Central, South and West.

Rural -- For this report, any school which was not located within a
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas was defined as rural. Since

most schools were non-residential, students attending schools were
assumed to reside in the surrounding area.

South -- Includes the following states and district: Alabama, Arkansas,

Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisi-

ana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Caro-
lina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia,West Virginia.
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Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) -- A county or group of
contiguous counties which contain at least one city (ce:,tral city)
with 50,000 or more inhabitants, or twin cities with a tombined
population of 50,000 or more. The number of d'2sianated
counties included in the SMSA in addition to the county containi:1
the central city (or cities) are determined by the social and
economic integration of those counties with the central city
(cities) . For specific criteria, see 197n Census of Population,
U. S. Bureau of Census.

TradttLonal (Traci) women students -- Women students enrolled in any
training program in which, nationall., 75.1 to 10..):, of enrolled
students are women.

Urban -- For this report, any school located within a Standard Metro-
politan Statistical Area was defined as urban. Since most schools
were non-residential, students attending these schools were assumed
to reside in the urban area.

West Includes the following states: Alaska, Arizona, California,
Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexic,), Oregon, Utah,
Washington, Wyoming.
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APPENDIX

Statistical Symbols

In testing hypotheses, two tests were used: 1) Chi-Square, and

the difference between two proportions. (For details, s2e 'Aethodolo,jy.)

Rejection of null hypothesis is indicated in the appropriate tables by
footnotes, or asterisks (*) directly in the stub of the table.1/

The level of significance of the test is i .;:d by the number

of (*)'s after the variable in the stub or after the appropriate
footnote.

* indicates p<Z.05

* *

* * *

indicates p <. Ol

indicatns p< .001

The following footnote symbols were used to show significance for a chi-

Square Test (x2):

x2 - this indicates a rejection of the null hypothesis that
the distribution of the specified variable is the same
for the non-traditional and traditional samples.

Nt x2 (Trad x2) - this indicates a rejection of the null hypothesis
that the distribution of the specified variable is the same
for two or more subgroups of Non-traditional (Traditional)
students.

The following footnote symbols indicate significance for a test of the

Differences Between Two Proportions:

*** Asterisks in the stub of the table indicate rejection
of the aull hypothesis that the proportions for the
indicated variable were similar in the non-traditional

and traditional samples. The level of significance is
indicated by the number of asterisks.

a-a (b-bi etc.) - this indicates the rejection of the null
hypothesis that the two footnoted proportions are
similar.

- indicates the rejection of the null hypothcsis that the
footnoted proportion is similar to the proportion for
the combination of all other students in the stratified

sample.

1/ Where no footnotes or asterisks in the stub are indicated, either
the null hypothesis was not rejected, or no hypothesis was formulated.
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Example:

Student

._Iza_____
Yes No

17-19 70.6 29.4

20 58.9/ 41.1

21-24 75.9 24.1

25-29 77.5 22.5

30 71.8 28.2

The above table would indicate that the response of the 20 year olds was
significantly different from the response of students of all other ages
corbined.
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